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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, December

III

PENITENTIARY

fllEICE

SENATOR ROBINSON,
DEMOCRAT, OPPOSES
PACT
NEW

10

AGREED

Washington, Dec. 12 (by the
The now
Assoolated Press.)
Pacific treaty was
Issued
In
a
statement
criticised
today by Senator Robinson,
who
of Arkansas,
democrat
said the new pact would take
the United States into tho
league of nations through a
"rear door."
"The treaty substitutes for
e
alliance a
the
league or alliance, between the
United States. France, Japan
and Great Britain," he said,
ar"Japan rejoices in the fact.
rangement because of this beFirst study inclines me to
lieve that It affords a means
for relieving the tension between the United States and
will back
Japan. The treaty
us through the rear door Into
of the
chamber
the outer
league of nations a Borry en'
article
under
for
trance
eighteen of the league coveand
nant, France, England
Japan are obligated to file the
document with the secretary of
the league."
four-pow-

OF

STATUS OF YAP

Gov.

IN

A

MASSMEETim

Small Watches Battle to
Kill Embezzlement Indictment

TBEATYDETWEEM
AND JAPAN

Mail Bcndit

Withdraws Plea

of "Not Guilty By Reason of Insanity" and
Pleads Guilty at Phoenix.
PRISONER LECTURED
BY JUDGE SAWTELLE
Hopes He Will Change His
Attitude Toward the Laws'
and Government and Become a Good Citizen.

Two Governments Are Pre- -:
paring to Sin an Agree- -;
ment Regarding the Much
Discussed Pacific Isle,

tf?

.AMERICA' RETAINS
CABLE PRIVILEGES

;

y
-s-v-

i
i

Nipponese Are Given

'in

Fpcys,
(V.?
lne
"no'1'
7 fhe American
P

Associated

A

A

.)

T

ernmenta have
fficultles over the
composed
Pacific IsleTap. and are pre- paring to sign a treaty by which

DELEGATES HOPE

and Japan

(Ily The Annotated 1om.)

TO END

PARLEY

Japan retains administrative
trol over the Island and the United
States Becures the cable and wire
con-

less privileges Therefore, which she

convicted of mail robberies,
BY DECEMBER 3 has contended since the Paris
peace conference,
today pleaded guilty in the
Japan's leaguo of nations manUnited States district court
date over Tap and all other northPacific islands formerly under
here to another charge of Arms Conference
Attacks ern
German sovereignty Is given recoghaving attempted to rob a
Imnition by the United States on cerProblems With An
tain conditions. These include promail car here and received
Ad
visions for free administration of
petus That Scores
his third sentence of 25
of
missionaries
and protection
Sail.
to
Viviani
in
a
federal
vances;
years
penitentAmerican interests In the mandated
and
that
now
has
Japan
require
Gardner
territory,
iary.
(fly The Aiwclntcd fea.)
shall report to the United States
been sentenced to serve a Washington,
Dec. 12 (by the as well as to the league on details
total of 75 years in federal Associated Press). The arms con- of her administration,
Wireless lights.
ference renewed the attack on Us
prison.
Tha Yap cable and wireless

Of

Upper photo shows, left to right:
Governor Small of Illinois, and
Werner W. Schroeder, Alex F.
Beaubicn and C. C. Le Forgee,
Small's legal battery, in court.
Lower photo shows Small and
Vernon Curtis,
with
Small, Knapped between sessions
at Waukegan, 1IL
Tho first legal battle to prevent
placing Governor Len Small, of
Illinois, on trial for embezzlement
of state funds and conspiracy while
he served as state treasurer, Is now
on in Waukegan, 111., "tho capital
pro tern of the state." Pcfore Juag
Clairs G. Edwards, of the Lake

TREASUREiTSB0ND
PREVENT

i

MAY

LOSSES

(FICIAl DtlPATCM

TO MOHNIN

JOURNAL)

Santa Fe. Doc, 12. Holding a
total of about $387,000 in state
funds, the Santa Fe bank, a state
bfink of this city, was closed today
and was placed In the hands of
tho state bank examiner, J. B.
Read.
Mr. Tiead's only statement with
reference to Us condition was that
it was closing "on account of deDr. Frank E.
pleted resources."
Mera, head of the Sunmount sanaIs
torium here.
president of tha
Institution and rtoucrt W. Lynn ia
cashier. Its capital is $50,0UO and
Its surplus is 115,000.
There is a statutory provision la
New Mexico restricting the stata
deposits in any single institution to
75 per rent of its capital and sur
plus. That would have allowed
about $4S,000 to remain in the
Santa Fe bank. It had, however,
about $367,000 in state money, tha
great built of which came from
tho checking account of the state

feat.

1

ANY

Other Officers of State Have
Small Accounts in Institution; Rest of Santa Fe
Banks Are Solvent,

Every enterprise o f
1922 will feel the effect
of the decision made tonight. Every citizen will
feel the elation of success
or the depression of de-

county court thero Small's attor-- 1 chosen. Tho governor was granted
neys are attempting to obtain tho a chnngo of venue from Springfield
dismissal of tho indictment on thojto Waukegan when he charged he
ground that the grand Jury which (could not got justice among his pomade tho return was illegally ilitical enemies at tho state capital.

1367,000.00

Governor and State Treas- -.
urer Declare State Will
Not Lose Cent, Owing to
Securities Held,

querque.

.

Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 12.
Withdrawing his plea of
"not guilty by reason of insanity," Roy Gardner, twice

STATE DEPOSITS

followed by a successful
campaign, will mean that
we enter 1922 with the
liquor of success tingling
in our veins. To abandon
the project will mean a
surrender to our environment, a weakening of our
will to win for Albu-

.na
istrative Control
ture Is Expert Within
the Next
(By The

CLOSES HOLDING

abandoned.
This meeting is very
likely to settle the fate of
Albuquerque during 1922.
Those present probably
will vote either to go forward with the project or
to abandon it. There is
little to be gained by
allowing the matter to
drag.
A vote to go forward,

?f;

h:

t

f

There will be a mass
meeting of the citizens of
Albuquerque held in the
Y. M. C. A. gymnasium at
8:00 this evening to decide whether the hotel
project shall go forward
to completion
or be

Anglo-Japanes-

ROY GARDNER

EDITION

Dnllj by Carrier or Mall. H5c a Month
fio
Single
pl

13, 1921.

er

U.S.

CITY

If your personality is to
leave any impression on
the community in which
you live, you should be
there tonight and vote
your best judgment.
Lounging coats and
slippers are comfortable
things, but they never
build cities. Come tonight.

i
In sentencing Gardner, however, problems today with an impetus
treasurer,
rights, regarded as highly import
EMPTY STOCKING FUND
Tho checking account of the
Judge William II. Sawtelle told him that ecored advances.
FOR
tant because of the island's ad
treasurer Was about $203,000. Hie
that this sentence did not mean that
Among the day's accomplish vantageous position" in the Pacific,
The following; contributions
stationary account was $43,600, in
he would have to Bpend seventy-fiv- e ments was a new treaty agreement are accorded to the American and
HORSES COMING SACK
round numbers. Tho certificate of
wcro received yesterday to be
years in prison. "How long by whloh the United States and Japanese government ana nationdistributed by the Kalvatlon
deposit which he had totaled
IN
THE
BIG
CITIES
you stay there depends entirely Japan finally settled the Yap con- als alike on terms of equality.Amer-In
In all around
$30,009,
making
Army and the. Bureau of
upon your own conduct," the Judge troversy on a basis Insuring Amer- tho exercise of these rights
$356,500 from the treasurer. Tho
Charities
to
tho
of
(tlvo
to
from
be
are
free
ican
poor
nationals
cald.
(1)7 The Asaoriiifcd Premi.)
total deposits in the bank reached
Hie city a Merry ('IhI.iIiiimh:
ican cable and wireless privileges. taxes, licensing, censorship
and
Sirs. Gardner Present.
Chicago, Dec. 12. The horse is $607,000.
Itcknd Urovncr Ellis. ...9 109
In the naval ratio negotiations, every form of discriminatory supHope that Gardner would change
Tills fund was safeguarded by a
GARS
USED coming Dack in the big cities, ac- $110,000
1.00
OSLO IioM)!e K;n;;er
Jils attitude toward the laws and th naval "Big Three" asaln camo ervision and in addition are to be
surety bond, a $100,001)
1.00
.Ir.
to
Ike
S.
Kinder,
Wirth
ot
aided
the
cording
Dunhnm,
government
by
Japanese
a
and
become
government
good into consultation with growing inpersonal bond from tho directors
;. V. Bond
10.00
in securing needed property and
111.,
citizen "both for your own sake and
of
the
Wayne,
Horse
.ji
president
of tho bank, and $280,000 in note
1.00
facilities.
Margaret bcullliarp
for the sake of your wife who has dications that tho American
Association of America.
and mortgages, totaling $490,000.
rtj The AhWMlmrd rrru.)
Cash
1.0!)
. oiuuu vy ;uu ill una vuar, uiua uc- - plan would be accepted when an The immediate value of ihe ar
Arc
Funoral
Procacsions
has
"There
been
tremendous
a
Of other elate officials, the land
' wionstrating her love for and loyal accompanying agreement could be rangemcnt to the United States lies Washington, ITec. 12. Additional S. E. MeKeo
5 0!)
in public opinion in favor ofiice had $2,000 secured by a
Also Unknown; Undertak- change
IJ. A. Jones
of cable com- - tariff protection for the American
1,1 the concessions
1.00
of tho horse," Mr. ISunham s:rtl. $15,000 surety bond. The attorney
ty to you," was expressed by Judge reached on Pacific fortifications.
5.00
Sawtelle. Mrs. Gardner was beside
grass and fiber making and flnx John Eeikert
is using 3,000 mure than
ers Are Carpenters; Make "Chicago
The four power treaty tor pre-Thad about $550, the secreoontrm of the
StMit Sloorc
1.00
Gardner as sentence was pro,. . . .
last year. Philadelphia shows an general
tary of state about $6,000, tha auserving peace in the Pacific was .existing cable between Yap tindjcpposed today before the senate
1.00
nounced.
Handle Coffins.
John Mailer
and
Increase of 25 per cent, and in ditor
slightly less than $2,000, an!
Considerable importance finance committee.
As soon as sentence was pro put Into final official form and Guam.
Ruth liiKlcr of Artesla,
New York also tho horse has made the attorney
general under $400.
H. A. Dammoyer and F. IS. Car- )
1.0Q
nounced, Thomas A. Flynn, United Plans were tnade to have it slened also is , attached by American
(D Th AMii'iuici
NM.
gains,
The total of state funds vmm
121 Pi: so,
to
of ,Jew,Yprk, weakin
State district attorney, moved that Pt 1! a. ra, tomorrow by .Amorican,.' officials
tho radio
I'w'c. 12. There
Punham
declared
the slightly over $387,000.
Texts,
do-car at tiritigh, Japanese and French dele-- : lcf?es, althouglj
j
it Is to be. for the rujf- manufnetutora,
the charge of robWng
Tolal
.$29.00 are no hearses or funeral procea- - most complete cost system his as
There was no demonstration In
that the American market Previously reporied
Maricopa, Arizona, on November 3 gate8.
(agreed in the treaty that no;clarod
according to George isociatlon has been able to obtain. Santa Fe today over the closing of
li".!)0 signs in Mexico,
with
was
flooded
in.
.
ordered
court
beins
be
be dismissed and the
Japanese,
in the senate the eroun odoos- - American radio atntion will
01 una cuy, wno is
D.v one or Wie oiggest or I n.- n,
bank. A fo depositors came
that that be done.
the un- - cago's department stores, showed ) the
of the quadruple stalled while the present Japanese grass and fiber rugs under a low.
Total to date
$186.00 here on btiMineiiS. He is in
ing ratlfl-ttlo- n
nnfI saw tne sign hut paia no greai
i
the
with
result
tho
that
i
.,.,
MvUn'
tariff
auscnm
f
rir.Kiiin
-...
It was on this charge that
wimouc
is
ii
i,inr,oa
a.
fired
fnins.
their
first
operatea
agreement
plant
"V
wn tin run
nttnnt hn tn it Thn
,ciu in
American industry was being seriwas "tried last week. He ad J?cnators Borah, republican. Idaho, inatory
exactions.
lof horses, ,,vv
City.
on the other h'anta Fe banks, since
mitted committing the robbery, but nn(1 Rt,fidj democrat, Missouri, led
asso-tli- e
ously Injured. They asked for a
"The street car company gets all
The
of
horse
the
president
is
it
knfiwn that both are entirely
claimed he was insane at the time. thn ftttack. several other senators
within a rate of 36 cents per squire yard on VIVIAKI TO SAIL FOR
funeral
business,"
says Mr. ciation called attention to needs of
Signature is expected
- imported crass and fiber russ,
une jury wnicn ncara ine cuse waH defended the treaty.
Howe. "The coffin is placed on 'the horse In road building. "In the solvent.
,ino orocic nno nr tha tirlnNEXT
M. C. Moehem stated
HOME
WEDNESDAY
Governor
tho
in
be-increase
1
Opposing any
unable to agree on a verdict.
tho platform of a tut car, in Mex- least the good roads system Is
In tha Fnr Eastern discussions clpal causes for controversy
that the stnte deposits In the bank
I
1U:,3, Ya U. iT4.
and behind tho platform is ting to improvement of lornl roads," have
Captured By Clerk.
was made, the nlnoUween Washington and Tokio ana UnU UUUtS Ull Ulfne
also,
progress
cent since
been
40
reduced
(By The Anorlalcd Trrai.)
MacDonald, of New York,", reproGardner was captured during his ; participating nations agreeing fin- - ending neveral months' negotiatii
coupied tho regular Btreet car and he paid, "and reads are being put ho took office. Thatper
would Indithe Association-No- f
Import
Washington, Dec. 12. Prepara- tho trailer in which the relatives in without reference to tho horse, cate
attempt to rob the car here by Her ally on withdrawal of foreign post The agreement was announced to- sentlng
a total on January 1 of this "
of Japanese tions for the departure from 'Wash- and friends ride.
and Distributors
man V. Inderlied, clerk in charge offices from China by
No provision Is made for him on
to the committee of tho whole ers
January 1 day
of $000,000. Mr. Strong, state
Floor Coverings,.
of the car. At first the department 1923.
"Four men in uniform called the side of the hard surface. The year
of the arms conference.
tomcrrow
or
either
ington
tonight
also Indicated that they
Dakota.
of Justice ordered thaf Gardner be
tho ctffin to the gr.ive position of tho horse in agriculture treasurer,
mosos,
The American request for a com In Sonator Land, of North the
was the day's
So
fiax of M. Viviani, head of tho French where acarry
for
Ser- - es a form of power and a source of had been reduced, although he did'
v.n
urging
in
protection
taken to Leavenworth, Kansas, to work encouraging
Is
first
held.
service
Ehort
wi
the
that
not specify the amount
principal delegates
delegation at the arms conference, vices are
serve the sentences already Imposed were stimulated
"
d
very brief, and few people pleasure demands thftt some
powers at Pans, "'""'"J "n
In their
If the deposits exceed the state
being made today. Ho plans
.... hope that laid .ubeforeimu..theou.......-.
further trial i.
nouriincu Because it were
ntnr
the funeral. Only two monition be given him on the .roads." law,
upon him without
v
,i,i,iioirntnn
worn
OI mo cuiuereiiuu unuj mo
to
sail
for
it is possible that the bond of
on
the
ine
real
home
"reTl
Wednesday
be-- 1
had receUe
here. When it was found, however, would end by the close of the year. protested when the league awarded
fur
is
in
Mexico
do
need
There
embalming,
great
City
steamer Paris,
Pailbut. tPrt
- Treasurer Strong my be liable. He
embalmers
DunMr.
that this would prevent the pay- Rene Vlvlnnl, of France, arrangedia mandate to Japan without recog-(- "
the
law
ductlon
of
better
horses,
requires
M.
is under b'.nd for $1,800,000. It is
Sarraut, minister of colonies,
ment of a reward of $5,000 to Mr. to leave next
be a graduate of the isatlonai iham noted,
will succeed to leadership of the to
?er0i;n7h1(r'en
Wednesday, and prac nlzing the American claims on The
poasililo that the amount over $48,- -.
Inderlied. it was ordered that GardSchool of Medicine, No fee is set,
to
the
quest
, league
,!!
referred
"rrspasf0
Tol
all
British
announced
of
the
000
He
French
the
which the treasurer deposited
tlcally
delegation.
expects
ner be tried here.
but the charge of embalming is
TO ( f OSE OX SATURDAYS.
to rail on December 81.
in the Santa Fe bank may be reflourish was that Amer
living ecnlerenco to conclude contiluera-tio- n based on what tho family is worth,
Gardner will be taken to Leaven- plans
I""?,"
12.
Dec.
New
New
The
York.
of
some
to
settlement.
of
in that manner.
expedite
major questions this month
Preparations
worth to servo his sentences.
"The undertakers are really
coffee and sugar exchange to- - covered
un Istandards were much higher than
The following list shows the
remaining work of detail were Alter an inconclusiveto qihiuib
coun
Carl A. Davis, attorney for Gard- the
been h"s In other
have
declared
a
to
of
made
CaliforarrWurning
to
tho treasurer has had
which
organization
promises
funds
by
today
had
olfins. if a cheap coffin is bought, flavs preceding Christmas and New
ner, announced that Gardner
of f if made Informally to the American
new naval
uary 18.
one mosos carries it through the Year.
(Coin I Sued" onPa go" T wo.)
promised not to try to escape from teen.
the
at
i
negotiations
Paris,
delegates
COTTON PRICE HREWS.
his guards on the way to the priaon.
street on his head, to the house of
lapsed ii 'o a long succession of
WILCOX IS CAPTAIN'.
New Orlonns, Ii., Dec. 12. The
Mr. navls also said that an effort
the dead and leaves it nt the front
STAYS RECEIVERSHIP.
proposals and counter to proposals.
340.000
tmrAiild hn mnrtn to have the nrison
bales
estimate
S,
of
by
of the dead
IXrbnna, III.. Dee. 12. Dave Wil
door. The relatives
invoke a crop
' Now
At
first
sought
Japan
"took
12.
the
Dec.
an
of
-1D21
footperend
have
Illinois
Supreme
son,
operation
agriculture
of
York,
authorities
dress tho body and place it in tho
right
law prohibiting the land- the department
to ball eleven, todav was elected c.in- - coffin.
cotton
market
formed on Gardner's skull in an ef- Court Justice Guy late today Japanese
surprise
by
on.
cables
of
Japanese
foreign
ing
or
to tain of the 1922 team to fill the
fort to remove the pressure from stayed tho receivership appointed soil, but the objection v
"it an expensive coffin is purwith- ony ana tnere was a nreait
the brain which the defence claims for Tex Rlckard, boxing promoter, drawn when the United States in- 112 points or about $5.50 a bale ag eancv cnused hv Captain Peden's chased, two or more mcsos carry
the
of
result
caused Gardner to commit crimes. the Madison Square Garden corheavy
selling.
the coffin, leaving it at the house
ineligibility.
only was under the
his trial last week it was poration and the Madison Square sisted that YapTokio.
whero the body is. .,
. During
of
trusteeship
testified tnat tnere mignt ne pres- Garden Sporting club, pending an
"After the body Is placed In the
ilnal instructions.
sure on the brain because of a frac- - appeal taken to the appellate dicoffin, the street car comes to the
to the Japaninstructions
Final
nearest
vision.
point to tho house, and
(Continued on Page Two.)
ese delegates to, accept the latest
from thero four mosos carry it to
American proposals are understood
tho carline."
to have been received from Tokio
Poindex-te- r
Tho Journal wishes to lo jnst. It wishes to shatter no reputaTho only piece of land In Mexico
last night.
tions which are entitled to remain intact. Nor does it wish to
owned by the United States gove
Points cl Agreement.
that which should be so punished by public criticism that Its ernment is the American cemetery
The points of the agreement
repetition will Ic made impossible.
covering nbftut ten acres of land on
follow:
the outskirts of Mexico City, Mr.
For
weeks
lias
been
the
Journal
of
weakness
with
the
disgusted
United
the
that
1. It is agreed
Howe said. "No American can be
officials in denflng with the Santa Fo Hnnk situation.
This
states shall have free access to state
arrested by the Mexican, officials
bank hag been insolvent for four months probably for a yenr. Wo
the island of Yap on the footing
ho is in this cemetery," he
bnso this statement on tho fact that this bank
hns been unable, for while
Eli
of entire equality with japan or
I am here to buy a
continues.
to
checks
many
which
stnte
rethe
to
wished
month,
pay
all
in
treasury
that
any other nation,
make upon H.i Stnte officials hnvo refrained from withdrawing the hearse, casket and other funeral
(BY TIIK ASSOCIATED PKESS.)
and
to
operation
the
lates
landing
.
j
no provisions to use military
..
supplies, nnd we expect shortly to
Washington Dec. 12. Tito
state's funds In order to postpone tho evil day.
cable
,
of the existing
In
hearse
he
competition ate got Its first taste today of the force, "lurking in or aDout tne
runnings
In tho fnce of this situation the executive department has leen
or of any cable whloh may herecar
street
with
the
company.
new
on
the
promised fight
treaty" the moral obligation rebaffled, inert nnd incompetent.
It has waited for something to
after be laid by the United States "turn
Pacific treaty. The pact was mained.
up." Something has turned up. It Is the toes of the hnnk.
or its nationals.
Senator King, aemocrat, Utah,
both denounced
and defended.
The Journal hns lecn silent. Its pnblisher has sought privateTAKE STEPS TO CREATE
2. It is also agreed
that the
whether the
to force some action to save the state's money. We
Practically all of the new treaty inquired of Mr. Borah did
knew that a
United States and its nationals are ly
not conAVIATION
was
in
into
advance
read
the
record
BUREAU0F
agreement
sln?:Io
editorial
would
close
tho
hank
and
and
whole
crowd
the
same
that
to be accorded the
rights
tain more, possibilities of war than
of formal submission.
would turn on us nnd say that tho Journal "broke" it. Wc were
radio
to
with
respect
covenant.
privileges
The attack came from two "Irre- did the league of nations
forced to silence nnd compelled to wait. We knew that It was but
(Br Thn Aanncliitrd Pros.)
"I'll discuss that and some other
telegraph service as with regard
Washington, Dec. 12. Legisla concilable" in tho Versailles coveto cables. It is provided that so a question of weeks nt most.
nant
controversy, Senators Borah, provisions of this treaty later," Mr.
recommenda
out
to
tion
the
carry
Rumors
Fe
on
Santa
around
have
tho
months
for
that
maintain
whis)ered
Borah replied.
long as Japan shall
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
size of tho stale's deposits in this hnnk had been determined in tion of President Harding for creat republican, Idaho, nnd Iteed, demoThe worn of Secretary Hughes in
crat, Missouri. Mr. Borah deSeattle, Wash. Deo. 12. The . washed out bridges, torn through Yap an adequate radio telegraphic
ing a bureau of civil aviation was voted
This
be
games.
untrue.
poker
That
tho
state
and
may
treasurer
effectively
station
of the American naval
interto
his
two"
"article
and
attention
presentation
senate
introduced
by
in
the
worst flood in years held sway in railroad embankments'
today
rastnte
other
officials
have
frequently engaged In poker games in Senator Wadsworth, republican, of ef the new treaty, which he com- reduction program was commond-e- d
wire communica- with the cables and with other
Ten persons rupted rail andcommunities.
which
the
In
ran
Washington tonight.
of
Is
hundreds
and
losings
true.
Whethmany
or
shore,
dio stations
ships
by Mr. Borah, who described the
in many
York. Tho proposed bureau pared to article ten of the Versailles
er these games involved the handling of statedollars,
tare known to have been killed, a tions
funds should be thor. New
reduction as
He declared that the program of naval
Weather officials held out no without discriminatory exactions or
would be established in the depart- covenant.
and completely Investigated.
of praise, but he added
conference
to
the
number or others injured ana hope for relief tomorrow, the fore- preferences, the exercise of the ouglily
worthy
commerce
ment
and
be
compelled
treaty
superof
The
Journal is informed that a
of State Treasurer vised by a commissioner. Func- make "real disarmament" an that the conference "so far as the
right to establish radio telegraphic
heavy property damage has been cast being for further heavy, rains. stations
Strong Is nn employe of the Santa Fo Bank.. This inny account
has been Informed, has not
by the United
tions to bo assigned to the bureau actuality or make tho treaty a public with
done by railroad accidents and The precipitation at Tacoma from States oratItsYap
for
the
be
abnormal
slzo
and
shall
this
nationals
the weapons with which
of
dealt
improper
deposit.
would include provisions to lay- out "straight out military alliance."
today
landslides due to the water.
Saturday morning to noonBelllng-haSomething led the state treasurer to carry more than $350,-00- 0 air routes end landing fields, liHe explained his attitude toward the next war will be fought."
suspended.
inches. At
Heavy rains, starting Saturday measured five
of
stnte
funds in a hnnk having $30,000 of rupitnl stock nnd cense pilots and fix regulations the treaty would be governed to an
3. It is further agreed that the
three inches of rain fell In
and continuing to the present, have
$15,000 of surplus. Fxnetly what was the cause of his doin,? this governing
States shall enjoy in Yap
by progress of the confercarrying of passengers extent
sent rivers out of their banks. ten hours, and the. fall was con- United
should
be
and
to the bottom. A reason, which was not a reaence toward "real
disarmament"
rights',
the
probed
privileges
following
the civil craft.
and
freight
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state, will fo found if sought.
and settlement of Chinese quesWarm weather helped, the rains exemptions in relation to electrical son of
The only euro for tills favoritism and manipulation of state
tions. The conference's work, he
bring down snow Water from the communications: of residence with.
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VISIBLE
THE
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If
be
would
it
funds,
said,
publicity. Had there been a quarterly statement made
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(a). Rights
hills. At Stampede, the- highest
out restriction: and rights of ac-- , public of tho amount of stato funds In every department, together
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point on the Northern Pacific line,
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amount in each bank, this thing would never hnvo happened. Now
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of
warfare.
the public is uneasy. The governor should give out such a statemost of the snow had vanished ing of entire equalibr with Japan
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New York, Dec. 13. The visi- weapons
Defense of the pact, conducted
ment at once. Iet tho people know a little something about their
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Inundation of a large area was and interests, both personal and way.
fair; mild temperature east of the
115,000 bushels; corn in- the opening of the question of what
buildings,
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feared as the result of a dam of real, including lands,
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obligations were entailed on the
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until
residences,
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after tho horse has been stolen. Wo 'knew tho situation but
Arizona: Tuesday and Wednes- flotsam behind wreckage of a
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deday, fair; not much change in tem- Northern Pacific train in the Milcreased
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ment.
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creased 122,000 bushels.
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to). Eacn country to be iree to relics npon Sxcinl political favors Instead of upon sound, energetic
Conditions for. the twenty-fou- r
enough to crash through the Jam
's
Senator Heed said Senator
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, suddenly and send a dangerous operate both ends of its cables,
banking methods, will find Itself in. trouble, sooner or later.
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pervision of operation
Mean
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In the Grays Harbor region,
(e). Free entry and exit for per
tion to totnl deposits to be an' Important factor In their business.
Humidity at 6 a. m..
n
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ternoon,
strongly as did article ten of the
82 flood conditions were said to be sons and property.
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KM DEAD, MANY OTHERS

Borah and Reed Denounce the Pact;
Takes the Lead in Defending the Pact;
Utah Senator Insists Conference Should
Abolish Use of Barbarous Weapons of War.
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HURT, HUGE PROPERTY DAMAGE
WASHINGTON, STATE FLOODS
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Yap-Gua-

Heavy Rains Starting Sunday Send Rivers
Out of Their Banks, Wash Out Bridges,
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NEW

BIG RESULTS EXPECTED

DISPUTE

AVAL

London, Deo. 12 (by the Associated Press.)
"The new
pact is but enlargement and
endorsement of the old friendship between Great Britain and
Japan, which will come as a
welcome Christmas present to
the world," said Baron Haya-8h- l,
Japanese ambassador, in
an interview
today on the
quadruple alliance. He expressed delight at the new factor
for world peace, which, incidentally, he said, migh result
In a diminution of armaments
"The spirit of the old alliance, which has achieved such
fine work, will continue," he
added, "and the
of the United States enables ut
to face the future with calm
assurance.
This
undoubtedly
should apply to China as well
as the signatorieu, and I am
sure a way will be found to
provide help for China."
Baron Hayashi paid a tribute
to American sincerity throughout the negotiations.

DURING NEXT FEW DATS
AT

NEAR

D

End of The Morning Journal's Big Auto and Gold CamENVOYS BELIEVE
Greatest
paign But Nine Day Distant Candidates
Credit
Period"
"Second
is
Present
During
Advantage
Offer Which Ends Saturday Night at 10 O'clock-Se- aled
Ballot Box Will Be Placed in Bank Next Mon- Japanese Delegates Have
and All Business Secured During Last
Received Instructions
day : Morning
YV.'U R
r
in This Rex
i
...
nnniitf1
Id CnUU Ul vniUK'b11 " "
From Tokio, But Their
f
Final Count of Credits Will Be Made by Committee
Is Not Disclosed,
Nature
of Well Known Local Business Men.

r

m

results nre cieoto(!
T5i(j
In tho
from tlio cniididntrs
Journal's gift rainpnlffii this
iKvanse
Faturdny nifrlit
wrpk,
nt 10 o'clock the lowest creditn
schedule of tlie ontlre
goes inlo erret t. The
workers those who
nre renlly Irvine to win nre
take
struwlliis vigorously to stnnrl-Injis
llio lend In the credit
eiieh iluy, and dolnjr their
t
to bo lit tne top of the list
when the final count is made.
HACK GKTTIXG
EXCITING.
of tlio
As the Utst few days
Salesmanship Club campaign comon
BtniK-gliare
in Bight, the candidates
with might and main for
highest honors.
Not only is there a brand new
1922 model Studobakcr Sedan, a
Studebaker touring car, and three
Chevrolet touring cars, to be
awarded to the best hustlers, but
the fortunate winners of these bin
prizes will also receive the praise
and congratulations of everybody
for having achieved such a tremendous victory.
.TI ST FIVK
DAYS I.KFT.
Only five more days, countingtn-daremain of the big "SKCOND
J'ERIOD" credit offer in which
the energetic hustlers can pile up
the thousands of credits needed 10
cam-pnis-

ln

v,

win.

With the end of the entire campaign only nine days distant, and
with only five dnys left en the
present credit offer, candidates are
fighting furiously for position! In
the "motor car class."
SATTRHAY NIGHT
AT JO O'CLOCK.
Tho .Second Credit offer In
this campaign ends at JO
o'clock next Saturday night
and tho wise cnmlidnte will
pet in every subsoninton possible before that time and take

,

advnntnffe of the present liberal offer.
Vp until next Saturday night
n one year subscription to
the .lonriuil will count 0.000
credits. After that tinio It will
only count (1,000,
Candidates nre ngnln warned
that THIS WK12K Is the Inst
week of the big credits. The
offer positively ends Saturday
night nt 10 o'clock It's a case
of now or never.
Keep constantly In tnlnd
also that the caninnlpm closes
forever Just one week from
mber
Thursdny nl'tht; the
22nd.
TIIF, SF.AT.FD H T.IX3T
BOX NEXT WKKK.
Beginning next Monday morning, December 19th, and tip until
the closing hour of the campaign,
Thursday, December 22nd, all subcover
scriptions and remittances to canditamo will be deposited by
dates personally In a senled ballot
box, to be placed in the vaults of
one of the lornl banks.
This week Is the last period ot
the campaign that subscriptions
will be received by the Campaign
Manager of the Journal.
WHO WIITj UK
TIIK WINNFKfi.
When the judges announce their
decisions nfter the final ronnt of
credits in awarding the FIVK automobiles, will YOU be among the
proud ones, or will you bo among
the "also rans," simply because
you did not take advantage of tht
opportunities offered you?
And to be the winner of any ore
of these mammoth awards, which
will mean a small fortune to their
owneTs, you will have to get busy.
and KEEP BUSY, and use the
greatest efforts at your command
THIS WEEK, before th5 last credit schedule, nnd tho smallest of
th entire campaign goes into
V

date-Dece-

--

tives. In whatever conference may
bo called under the treaty cannot
bind the congress. There is yet the
moral obligation."
Senator Toindextcr, republican,
of Washington, said he could discover no very dangerous delegation
of power in the treaty.

SENATOn BORAH
ASKS PROBE OF

'

CHINESE

LOANS

25 YEARS

IN

PENITENTIARY FOR
R0Y GARDNER

(By The Aniwrinfrd frees.)

(Continued from Page One.)
wasningion, jjec. iz. a resolution calling for an investigation of ture of Gardner's skull In Blsbee,
the loans to China through the
on.nolloil rnneni'tinm wna lutrn. Ariz., in 1908.
Frm Island.
K.'dipvd
Gardner escaped from the fedot McNeill Island,
on Septopiber 5, durbaseball game there.
to serve two sentences
on
each
of twenty-fiv- e
years
charges of robbing the United
States mails. After his escape, he
wandered down the coast, finally
reaching Mexico, and thn coming
hack into the United States, reach
ing Phoenix on October 22. He was
hero for most of the time rrom
then till he was captured, unidenti
fied. He was arrested on the night
of November 15 when he attempted
one in which that did show onlts o rob a mall car while It was stand
face. None ever has had the te- ing at the Atchison. Tcpeka and
merity to write it intp any alliance Santa Fe railway station, but he
or any league. But it's there even was not Identified as Roy Gardner
though the American representa until the following day.

duced today by Senator Borah, republican of Idaho. The resolution
also proposes an Investigation into
loans made or to be made to the
Chinese government
by United
States bankers.
"As it Is. this alliance makes It
necessary that real disarmament
take place in this conference or
this Is nothing but a straight-ou- t
military alliance," he declared.
"It's no different in that respect
alliance.
than the
"They say there's no provision
for military force lurking In or

eral prison
Washington,
ing a prison
He was there

-

Anglo-Japane-

NEW MACHINERY IS
SET UP BY PARLEY

.

(By The Anoclntod Trui.)
Washington, Dec. 12 (by the As
soclated Press.) New machinery
to expedite final action on, naval
limitation agreements was let up
toduy by the arms conference. At
of the American
the suggestion
group, the.former committee of experts was ''scrapped" In favor of a
"committee of fifteen," including
both delegates and civil and naval
The
experts of the five powers.
naval subject, including the
new
was
to
over
the
turned
ratio,
committee to be put In shape.
It became known that the Jap
aneso delegation had received in
structions from Tokio regarding
ratio. The nature of tho
the
communication was not disclosed,
there were many indications, however, that it marked a long stride
of this
toward final acceptance
vital point.
of
fifteen'' was
The "committee
described by a British spokesman
as a means to "short circuit" decan,
lays. Tho ' new committee
reach decisions as to direct recommendations to the conference.
There were indications, however,
that tho new step was based on an
informal communication from the
that Japan
Japanese delegation
stood ready to accept the
ratio subject to certain modifications In detail. It appeared likely
that it would become the business
of the "committee of fifteen" to
write into treaty form for signature by the five powers the definite
proagreement based on the
posal but carried out In detail.
The new steps throw Into prominence for the first time In the conference the question of French and
Italian places in the naval ratio.
That must be worked out by the
"committee of fifteen."
A point particularly stressed by
all Rriiikh spokesmen was the firm
conviction that submarines should
be abolished as naval weapons. It
was asserted, however, that British
ratio was
acceptance of the
on sucn action.
not conditional
Great Britain does hope, however,
her spokesmen said, for a chance
to "state her case to the world" as
to submarines before the confer
'
ence.
Becretary
The "Big
Three,"
Admiral
A.
J.
Balfour,
Hughes,
Kato, met today and are understood to have considered the naval
ratio problem but no announcement of what occurred was made.
They will confer again tomorrow and it was regarded as probable that they were shlaping up the
program for deliberations of the
"committee of fifteen" in the' light
of the Tokio instructions to its delThat the Japanese comegates.
munication was regarded as most
favorable to a complete agreement
as to naval strength was apparent
In both America and British circles. One American official said
mntters seemod to be rapidly
"coming to a head."
Secretary Hughes will head tne
American group on the "committee
of fifteen," aided by Assistant Secas civilian adviser
retary Roosevelt officer.
and by a naval
Mr. Balfour win head the British group, aided by Dord Lee, as
civilian adviser and Rear Admiral
Chat field, of the British naval
,

ese group.

to
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
physic your bowels when you have
Headache
Indigestion
Colds
, Sour Stomach
Biliousness
Dizziness
Cascarets. One or
is candy-lik- e
two ' tonight
will empty your

.

Bilious

Liver

SANTA FE BANK
CLOSES HOLDING STATE
DEPOSITS OF $367,000

(Continued from Page One)
bowels completely by morning and
will
work
feel
you
splendid. "They
on deposit In the bank since Dewhile you sleep." Cascarets never cember
1, 1920:
stir you up or gripe like Salts,
Dec. 1, ('20), J328.420.2O.
Pills, Calomel, or Oil and they
Jan. 1, C2D, $267,303.48,
cost only ten cents a box. Children
Feb. 1, J223.S2U.B8.
love Cascarets too.
March 1, $208,458.29.
April 1, $200,125.11.
May 1. $252,757.28.
June 1, $201,986.90,
July 1, $190,852.87.
Aug. 1. $294,334.17..
Sept. 1, $283. 853.63.
Oct. 1, $234,659.68.
Nov. 1, $284,621.47.
Dec. 1, ('21), $267,945.90.
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WAGNER AND AUDITOR
REACH A SETTLEMENT
ON

FRESH MILK

POWDERED

Fresh, sweet
milk any time
any weather

(PieiL DIMTCH TO MOHNIH JOULI
J. H. Waff- Santa Fe, Deo. 12.
format. stntA Hrhooi superin
tendent, today stated he and Traveli
Ing Auditor wnittier naa arnvcu
a settlement on tne laner a repini
on the department of education
Me said
.!,,,-- (
hiu inoumbencv.
he allowed all claims Whittier asked
on behalf of the state, lnciuainn
$68.08 Interest which tne attorney
Y,tA ha Khnuld not Only!
noti
not be required to pay, but cerpermitted to pay. He said tjieWhit- tification fund, after allowing
tier's deductions, owed mm i
but Whittier disallowed items of
traveling expense ana tuner misitems covering four
cellaneous
amount of
years of travel to the
$171.59,' which left to his credit a
balance of SU5.Gil.
attorney
"Notwithstanding the should
not
opinion that I

n.ti

$12.50

Phone 251

FUEL
L.

CO.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

MILLION DOLLARS IS
AUTHORIZED FOR NEW
HOSPITAL FACILITIES
(Br Tho Auorlnfcd Prow.)
Wiislilngton, Doc 12. Told

by fjcnntor Ashurst, democrat
of Arizona, that hundreds of
former service men were dying of tuberculosis "on the
deserts of Arizona," where
they went seeklnjj a euro for
disabilities resulting from gas
attacks of 4ho Germans, the
senate tonight voted au appropriation of a million dollars for additional hospitalization. Tho funds, which are
carried in the first deficiency
bill pashed by the senate,
would ho expended by the Vetera ns' bureau.
There aro 053 former servleo
men dying of tuberculosis on
the streets of Phoenix, Arizona,.
Senator Ashurst declared. He
the senate,
lind "bescechod"
appropriations committee, lie
relievo
sufferlttJM
the
to
added,
but that the committee "whlloV
ngreeinit to an appropriation of
$(.000. (toil for American participation in an exposition in
Brazil," had refused.
Former service men, lie exclaimed, were flockiiic to Arizona tinder the belief that tho
climate would aid them in re- -.
coverv from tuberculosis nnd
Prestho effects of srasslnR.
ent hospital facilities are overtaxed, bo stated.
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ASSIST

DISABLED VETS
CamDaiqn Will Be Launch
17

to

$250,000;

C.

ed

Dec.

Raise
of C.

Asked to

(llj Th Associated 1'rcaf.J
12. A
Dec.
Q.,
Cincinnati,
drive to raise $250,000 for disabled
vetm-an- s
of the world war is
planned for December 17 throughout the United States by the disabled American Veterans of the
World War, whose national headquarters aro here. ..
Hobert S. Marx, Judge of the superior court of this city,, national
commander, t;ays the
flower will .symbolize the plea
nf tun HunhlpH vptflrans. Wnmpn'H
clubs and auxiliaries of the disawill
organizationsbled veterans'
which
make tho f
ce
soia.
win
finiwrnnrq nnd mavnrs will be
asked to Issue proclamations call
uie
ing attention to tne anve ana
of the various cham-iur- a
nf cnmmorcft will h asked.
Sealed receptacles for the conven
will De
ience of passers-b- y
.

lf

nil i or
ifjpnii
Hill Uiim
IILL Ul

(Py The

bles or to property, persons, or
vessels.
police
(g). No discriminating
'
regulations.
4. Japan agrees that It will usa
Its power of expropriation to secure to the United States needed
for the
property, and facilities
of electrical communication
in the island, if such property or
facilities cannot otherwise be obtained. It is understood that the
location and area of land to be
so expropriated shall be arranged
each time between the two governments, according to the requirements of each case. 'American
property and facilities for electriin the Island
cal communication
are to be exempt from the process of expropriation.
The United States consents to
the administration by Japan of the
mandated islands in the Paciric
north of the equator subject to the
above provisions with respect to
Yap and also subject to the following conditions:
(a). The United States Is to
have the benefit of the engagements of Japan set forth in the
mandate, particularly those as
follows:
"Article 3: The mandatory shall
see Uiat the slave trade Is prohib
ited nnd that no forced labor la
permitted, eigcept for essential
public work and services and then
only for adequate remuneration.
"The mandatory shall also see
that the traffic in arms and ammunition is controlled in accord
ance with principles onalogous to
those" laid down in the convention
relating to the control of the arriiH
traffic, signed September 10, 1913,
or in any -- convention
amendln?
same.
"The supplying of Intoxicating
spirits and beverages to the natives
shall be prohibited.
"Article 4. The military train
ing of the n .tlves, otherwise than
for purposes of International police
and the local defense of the terri
Further
tory shall be prohibited.
more, no military or naval bases
shall be established or fortifications
erected in the territory."
(B) with respect to missionar
ies. It is agreed Japan shall ensure
complete freedom of conscience
and the free exercise of all forms
of worship which a:e consonant
with public order and morality and
that missionaries of all such religions ehall be free to enter the
territory and to travel and reside
therein, to acquire and possess
property, to erect religious buildings and to open schools. Japan
shall, however, have the right to
exercise such control as may be
necessary for the maintenance of
public order and good government
and to take all measures required,
lor control.
(C) Japan agrees tfrat vested
American property rights will bo
maintained and respected.
(D) It is agreed that the treat
ies between the United States and
Japan now in force shall apply to
the mandated islands.
(B) It is agreed that any mod
ifications in the mandate are to be
subject to the consent of the Unit

se

further that Japan
the Unit l states a
duplicate report on the administra
tion mandate.,
A formal report embodying these
ed States and
will address to

provisions

Santa
coming
are rejoicing but how about tho
.sick veterans, lying on their backs

in two Hospitals in isew Mexico.'
Will they be forgotten? There arc
1,200 of these disabled veterans At
jFort Bayard, Grant county, and n
hundred at Fort Stanton, Lincoln
county, N. M, Many of them are
ill with tuberculosis
that their
thoughts must turn hour after
hour to death.
Herman G. Baca, state adjutanr,
American legion who has his office in Santa Fe, called attention
to the good work war mothers and
others can perform to bring cheer
to the veterans at this season. He
asks that baskets be sent to the
sick veterans. Send them by parcel post. The gifts for the vete
rans at Fort Bayard may be ad
dressed to "Patrick J. Quirk, Post
American
Commander,
Legion.
care Fort Bayard Hospital, Grant
county, New Mexico."
A great deal of fuss is being
made In every war about the he- roes leaving for the front, over thd
men in uniform leaving to battle
for liberty. But when they return
home, stricken perhaps with . a
deadly disease such as tuberculosis, and are shut up In faraway
hospitals, there appears to be 8
tendency to forget them. "Out of
sight, out of mind."
The American legion, however,
wishes to keep alive the feeling1 ot
gratitude. There is one delightful
way of showing the appreciation
of the American people for the sick
heroes. Send the boys a Christmas

ihv
ASK FOR
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Avoid Imitation

Substitutes

and
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Tbe Original
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Children
Far All Age
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Rich mk, n.ltd grfn extract In Powder
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OT LESS GENEBCDSLY
BUT MORE INTELLIGENTLY
Thoughtful people, this year, are
giving, not less generously, but
more intelligently.
They know
that uselesa gifts are hopelessly
out of date.
r

riiPiiiTiiF
win vwarvBdi
m

They realize that it is just as

W7

basket.

pleasant to give
things things that endure
is to receive them.
useful-beautif-

Second Street
At Copper

ul

as it

More people this year than ever
before! are giving furniture and
objects de art for Christmas.

INGROWN NAIL
Toe Nail Turns Out Itself
if You Toughen Skin
A noted authority says that a

few drops of "Outgro" upon the
skin surroundjng
the ingrowing
nail reduces Inflammation and
pain and so toughens the tender,
sensitive skin underneath the toe
nail, that It can not penetrate the
flesh, and the nail turns naturally
outward almost over night.
Outgro' is a harmless antisep
tic m; nufactured for chiropodists
However, anyone can buy from the
drug store a tiny bottle containing
directions Adv.

,

Telephone

We purposely saw to it that our
stocks would abound with really
sensible Christmas Gifts. There
are things here suitable for every
Our
member of the family.
stock is the largest of its kind,
by far, in the state.

forty-year-o-

ld

and service.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

Amrmtl

noa

ISollermukrrt

Wrlrirra.

high-grad- e

eral southwestern states then
ceeded.

pro-
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The Conservative Grocery Buyer Comes to
therPIGGLY WIGGLY on Monday, Tuesday or any other day for groceries. Our prices
are every day prices, and you can have as
much as you want. If you try the PIGGLY
WIGGLY you will become a customer.

Circle

Star Hams, 10 to
Per lb
........ .27c

12 lbs.
is guaranteed by

30

year
millions of

--

......23c

Picnic Hams, lb

Vt

'!?

m".'.

TWO STORES
In Albuquerque
105 N. First St.
325 N. Third

j.
CrVIARRHAL JELLY

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

ALBUQUERQUE

Journal Want Ads bring result.

Dr.

r-

Unequaled

-

BAKIRG POWDER

t.. .

Calumet, S

I

A Chain of
675 Stores
Our Buying
Power Is

.

Price's, 5 lbs.,

.90c

i.SOc

to
Americans. Kondon'i
service

works wonders for your
cold, meeting, cough.
chronic catarrh, bead

achs. son note, etc

SOTratmm
tin os
I your sun

Druggists
ava

uliUm

KONDON
KlnneaDclit, Hiao.

Swift's Silver' Leaf Pure Lard

2 Pounds.
5 Pounds
10 Pounds

32c

.78c
$1.49

AND SPAGHETTI
Skinners,
pkg.
Golden Age,
pkg..
Farmhouse, made of genuine
Durham wheat

Skill and learning are In demand.
Awkwardness and ignorance command nothing in the way of
earning power.
School
This
has SKILLFUL
SPECIALIZED
EXPERIENCED,
The courses are
TEACHERS.
modern
and complete.
thorough,
Our students are In demand and
are being placed as fast as they
completo our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.
Glass-Lumb-

MS

er

I.VMHKK

Blrnt,

I'lion

CO.
AM

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
167 8. Fourth.
Phono 1057--

.

............. Sc

.70c

Home yardTin cartons, doz. . . ,75c

doz..

. . . . ,

..8c

z.

SHOE FOUSH

Strictly fresh, in cartons, doz.

Aprif storage,

8c

z.

EGGS

Wind Shield
O. IIAI.DIll.
i.
422 South tint

8

And everything sold reflects our
aim of satisfaction

San Diego, Calif., Dec. 12 (by
Tel. 1D47-(100 8. KiTOOrt St.
the Associated Press.) Construction of a dam at Boulder canyon,
b
In the lower Colorado river,
the United States, . solely, and
maintaining control in parpetuity,
was recommended to Secretary ot
Interior Albert B. Fall here todav
by Arthur P. Davis, director of th
United States reclamation service
This was announced by Director
Davis at the opening of a hearing
here called by President Hardin-- !
to hear protests against a prelimiIS Dnr Illrycte flnle.
nary report by the director that
LarBet tock of
Bicycle
under ever
construction
be started
shown la Albuquerque, at reduced
funds provided by states, counties prices.
BBOAD BICYri.E A TRAOINO CO.,
municipalities and other interests
S20 South Second Street.
under a commission of thrco who
had no interests in the states involved.
Tho Cochella valley, Calif., people had protested to Secretary
Fall against tho original recom- W2
mendations for development by
the public Interests of the west.
As a result of thfs and other protests the hearing was set here. Announcement that the government
construction of the dam was favored now by the director changed
the status of the hearing.
Director Davis announced
that
as a primary condition to any con
struction work by any one, ho was
in favor of the principle that "tho
United States, In providing storage
and further development should
not prejudice the carrying out of
uses of water in the upper basins
of the Colorado,"
He assured
representatives of the upper states
that he urged that no Irrigation
uses of water by the upper states
should be thwarted by construction
work hi tho lower Colorado.
"I believe that there Is a good
fighting chance to get congress to
give tho necessary funds for construction of tho dam by the United States," the director said.
Hearing from representatives of
the Imperial valley, other parts of
southern California and from sev-

0K

nd

0

Fe, Dec. 12. Christmas is
soon, and the well people

NEED IF Oft! HI
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
nnm nrn nmiunil I .? O T R N A t. OFFICE

from Page One.)

put-po-

7r?JA fr mmm

FOR SALE

AGREED TO BY
U. S. AND JAPAN
(Continued

&s7j&

E

STATUS OF YAP

.

ASKS THAT DISABLED
VE1S BE REMEMBERED

PLAN TO RAISE

Tho national organization in announcing its plans for the drive
said:
"There are 100,000 veto;
rans altogether and
they
'need $250,000 to aid their
members who are out of employment and in urgent need
of the sum
of help. One-hagiven each chapter will be din
verted to the chapter and tho
other half to the national organization. Each chapter will
have a bank as its treasurer.
The aid of women's clubs and
of the disabled
auxiliaries
veteran's organizations will be
enlisted.
"A great many organizations
are trying to help tho disabled
men. They aro doing good,
much good, but they etin't
know of all the need that we
see. They simply can't get as
close to the men."

will be drawn up for
h
nid. "he reaulred signature and will be subject to
i.,,rut
me to pay interest on the notes given ratification by the senate.
to the bank lor money io yuj
For Colds, Grip or Influenza.
fice expenses, Including three notes
executed by John V. Conway in- and ns a Preventive, take Laxative
BROMO QUININE Tablets. The
total Interest charge of $68.08
which I genuine bears the signature of E
cluding this Interesttoitem,
as W. Grovo. (Be sure you get
$12.45
me
pay
asks
he
protest,
0C
settlement in full." ,was xo mo
BROMO.)
He added whittier
govat
the
said
was
Aro Constipated. '
You
When
report but it
To insure a healthy action of the
ernor's office this afternoon this
bowels and correct disorders of the
had not yet been filed.
liver, take two of Chamberlain's
" WAGE CUT JAN. i.
Tablets immediately after supper.
New York, Deo. 12. Executives They will not only cause a gentle
movement of the bowels, without
of leading lithographlo establishanments throughout, the country coneffects, but banish that
-, unpleasant
a
after
that
nounced today,
dull, stupid feeling, that often ac
Vmon decided to in
h.H
......
ICICIILO,
companies constipation.
tr.rl,t.A T.jnuarv 1 n. Wflfire CUt 01
an juunmjiiiv1 The Germans frequently flavor
tor
cent
per
jlZi
not under contract. .
their tea with cinnamon and rum

general's

AZTEC

LATTER'S REPORT

.,..l

Fancy Egg
;

v

Former Committee of Ex
perts is "Scrapped" and
of Fif
' a NewHasCommittee
Been Created,
teen

staff, as expert. head the
JapanBaron Kato will

For Constipated Bowels

PACT

COMES AS
WELCOME CHRISTMAS
PRESENT TO WORLD

SETTLEMENT 0 F

15, 1921.

December
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... . .50c

BUTTER
Brookfield, lb.
.47c
Meadow Gold, 4 print, lb.. ... . .50c
Missletoe, y lb
....24c
Nut' Ola, lb
,28c

BARTON'S
Al

DYANSHINE

colors.

,39c

MATCH
Uneeda Match, box.

.

..... .'.5

Safe Home Match, box.

Prices Quoted By Us Are Good Until the

Market

..

fee

. . .7c

Changes.

.7.

1

f

ALLEYES T

PHiSDNER

s

1

RECUR!

BROKE JAIL ARE

TO MEETING OF

STILL AT L AGE

London Con
tinues Rife Regarding the
Decision on the Anglo-Iris- h
Peace Agreement.

'
(Br The Associated Prcu.)
Chicago, Dec. 12 (by the AssociTommy''
ated Press.)
"Lucky
O'Connor, sentenced to be hanged
two
and
companions
Thursday,
who broke Jail with him yesterday,
tonight apparently had .eluded the
pursuit of hundreds of pollcement
and detectives.

in

(By The Asaorlutrd Trent.)

London, .Dec.
(by the Associated Press.) Conjecture continue rife regarding the decision the PORTABLE SCHOOLS IN
dull elreann will make WednesTEXAS HELPING SOLVE
day on the Irish treaty. ConferSITUATION
ences continued today but little
HOUSING
leaked out to indicate the trend
12

of the discussions.
A statement issued by Eamonn
de Valera at Dublin
tonight In
which he declared any agreement
was subject to ratification by the
dail eircann, is considered In some
to lend support to thosrc
, quarters
who think that the dail will refer
the Issue to the electorate.
Mr. do

Valera's statement

apparby the per-

ently was occasioned
sistent newspaper argument that
the treaty must be ratified because
the Irish signatories were plenipotentiaries.
Conservative and moderate elements throughout the south are
pressing for ratification, and" a
powerful impetus will bo given this
the
movement if, as expected,
hierarchy, which meets tomorrow,
of
for
makes a plea
acceptance
the treaty.
At Belfast the Ulster party met
to hear Sir James Craig's report
of his visit to London. After a disIt
cussion, described as stormy,
failed to decide whether Ulster
or
woulcT Join southern Ireland
parliastay out of the
the
ment. Sir James Informed
parliament that the situation was
by the
grave and complicated
between the
agreement reached
British government and the sinn
Mr. Lloyd
Ho charged
fein.
George with violating the pledge
advised
given Ulster, but
against
taking any action, not
-

BISHOP IS A KTHOXG

SITPORTEK OF TREATY
Dublin, Dec. 12 (by the Associ-

PreM.)
Austin, Tex., Dec. 12. Portable
the probsolve
schools are helping
for the children In
lem of
(By The

An-utf- l

caring
School districts
of Texas, according to Miss Annie
state
superintendWebb Blanton,
ent of public Instruction.
"There Is hardly a school district
in Texas that is not overcrowded," Miss Blanton said. Figures on
the number of portable schools! in
Texas are not available at the Mate
but Miss
department of education,
Blanton said several school disthe
were
portable
using
tricts
buildings to relieve the congestion.
Construction of school buildings
in Texas during the past year was
affected by a shortage of available
money in the permanent school
fund, according to the state superintendent. Money that Is paid Into
the fund each year by the various school districts Is used again
she said,
for building purposes,
tv.no lonnino If n constant use.
into
the per
The annual payments
manent school runa, sne saia, navu
or about
been about J2, 500,000,
I30;000 a month.
monththe
This year, however,
ly payments were approximately
$20,000 to $30,000, the department
ficmroa shnur. The decrease was at
tributed by Miss Benton to the fl- trlbutad by Miss Blanton to the financial condition during the year.
hulldinCS are Used
Tha
principally by the large school dis
tricts in connection wim me
crowded buildings, until relief can
be obtained through new buildings
Via
nnntrnrtinn of additions.
ni
reports to tho department Indicate.
In districts wnere small Dunciing
usually of framo construction, are
uepri Mica Ttlnntnn unlri. it Ir more
economical to erect permanent
Duuuings.

the

over-crowd-

n

The division of opinated Press.)
ion among members
of the dail
elreann is not limited tf approval
or disapproval .of the treaty with
Great Britain.
Some sinn feln leaders who think
that the treaty is a good one agree
with Eamonn de Valera In believing
that it embodies such
departure
from the policy previously submitted to tho south Ireland electors
that it cannot be accepted without
a fresh mandate from the constituency.
Newspapers here generally urge
that, since the Irish delegates were
plenipotentiaries, Ireland is bound
to stand by their action, but some
CASE
IN
Journals hold the view that their
powers were limited by the understanding that any treaty they might
negotiate should come before the Fifteen-Year-OBoy Tells
dail for ratification.
Throughout .today's discussions.
of
Them
the AftFinding
It wag evident that the personal re.
lations of the leaders who oppose
ernoon
Following
each other continua to be most
friendly.
Shooting of Kennedy.
One of the strongest .supporters
of the treaty among the clergy Is
(By The Aunrlnlrd Prs.)
Los Angeles, Dec, 12.
Two
nishop Fogarty, of Klllaloe, In Mr.
v de Valera's constituency.
empty shotgun sheila were Intro
duced In evidence late today lit the
trial of Arthur C. Burch for the
BOTH SIDES ARE FIRM
alleged murder of J. Belton KenIN PACKING WALKOUT nedy, following testimony that they
had been found a short distance
Chicago, Dec. 12. The second from the spot In Beverly Glen,
where
Kennedy was shot to death.
week of the strike of packing
Thomas Besanty, 15, told of find
house workers opened today with
both sides standing firm and less ing the shells the afternoon folchange in the situation than since lowing the shooting. He is a son
the strike started, except Sunday. of Louis and Elizabeth Besanty,
The anticipation of strike sym called as witnesses last week. Mrs.
pathizers that many workmen of Besanty testified that after the
in the packing shooting she heard a noise as
allied Industries
plants would join in a sympathetic thought some one was gunning
strike, apparently had faired to ma- through hushes in the direction of where the shells were
terialize, except in sporadic
picked tip. Further on. In the
same direction, the prosecution
contonds, Burch had concealed an
automobile which he had rented
In Los Angeles earlier In the evening.
Famous Old Recipe
The Besanty boy said hef turned
the shells over to Otis H. Wiles,
for Uough
reporter for a Los Angeles newspaper. Wiles, who followed him
EmIIt snd ehraply mad at hsme.
on
the stand, corroborated this and
all lor
bat it bouta
Identified the shells, upon which
quick results. .
he had placed his Initials at the
time. They were admitted over obThousands of housewives have jections by the defense. Wiles' exs
found that they can save
amination had not been completed
of the money usually spent for couizh when court was adjourned until tothis
lisinjr
by
morrow.
preparations,
old recipe for making cough
Other testimony dealt with acsyrup. It is simple and cheap but it tions of Mrs. Madalynne
has no equal for prompt results. It
imof
takes right hold of a cough and gives mediately following theBurch,
shooting
immediate relief, usually stopping an and of Burch at the county
Jail
ordinary cough in 24 hours or less.
Cot iVi ounces of Pinex from any after his arrest.
druccist, pour it into a pint bottle,
end add plain granulated sugar syrup 2.000 EMPLOYES 0F
to make a full pint. If you prefer,
SLAUGHTER HOUSES IN
'use clarified molasses, honey, or corn
B.vrup, instead of sugar B.vrup. Either
N. Y. QUIT SUDDENLY
way, it tastes good, keeps perfectly,
and lasts a family a lon time,
It's truly astonishing how quickly
(Br The Amoclated Frw.)
New York, Dec. 12. Two thousIt acts, penetrating through every air
of the throat and lungs
and employes of slaughter houses
Iiassage and raises the
of the
In New York, members
phlegm,
soothes and heals the membranes, and Amalgamated
Meat Cutters and
gradually but surely the annoying Butcher Workmen of North Amerthroat tickle and dreaded cough dis- ica, quit work suddenly today and
appear entirely. Nothing better for left wagon loads of perishable beef
bronchitis, spasmodic croup, hoarse in front of company plants.
ness or bronchial asthma.
A report that a reduction in
Pinex is a special and highly conwages was Imminent caused the
centrated compound of genuine Norwalkout In the opinion of Leo Josway pine extract known the world over eph, vice president
of one of the
for its healing effect on membranes.
,
Avoid disappointment by asking meat compar.ies.
John Kennedy, local president of
dunces or
IVour druggist for "2
of
Pinex" with full directions and don't the Amalgamated Association
Meat
Cutters and Butcher Workaccept anything else. Guaranteed to
give absolute satisfaction or money men, in a statement denied that
sympathy
promptly refunded. The Pinex Co., the strike was called in and
other
with those in Chicago
!t. Wayne, Ind.
western cities. He said that the
walkout was precipitated by refusal of New York flrnw affiliated
with the "big five" packers to renew contracts.

EfiTili
SHELLS. Fl

HE

BURGH

ld

the

syrup

in

n

Oben-chal-

n,

Renews Strength
Where there is
need for a build'
ing-utonic after
prostrating illness,

CENTRE COLLEGE NOT
TO PLAY NOTRE DAME

p

SCOTT'S EMULSION
taken regularly, usually
spells renewed strength
and vigor.
Scott & Bnro, Bloomfidd, K J. ,'

ALSO MAKERS OF

IIHIOIDS
(Tablets or Granules)

for

mniftrcTimi

IR

ARE ILLEGAL, BARKER ASSERTS

,

Levi A. Hughes, of Santa Fe, Says State and
Federal Statutes Conflict and Financial In- For the First Time in Ten
fitltlltinnK Ari Rff1Uired to PaV More I han
Years the Country is
Their Fair Share of t,he Taxes.
Standing on Its Own Feet
-- Needs

No

Outside Aid.

(By The Aocluted Freit.)
Belgrade, Jugoslavia, Dec. 12 (by

the Associated Press.) Serbia has
"come back." This is perhaps the
most incisive way of saying that
tho little Slav kingdom has recovered in the most spectacular way
from the effects of the war. For
tho first time in ten years tho
country is Btandlng on its own teet
and is In no need of outside assistance. The peasantry of Jugoslavia, which form the backbone
and sinew of tho country, are
a degreo of prosperity and
unknown
material contontment
before.
Other countries may have their
unemployment problems, but Jugoslavia has none. Indeed, she has
abundant work 'for thousands of
aliens who are honest, have the
will to work and are free from
Two hundred thousnnd
good Russians who were without
employment slnco the Petrogral
revolution of 1917 have come to
hospitable Jugoslavia and found
useful and profitable
pursuits
among peoplo of their own tongue.
Kvory Serbian soldier, too, has
found remunerative work upon
leaving the army. Soldiers' unions,
lesions, or .employment bureaus do
not exist in this country.
The moat impressive evidenco o!
Serbia's rejuvenation Is the extraordinary building boom which Is
sweeping the country. In Belgrade
alone 4,000 buildlnss are in course
of construction.
In every corner
of the kingdom business buildings,
schoolhouses and private dwellings
are springing up with a rapidity
that reminds ono of the building
boom In the western towns of the
United States when gold was disg
covered, or of the
craze that seized the suburban centers of that country a decade ago.
Kvory square foot of the 4,000
buildings now in erection in the
Serbian capital is taken, and It will
require thousands of additional
structures to accommodate
the
business firms and individuals who
are flocking to the Jugoslavian
in
metropolis
numbers.
Once called "an overgrown village," Belgrade is now for
the first time assuming the proportions, importance and dignity of
a real capital. Soon the city will
have a splendid parliament building, a royal residence, and an opera house of which more prosperous and ostentatious
countries
might feel proud.
home-buildin-

MARKET IS RULED BY
FOREIGN EXCHANGES
(By The Asiorlnte4 Prmw.)
New York, Dec. 12. Foreign

ex
the financial
market today under the lead of
the pound sterling which rose to
its highest level in more than two
years.
British demand bills advanced to
$4.23, a gain of almost ten cents
from last week's highest quota- changes

dominated

tlons. The low of 1920 was 3.18
The Paris demand rate at 8.31
was up half a cent. Belgian francs
rose 46 p Ints to 7.06
and the
Italian lire at 4.77 showed a gain
of 35 points.
Dutch guilders rose 45 points to
36.40; Spanish bills were quoted at
12.75, an advance of 47 points, and
and Norway
Sweden, Denmark
were 30. 15 and 6 points .higher,
respectively.

German marks at 100 for 62
cents showed a gain of almost 100
per cent over their low of recent
weeks, although cables from Germany told of further failures at
leading centers of finance and industry.

PERMISSION GIVEN TO
BUILD BRIDGE ACROSS
SAN

BAY

FRANCISCO

Oty The AwwrnT

frftw.)

' San Francisco, Calif., Pec. 12.
The war department gave San Fran
cisco permission today to build a
bridge across San Francisco bay,
south of Hunter's Point, providing
that no low bridge be built north
of San Mateo. Hunter's Point is
approximately four miles south of
Market street, tho main business
street, end San , Mateo is twenty
'
miles south of the city.
A tunnel may,be constructed at
any point provided that the highest
part of the structure is placed at
least fifty feet below mean low
water and proper compensation
Is made for necessary obstructions.
FAVORS SENDING JAP
EMIGRANTS TO BRAZIL
.
(By The AttKOcInrrff Frans.)
Tokio, Nov. 19. Viscount
new
premier, is
Japan's
quoted as saying that he favors
sending Japanese emigrants to
South America, where they will be
welcomed, rather than to the United States or Australia.
In line with
this policy, the government Is planning to speed up Japanese emigration to Brazil.
TaR-ahas-

The following paper was rend by
Levi A. Hughes of Santa Fe, 'before
the State Taxpayers' association
meeting which .was held in Albuquerque a week ago:
In my opinion the New Mexico
laws relative to the taxation of the
stock of national banks are illegal
and discriminatory in that they are
in conflict with the federal laws
governing such taxation find in that
pay
they require such banks totaxes.
more than their fair share of
Tho taxation by states of national
bank shares is controlled by Secd
tion C21 9 of the United States
Statutes, providing that:
preshall
herein
"Nothing
vent all the shares In any association from being Included In
the valuation of the personal
property of tho owner and
holder of such shares, In assessing .taxes Imposed by authority of the state within
which the association Is located subject only to the restrictions that the taxation
shall not be at a greater fate
than is assessed upon tha
moneyed capital In the hands
of individual citizens of such

state."
capital In
The term "moneyed
the hands of individual citizens"
has been construed by the United
States supreme court "to meap: In"Shnres of stock or other
terests owned by individuals in
all enterprises in which the
In

carrying
capital employed
on its business is money, where
the object of the business is
the making of profit by tho use
of money."
Mercantile National Bank vs.
New York, 121 U. S. 138.
Cites Pltney's lXflsion.
In other words, the United States
laws provide that stock of national
banks can not be taxed, or assessed
for taxation, by the state at a high
er rate than stocks of other organ
isations which compete with mem,
and if the national banks are discriminated against, the tax is void
as to them. And further, the banks
can not be taxed at a greater rate
than Is assessed against individual
investment of moneyed capital.
This Is fully discussed in the case
National bank vs.of Merchants
Richmond, decided by justice rnney of the United States supreme;
Tune, unci reported in
the United States supreme eor'
advance opinions of July 15 to1921.
see
It docs not take a lawyernot com-j
that our state statuto does of
equalply with this requirement law. By
federal
ity laid down by
Section 604 of our taxation code all
inc
banks are required 10 lurmsnstatetax commission with a swornreserve
stock,
ment of their capital
real
fund undivided profits and those
estate. The full value of
on
the
carried
items as they are
bank s liabank's books, less the valuation
ot
bilities, Is tire assessed
and
the bank's shares, onBuilding
otner
tno
na.neintfnns.
hand, which unquestionably enter
are
Into competition with banks,
...otcori nn nn entirely different
act
the
of
608
Rv Section
v,nia
thelr' asaessment is based on the
nM In on StOCK Dy l"
less the amounts
shareholders,
loaned out to shareholders and
secured by real estate mortgage or
pledge of stock.
Compi'tlns Organizations.
Under this law, then, we have
onnotina nreanizatlons, ono
a national bank and the other Thea
building and loan association.
taxes on the
bank is assessed for assets.
Includfull value of all its
its loans
ing its paid up capital,
and
and discounts, its reserve fundliabilits
its undivided profits less loan
assoand
ities. The building
is
hand,
other
on
the
elation,
up
merely assessed upon itsof paid
its outcapital less tlio amount
his
lonns.
Upon
standing, secured,
discriminatory feature alone, there
but
seems no doubt in my mind, fedatnta mw violates the
not
only
eral statutes, and that' national
are the taxes assessed
banks illegal, so that banks may
escape payment thereof, but that
the banks. If they pay under protest, can recover back every cent
ot taxation paid to the state under
our present laws.
Tho same discrimination In perpractice
haps a greater degree Intaxes
asis shown between the
sessed against shares of bank
stock and the assessment against
other moneyed capital In tho
hands of individual citizens of the
stct- -.
Such discrimination belni;
sp 'ifically restricted by tho proviof
section ,6219, Revised Statsions
utes of the United States, as Inter
preted by Justice Pitney.
Tho Present Method.
The present method of arriving
at the value of bank stocks for assessment purposes is to take the
book value of all of tho bank's assets and deduct therefrom all of
the bank's liabilities, the difference, of course, reflects the book
value of the stock of the Institution. In arriving at the value of
the stock, or of the net worth of
the Institution, the chief asset of
any bank, namely its loans and discounts, are listed at th face value.
I am quite sure that any bank in

id

r--

Ncw Mexico would be glad to pay
a responsible surety company a fee
of 2 per cent on all of these
Hated loans for adequato guaranty
that all such- loans would be paid
in full. If we deduct this 2 percent from the face value of tho
loans so listed, wo will wipe out
tho existing surplus of tho majority of tho banks in New Mexico.
Somo taxing authorities havo
contended that this bank stock
should bo assessed upon its "market valuo" rather than upon Its
"book value." In my opinion this
is erroneous because
contention
market value can never be ascertained upon inactive stocks.
lU'sult of Discrimination.
Tho lepral phases of the administration ot our tax laws, however,
are not of as much importance or
of as much interest as are its practical effects. Tho jrtircet result of
tho discrimination is, of course,
that the banks are obliged to assume very much more than thc!r
full share of tho burdens of govin many cases being
ernment;
d
to
obliged to pay from
nioro taxes than they
should. The indirect result is that
the public in turn, suffers a much
greater loss than the bank. Tho
most pressing need of tho public
today is capital to carry on Its business, and that capital must to a
great extent by furutshed by the
batiks. If the banks are harrassed
by unjust taxes and penalized by
additional taxation when their
capital is Increased, they will not
capitalize for an amount greater
than is necessary to meet the ordinary needs of their customers; they
cannot afford to carry tho additional capital whieh Is only needed
when hard times come. The result
is thnt in times, sucli as tho present, many banks are unable to provide for their customers' legitimate
tnkos
needs, forced liquidation
place and tho slight RBlns which
the public has made by overtaxing
the banks shrink into Insignificance besides its business I033OS.
All IisinkH.
Equality
I presume that no banker will
care to avoid his taxes, merely because the tax law, as passed, is
as a
probably illegal. Bankers,
whole, gladly assume tho duties of
citizenship and are. anxious to pay
their just proportion cf the costs of
i no uem;e, Howgovernment.
ever, that the public in general, and
one-thir-

one-ha-

lf

I'r

tional, will be placed on an equality
with other competing interests, unci
will bo enabled to give tho best
possible servico to the public.
If, as I believe to bo the case, our
present law is in contradiction with
tho United States laws upon this
subject, a remedy must be fouml
because if tho assessment is illegal
it can bo successfully resisted by
tho national banks und this would
probably bo done largely because of
the fact that these institutions feel
that they have been abused by the
taxing authorities in the past.
I see no possibility of the state
authorities assessing and collecting
tho same rate of taxes against pri
vate money capital or against build
ing and loan association as is now
assessed against bank stock, without driving all such private capital
outside o this state an I do not
believe that the taxes against banks
should bo reduced to the same basis
as tho present rat of assessment
against thoso other interests and
the only remedy that I can see is an
amendment by congress of section
5.219, so that the present restriction contained In that section nviy
bo modified.
This subject is receiving very considerable attention
at tho hands of tax associations in
other states who recognize that it is
a real problem and the general attitude on tho part of the national
banks, so far as I havo observed, Is
to urge upon congress the wisdom
of modifying this section at an early
date. Somo bills havo already been
introduced in congress looking toward relief, but none have yet been
enacted into law.
Present Assessment.
The present assessment against
tho fifty national banks in the state
of New Mexico is slightly over five
million dollurs; that against the
state hanks is slightly
seyenty-tw- o
less than four mlllloii dollars, niak-ia tot'il ns:;Cssi""(it of nine milassessment
Tho
dollars.
lion
ag.iinst the five million dollars, to
mv mind, can unquestionably ho
found' Illegal and it is quite probable that the assessment against
the other four million, representing;
the stock of state banks, could then
resisted.
It is,
bo successfully
therefore, quite important that this
efforts
to
best
use
its
association
arrive at a legal method of assessing this nine million dollars new on
the tax rolls.
"-

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better

109

North First Street
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
Phone 353

APPLES! Spitzenbergs.
Them by the Box
APPLES! APPLES! Fancy Johnathans.
Buy Them by the Box
Honey,
Honey,

2J2-i-

ITS

Asparagus, Glass Jar Brand, large
Candles for the Christmas tree,
Buy Your Christmas Candies at
Have a Large and Varied
LUX!
LUX! LUX!

wm

aiinam

jmm

m

7M.mmm

.64c

We

16c

.21c
.39c
41c

OKn

.,iJKt

Because Ei's "Rish and

Mmn

Sell

LATE CREAfsl C0FFE
The Highest Grade Macaroni
Ees Noodle, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products!

1

IPIWWl".P"IW'fTCW

urn

Oifts for Everybody
Sandy Andy Toys for
the boys
$1.00
Towel Sets for the ladies ,$1.00
Ealky Mules for the
kiddies
75c
Post Card Albums. $1.00

1

50-p- g.

Medium size Albums

50c

Sleeping Dolls. .....85c to $1.00
Wheelbarrows
$1.00
15c to $1.00
Wagons
Cooking Sets. . . .35c, 50c, 98c
Dolls.
5c to $1.00
Nuts Sets
$1.00
Smoking Sets.
.$1.00
15c
Engines. . .
. . .15c
Cars. . . M.
Pistols
.15c
;

Air Guns
$2.50 value, "Box

Pianos

15c

Paper. .$1.00

. ... .75c to $1.00
5c to 15c
Holly Boxes
Books for every body; books
for boys; books for girls;
books for ladies; books for

me(n.

These are only a few of the
hundreds of gifts that can be
found at the United Store.
Come and take a look at the
price and quality.
Don't forget we have no item
in the store for over $1.00.
Others sell their lowest grades
for $1.00. The United Store
sells its best grades for $1.00.
Santa Claus will be at the
United Store Friday, bring
your letter before that date, so
he can ask you about it.

311 West Central Ave.

-

Op

12-oz-

Grade Coffee, lb
ORANGES! ORANGES!
Each Dozen

Mmk Store

.H &

I2V2C

Kahn's for We
Assortment,

2-l-

.

9

39c
$1.45
27c

can
box

b.

Our stock is moving fast, we have Just a few of
each model left. We have a large shipment on
the way, and expect to have them here by Christmas. Come in today and select your phonograph
Terms can be
and have it put away for you.
'

Phone 778

--

Package
..
.
Mincemeat, Puritan Fancy Brand,
Mincemeat, Puritan Fancy Brand,
Calif. Home Brand, Concentrated Tomato
French's Salad Dressing, small size container. .
French's Salad Dressing, large size container.
Premier Salad Dressing, pkg
.....i
COFFEE ! Manor House, a High

WICK FOR CHRISTMAS"

Albisquerque

tyJ)
tpOJLU

Each

GOING TO BE A BRUNS

arranged.

OS) QA
tfQ J A

cans

b.

gallon cans

,

it IF

,

Buy

raisins

more

Eat

n

APPLES!

today?

,

at

SELF-SE- H

in-si-

Had your iron

TV

A

ARMS CONFERENCE IS
BRILLIANT SUCCESS,
M. VIVIANI DECLARES
Washington, Dec. 12 (by the Associated Press.) The conference
"is a brilliant success." M. Vivlani
of Franco said tonight in a farewell conference with newspnpor
i
correspondents.
"I am very glad tothave had a
added."
"The large
ho
in
It,"
part
questions have cither been settled
or aro about to be. I suppose another conference will be held
of a year."

BULLETM

GROCERY

KAKtTS

v

mm

(

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
321 West Central Avenue
1

lost
REMARKABLE HOW QUICKLY
ENERGY AHD STRENGTH RETURN

Appreciated
GIFT

By Using Garren's Tonic Mrs. Foster of
Louviers Now Enjoys Good Health and

Take your car tvitK

"I read a great deal about Garren's Tonic and saw It advertised
so highly In the Denver Post so
decided to give it a trial and I
After only
think it wonderful.
taking three bottles I feei like a
different woman. Life is a pleasure now and I can eat what I want
without any of those dlsagreable
symptoms from which I suffered.
My appetite Is good and I sleep
fins, also my sluggish liver is doing Hb work since Garren's Tonic
has relieved my constipation.
"I am recommending Garren's
Tonlfi to all of -- 'jr friends, besides
my mother who suffered In the
same way I did is taking it, and she
too feels grand."
Garren's Tonio is sold in Albuquerque by Alvarado Pharmacy
and the leading druggists in every
city. Adv,

Santa FoSorVicff.
d eprovider
t e n. d &b i H t v.;

Has Plenty of Energy.

run-dow-

;

1FLTA RAINBOW
JAZZ OROHKSTItA.
,
INN, TONIGHT.

STOCK

TAXIIIG HATKKIAL

E BY SERBIA

Mrs. Dorothy Foster, who resides at Louviers, Colo., the home
of tho Dupont Powder Works, Is
another one of the many people In
this section who has derived ren
markable results from a
condition by the use of the most
talked about and unusual remedy
on the market today.
"For the past two years," Mrs.
Poster said, "my system was badly
run down and my appetite was very
poor. I had a tired and languia
feeling all the time and never had
the strength or energy to do anyI was badlv constipated
thing.
and my liver was sluggish, neither
could I leep well as I surrerea
with my nerves continually.
My
food also disagreed with me and I
DETROIT was consequently troubled with ft
COLLEGE great deal of gas. which would
cause m to bloat terribly.

Danville, Ky., Dec. 12. Centre
College football authorities late
today sent a telegram to the San
Diego Chamber of Commerce, refusing permission for the Colonels
to play Notre Dame or any other
eastern college or university at San
Diego, December 26.
"We will not authorize game of
football for Centre College at San
Diego, December 26, with other
than Pacific coast college or uniproversity in good standing, as conposal was presented to us as a
test of east vs. west," the telegram said. "Decision final."
It was signed: Centre College
Athletio Committee."

the members of this association in
particular, will b anxiousto to reni-uu- y
tho end
tho present situation
that all banks, buth state and na-

Full

EFFECTS OF
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now ramour motor
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Tot
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convenience.!

'Fred IfarveyMoah
add the Ihi'sKmdtoueh
Ark For our tw'

.Picture
Bookjj,
talifornia. Limited
3rand Canyon and;
.Tourijt Sleeper to-- !

California booklet

Stoo itivo davf. Or
longQv a.t

Grand Canyon
National Park.
Its
only a fhort
ide-tli-

R. W. HOYT, Agent
204.
Albuquerque, N. M.

THE MORHIRG JOURNAL
We will send them a card stating that their
subscription is a' gift from you. For rates and.
further information call or phons

1

p,'

THONE

friends'
to
especially
former
Albuquerque
residents, would be
six months' or year's
subscription to

or relatives,

JOURNAL POBUSHIflG CO
CinCCrATION DEPARTSIEXT
Phones IS or 66

ft

THE SUCCESS OF

OTTflGE OniT SYSTEM III OLD
ilSSIOH STYLE IS SUGGESTED
CKOOL FOR GIRL

Board Considers Plan Presented By Miss
Mary E. Dissette of Santa Fe, An Expert on
Institution Management, for Development
of the W. C. T. U. Memorial Home for Girls

HARDING'S XMAS
DINNER ASSURED
Chrlstrrfas
President Harding's
dinner will be sweetened by twenty-fou- r
pounds of New Mexico's famous honey, A case of the "food
for the gods" was sent to the president yesterday by J, C. Smith, who
Is one of the largest bes growers
in the valley. The honey was
shipped by tne chamber of commerce and the following wire Bent
to the president yesterday:
"Albuquerque, N. M., Dec, 12,
O. Harding,
1921.
president of the United States,
White House, Washington, D. C:
Permit m on behalf of the chamber of commerce of Albuquerque
and the state of New Mexico to pre
sent to you a case Of New Mexico
comb honey, Since you are making
a courageous and apparently successful effort to sweeten up the
entire world that there may b no
more war, accept our heartiest congratulations for the success for the
disarmament conference and good
wishes for a merry Christmas and
a happy and prosperous new year...
"J. C. SMITH,
"Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce."

0
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FARM COURSE

AGRARIAN
15
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Devoted to Dairying.

8

-

1

cot-tn-

V.

Theaters Today

hdteTpSTem
to be settled

all-st-

PUBLIC

STOMACH UPSET!

ENDS

'DIAPEfSI'

and quite out of the
ordinary is that spicy
flavor in a Spur
cigarette. Just let your

4-le- af

taste decide.

cot-tng- es

'

Mighty enjoyable

ANTIQUATED

;. J,'

Ranchers Express Enthusi- Man, Named to Take Over
asm Over New Annual
Post of Secretary of AgFirst Two Days
riculture in Mexico "Raps"
Policy of Villareal.
(By The Associated Fress.)
Mexico City, Dec. 12. Indis

Hon,-Warre-

'

PLAN

ESTRADA CLAIMS

WELL ATTENDED

A plan for tha building: and man- - j period of personal investigation,
. t jv,
tt- thnt I am not willine to place a
of my savlnss In tho work
E. Willard school has been sub- dollar
s
10 a. m. Opening Talk
of crpntin" mother school of the
to
Miss
mitted
tlu board by
Mary ordinary tjCarl Mugeo.
with dormitories and
room.
10:20 a. m. Selecting a
E. Dlssotte of Santa Fe, to the a common iilnliur
Holstein Cow C. II. Christ.
Please Imagine then (what most
board of managers of ,'ie school
a. m. History of Dairy
11
seen
in
of
have
pmnryo)
you
Miss
met
which
hero yesterday.
Regulation of Albuquerque
Dissette has had twenty years' ex- rectangular tract of about flvo
sides
its
two
Dr. Clark (University).
of
perience with Institution life as n acres, facing on
11:30 a, m. Pasteurization
in
member of the faculty of the gov- on two good residence streets
which
of Milk for Food Mr. Khep- of
a
center
tho
city
growing
ernment Indian school in Panta Fe.
of
is unsurpassed
Dairy.
for climate ana
The board is considerins Miss
-herd,
1:80 p. in. Jersey Pedi- water in the whole United fttates.
plan.
Meldrum
to
orchard
and
This
tract
Gray.
green
Miss Dissette's plan follows In
planted
2:10 p. m. Holstein Pedi- small fruits in the center and laid
her own wordsr
grens C. H. Christ.
"For twenty odd yearn I have out along the sides of the rectangle
2:50 p. m. Interstate Ship- been working to acquire the foun- In lots of the ordinary size.
This reetanelo in our elty Is
ping Regulations Dr. Snyder.
dation for a practical school of do7:45 p. m.Oow Testing
mestic nrt and science such as I bounded on the west by College
Associations Dr. Wyant.
principal
believe you are planning, and for street (one of our
8:20
p. m. Dairy Picture
side
that reason I am willing to relin streets), orr the north, or longinter
to
dominate the school, Its board CI
Show. (Night meetings
my by Manhattan street, which
Inquish my holdings and merge
or advisors should
be held at Mt. View school
College and Is also one Of our lnanngers
plans In yours, provided we can sects
each
one
member
from,
house).
residence streets. On tno clude
agree upon the essential in tho main
having a schureh orwhich enn be nc
alms, policy nnd educational meth- eaBt end bv land
In the city, including
land
ganization
on
by
south
and
the
ouired.
ods of the school.
tho Catholic church, and they
Allow mo to give yon a brief pnrt of which I own and the rest should
cultivate the acquaintance
More than fifty ranchers ol Beroutline and mental picture of the can bo nemtired.
of these girls and talk to them nalillo county attended the opening
back
Imatrino on College street,
work which I hail planned and the
beautiful
of the fivo-da- y
to
freely.
sessions
agriculturpermit
methods I hoped to see employed far enough
The school should also conduct an al course which is being given t
building
In tho doing of It. And permit surroundings, a beautiful our
adDeaf employment bureau, which will
chamber of commerce parlors
the
me to say that it Is the result of In Old Mission style like
look Into condi- under the direction of County Agent
close observation of "Institution and Dumb school, providing for just difficulties,
tions, wages, etc., and help employer Dee Reynolds. The program yesterday as
life," of its failure to form char. academic instruction by bothwork
well as the girls by an Intelligent day related almost entirely to the
for
acter, and its harmful effect upon and nlEht schools, rooms
of domestic)
Tha same subject
prob- dairy industry.'
in the city. A Investigation
the health of inmates crowded inn clrls employed
It car thus build up & sys- Will be continued today. Poultry
lems.
within its walls, that has brought recreation and social center for tem
women
which
who
have
not
will
take up most
culture
bee
live
by
and
where
they may
me to this estimate of its work and working girls,
at a minimum of expense and be tv room for a domestic can have holp of the time ot tho courses tomorthe testlnc of better methods.
to during certain hours of the day. row.
It is impossible In n large Insti constant example and incentive
The short agricultural course Is
in the sur- And mothers needing emergency
tution to place Individual respon- those being trained
to
"make
good." help or responsible caretakers for the first ever held In the county
sibility, to guard against moral con- rounding cottages
that their children during their tempo- and is receiving the close
tamination, and physical infection, Here teaching in every line conof the state college and the
rary absence can telephone and get
capable,
to eaeh the small refinements of makes an intelligent, woman
can
be them Just as promptly and certain- county farmers and stockmen.
sanitation and of social scientious American
, personal
the "Hall of ly as they can telegraph a messen Many experts from the state colusage. The home atmosphere be- carried on: it being methods
are ger boy.
lege are on the program for adwhere
the Learning"
ing almost wholly lacking, and
Is almost no limit to the dresses or demonstrations.
There
discussed
and
compared
it
without
girls are brought up
to the community that
"Farming has passed the 'hit or
relating to the usefulness
hence have no idea of creating it, and tho literature
a school could attain if con- miss' stage." one ot the farmers
nnd when introduced. Into a re- subjects taught is studied; thewhere Huch
ducted with tho needs of the com- attending the sessions yesterday
being the laboratories
fined American home are like fish
"And we can not know
in, view. M must grow Into stated.
out of water and are unacceptable all these theories and methods arc munity
this gradually- as tho development too much about the most modern
as domestics because their Initia- nrnetlcallv tested.
our crops anu 10
This building we shall call. If of a sense of responsibility In iU wjiv tn nroduce The
tive has been lost In a routine of
short course is
pupils fits them to take such du- market them.
work whlc'- - had so distant a rela- vou nlease. "Tha Frances Willard
neea in me
a
felt
long
to
so
meeting
the
ties
without
them
shall
bear
upon
it
and
Inviting
could
Memorial,"
tion to themselves that they
for special scientlc advice."
rottaces the same relation that cial disaster. There must be al xalley
not perceive it. Unwilling victims
Nell Feririisson. rancher and
education of employers as well as
bstl-tut- e
each woman In charge of a
of a bad social makeshift
mnn in this vicinity, delivered
dairy
and
will
be
of
an
inmates:
neither
easy
its
all
bears
t)whole brood. In this pupils
for normal family life, tiny
address yesterday
the opening
or
a
Does
task.
anyone
grateful
the
mother
but
become sullen and disagreeable,
Other speakers on tne
morning.
meet
doubt
fad
that
board
will
the
hold
community
your
you
under
tinits
small
in
building
handled
when
A. M.'Hove, assistant
Not when oroEramof were
ings, hnve your entertainments, lec to respond eventually?
Tho Earth, the Santa Fa
sympathetic guidance they develop
for the girls, as in any It sees On which side its own bread editor
Meindustrial
Journal;
naturally as do children in the or- tures. ele.,school.
rallwav
Is buttered. Does anyorfe raise the
of Uoswcll, who is the
dinary American family presided boarding
. Dlrectlv
At ldrum Gray,
on the street line nt old wail about the expense?
Jer-e- v
ever by their own mothers,
American
of tho
first it will be expensive, but after representative
After 83 years of continuous each west corner of the rectangle
association: C. H. Christ, who
time
also
a
in
and
largely
handled and are two smaller buildings,
association;
Study of children
comin any case, "the really expensive represents the Holstein
wncse nuujBci nun
taught en masse, with all the mod- Mission style, but built for
Is the one that fails of it!J Roy Campoeii,
ern equipment and devices, as com- mercial purposes. One of them Is school1 and
fnr Mlllf Production,
if we had not hundreds
for the surplus pro- ond,
on the
who
taught In email a sales room
pared with thosewith
such failures the American and J. S.ofRowers,calves. spoke
very crude ducts of domestic science soIn the of
groups (even
dairy
feeding
nome
near
woum
not
is
have
a
such
It
cafeteria.
of
a
Due to the fact thnt ft number of
equipment), my verdict is emphat-or formstate
the
cnpitol that patronage, is problem to face as it has today.
those
ically in ffvor of the small unit
attending the courso yesterLet us apply our highest Intel
euro, nnd if not at first rossiuie
could not attend the motion
family plan.
day
our
form
of
best
In
our
the
ligence,
methods, and
Bo strongly do I feel upon the the raw products
County
picure lecture on dairying. that
.
. . 1.
...... T ..?- - eeus. milk,
J
butter. vegetanies, most generous financial support in Agent
part
Reynolds postponed
uuujfLi mm bj iiiuui uutw j. Buffered mentally during this long fruits, plants and flowers would solving it.
until
tonight when
of the program
Very sincerely vours.
find ready sale. (It has wonder
the lecture nnd picture will be
MARY E. DISSETTE.
fnl nosfiilllltles for a greenhouse)
shown at the Mountain View school
On tho other corner of College
house.
.troor the bnildlne is used to sell
the surnlus products of tho domestic
art class, lour memorial building
hns n birire store room In Its base
ment and to. it come all the dona
tions from all over the united
"n Then tor A. J. Parker Rend
Stntcs.
Your girls learn how to use) Jr.. production, presenting Louise
theso to the best advantage. Each Glaum, as the leading character In
an
cast, playing "Greater
cottage is a center of domestic
a nan Love," by C. Gardner Sullieconomy. The surplus Is sold In van
a
screen
Is
refuse
poem of mother.
tho
Over"
"Made
shop,
a
woven into beautiful rugs in the fnith; also showing a reel or two
AT
or
"Current Events" pictures.
Knitting
department.
weaving
machines make stockings, socks,
Lyric Theater Catherine Cal
scarfs, sweaters, cans, etc., and so Vert, one of tho popular screen
stars on this circuit, heads an all
do skillful fingers. The small spinInvited to
ning wheel is resurrected and girl stnr east, playing in "The Heart Albuquerqueans
themselves
of Maryland;' also showing "It's
are taught to clothe
Mass Meeting at
Attend
and their prospective families from lour Move," a Vanity comedy.
"Y" Tonight to Plan for
the raw product wool which so
Pastime Theater Presenting for
many of our native people hav the last time today. Pauline Fred- Speedy Financing.
and do not know how to use to prick In "The, Dure of Jade;" also
(Do not showing "Mutt and Jeff" cartoons,
better their condition.
and ana also
for the speedy subscribing
think this is a backward step, hanrapeatlng the "Fox News' of Plans
the $150,000 additional money
wasted time, for skill In any
pictures.
Is
needed to complete the
to
which
acquire
dicraft means ability
Albuquerque hotel fund will be
any other, and patienf. intelligent
to a
made at a meeting of Albuquerquefollowing out of any processdevelans at the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium
successful finish Is a groat
The
this evening at 8 o'clock.
oper of character.)
mass meo.lng has been called by
All along two sides of tha rectthe hotel directors and the Klwanis
angle are cottages named for tlios"
club.
who build and endow them, and
Is invited
numEvery Albuquerquean friend.
you will be surprised at tho
The
will
to
who
women
attend and to bring a
bl
ber of wealthy
mentine- will not be a lengthy one
eager to leave such a memorial.
not
and will be found Interestingcom
These c.ttages are close to the
only to stockholders In the
edge of the rectangle on the
street but have each the same alpany but all citizens oi Aiuuqueilotment of ground nt the sld and
que.
at
The meeting has) been called
rear. Everyone has its colony of
the suggestion of a large number
chickens, Its fruits and garden, and
Stomach
causes
to
local men and women who feel
made
of
indiges
acidity
PATRICK J. HALEY,
every foot of ground is
Althat the financing ot the newcomproduce something. Each has its tion!
Syracuse, N. Y.
Food souring, gas. distress! Won buquerque hotel should, be
share of milk from a small dairy
so
that
new
what
der
year
"I'm feeling like a new man barn on the rear lots.
upset your stomach? pleted before the
The moment the new structure may be erected
These cottages contain not to Well, dpn't bother!
eat
in 1922.
a
or
two
tablet
of
you
in
stomach
and
rooms
time
early
for
first
the
and
operation
and
Pape's
basement,
my
exceed eight
FTsotlv what nlan for securing
In forty years can eat a hearty two baths, one upstairs for girl?, Dlapepsln all the lumps of
pain, tbe sourness, heart- the additional subscriptions will be
meal and suffer no distress after- one down for the mother. The
aecinea oy
wards," was tho remarkable state- lower floor has the usual living burn and belching of gases, due to adopted has not beenbeen
thought
ment of Patrick J. Haley, 107 Pros- room, dining room, kitchen, moth- acidity, vanish truly wonderful! the officers and it has
in nut. the ouestlon up to the
pect avenue, Syracuse. N. Y., a well er's room, bath, closets, etc. The Millions of people know that it la
InA
needless
to be'botherei) with
report of
eitiiBn ns a whole.
known Iron and steel worker.
upper floor three large bed moms,
"Only those who have had stom- bath, closets and sewing room. digestion, dyspepsia or a disor- the finance committee will be read
ach trouble In a bad form can The laundry Is In the basement, as dered stomach. A few tablets of at the meeting and will show that,
Pape's Dlapepsln neutralizes acid while no active work has been done
know what I suffered durlnsr all are the trunk and storage roomB.
those years. I was almost a nervThere are three girls in each ity ana give relief at once no toward tho building of the struccase of ture, the former subscription drive
ous wreck, too, and for years I bedroom and each has her own waiting! Buy a sixty-cedidn't know what it was to get a bed, chiffonier, dresser and closet Pape's Dlapepsln nowl Don't stay has beerKa great success ana hub
good sound sleep at night.
space. The last three features are miserable. Regulate your stomach honn heartily backed by the sub
"I got new life and energy from built In, the windows being small so you can eat favorite foods with scribers, many of whom rave al-In
each dose of Tanlac and now I'm high casements which permit the out causing regret, ,
ready paid their subscriptions
a well and happy man Instead of best use of the wall space. The
full, long before the required date.
The company now owns ns own
a elck and miserable one as I was family consists of ten girls and a
site for the hotel and upon tne
for so many years. I'll vouch for mother. One of the girls may be
final approval of plans and the
the merit of Tanlac at any time." a very little girl In mother's room
subscripTanlac is sold in Albuquerque by or It may be "Mother's Right
raising of the necessary
CUTICURA
HEALS
the Alvarado Pharmacy and all Hand" nnd kept near for company,
tions, the contract can be. awarded
and work started almost immedOther leading druggists everywhere. assistance, or even for discipline,
iately.
Adv.
so mother's room should have an
alcove and be built with thesa
ITCHY
ECZEMA
account
In
An
view.
contingencies
$500,000 DAMAGE BY
is kept with each cottage and a
EXPLOSION AND First
friendly rivalry stimulated by a
monthly comparison of expenses
OnBackandArmsforEleven
and products.
(By The Aneelntefl Pmm.)
The "course" covers six years of
Passaic. N. J.. Dec. 12. The
Months. Could Not Rest.
domestic
Intensive training on
Hayden Chemical Works In Garlinos trad tho literature relating to
field, acquired two years- - ago t by
de"Eczema broke out' In
them. The diploma confers a
rash on Allan A. Ryan, New York broker
gree and a title that distinguishes
my back and arms and Itched and from the alien property custodian
Its recipient from' tho ordinary
for $1,500,000, today were damso
severely that I
vTJs burned
"maid" and "rervant." Tho qualscratched and irritated them ,
aged $600,000 by an explosion and
ification for entrance Is merely
fire which injured ,a score of
4t4 and large scales came on.
The main building was
workers.
With gaa around my lreart. Couldn't good health, average intelligence,
My clothing aggravated the
desire
sincere
a
for
education
and
and five smallee strucdestroyed
breath, many people cay.
out
on
back,
my
breaking
No such choking or anxiety it you will and the formation of a good chartures damaged. Workmen said nn
and I could not rest at night. electric
which are acter. Each application being
take Bualmann'a
light bulb suspended over
trouble
lasted
about
"The
prepared distinctly and specially for
on
of
managers
a tank of aalyllcta acid had burst
by the board
stomach Qas, and particularly fur all the Its merits.
eleven months. I sent for a free
before
the blast.
Just
bad effocle from gaa pressure agalnat
sample of Cutlcura Soap anS OintGirls shall cook, eat, sleep nnd
your moat vital organ your heart. feelrelief.
me
I
ment and they gave
COCPLK 8HOT TO DEATH.
live in these cottages Just ns an
That empty, gone and gnawing
Dec. 12. Mr. and
Decorah.
ing at the pit of your atomach will
purchased more, and after using
ordinary family does and attend
that anxloua, nervoua feeling. school In the Memorial building.
boxes
and
two
cakes
Charles van Brocklln, aged
Mrs.
of
three
Soap
wltl heart palpitation, will vanish, and Their time Is divided dally into
21 and 18 years, respectively, were
of Ointment I was healed." (Signed)
you will once more be able to take four hours of
shot to death in their homo near
productive work,
Walter J. Longstreth, 6861 South-we- st
a deep breath, so often prevented by (Jai
.
recitation,
Frankvllle, Bunday. The bodies
Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
pressing agalnat your heart and lunge. four hours study and
J heae unique Tablet, are eol4y
were found by a neighbor.
The
three hours rest and recreation,
Use Cutlcura for all toilet purposes.
Prescription ' Pharmacy, and all three hours for meals .and ten for
slayer used a shot gun.
SuafUIubrmkrlbll. AMnMilcWnUt.
reliable drugglete. Be careful and
sleep.
on the genuine Baalrnann'a
imrlM.Dapt a,H4Mu4l. IhH."
DKITA
HATNROW - DETROIT
Perfect religious freedom Is
Botpttftc. OintifMmtttudGte. Ttloumtte.
In a yellow package, price
So.
wlllwvt mat.
SVCaUcara
seeno
JAZZ ORCHESTRA.
FranIn
order
COLUXJE
that
guaranteed.
J. Baalmann, Chemlat, San
JLNN, TONIGHT.
tarian element can be said to
iieco.
as
V
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that Spicy
FLAVOR

criminate division of land among
masses of the people, such as pro
vided in the program of tne national agrarian commission head-

Kentucky Burlet

for good old tobacco taste

Choice Macedonian

former
ed by General Vlllareal,
minister of agriculture, is deand
as
scribed
"antiquated
under modern conditions"
by General Kstrada, 'named to take
over the portfolio ot agriculture.
no
General Estrada announced
will not accept the post unles3
President Obregon reposes jcom- olete confidence in him to worit
out the land problem along lines
radically opposite to those or persons who believe a solution rests
fundamentally on, the restoration
and transfer of town lands.
If ho takes over tho post he declares ho Will be guided by tho
principle that every person is worthy ot ls hire and deserves tho
reward arising from his material
and mental effort. He says he will
endeavor to solve the land question justly and conservatively.
,

nt

our-solv-

accordance with the

constitu-

tion."

Causes Comment.
General
Estrada's declaration
has causod much" comment, especially among foreign land owner.i.
Many observers, who had predicted n sharp modification of the government's agrarian policy, assert
that General Estrada's stntement is
In a sense inspired and that he
to
doubtless will be designated
earry out tha new program.
Tha national agrarian commission as constituted under General
Villarcal is virtually disbanded and
it is expected a new commission
will be named. Under this commission expropriation of lands
wna carried out extensively, and
tho Mexican foreign office has received many protests, Including
American interests.
Scnor Villareal's extreme views
have been the subject of much
newspaper comment. El Universal was so outspoken about Vlllareal that several days ago a street
altercation between him and Ediwas narrowly
tor. Valavaclnlaverted.
El Demokrata asserts it has

Broad Maryland
for

g

CIGARETTES
The only crimped
cigarette in America
no paste.

Liggett

fii

Myers Tobacco Co.

Clinmbeflnln's Cough Remedy the
Mother's
The soothing and healing; propChamberlain's Cough
of
erties
Romedy, its pleasant taste and
prompt and effectual cures- have
made It a favorite with people
It is especially prized
everywhere,
by mothers of young children for
colds, croup and whooping; cough,
it always affords quick reliet and
It will strengthen your nerves as
and Increase your visor and endur- Is free from opium and other
ance, often in two weeks' time. It harmful drugs.
contains the principal chemical
constituent of active living r.crve
LEGAL NOTICE
force in a form which most nearly
resembles that in the bfaln and
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR.
nerve cells ot man. It also conMatter of the Estate of An- tains organic iron like the iron in In-tastasio Gurule, deceased.
your blood, and like tho iron Or-In
Notice Is hereby given that Nicospinach, lentils and apples.
enriches tho blood and las Gurule, Administrator of the
ganic ir
plenty of rich red blood means Estate of Anastaslo Gurule, demore nerve force, so that Nuxated ceased, has filed in the "Probate
Iron not only feeds what might be Court of Bernalillo County, New
termed artificial nerve force to the Mexico, his final report as such
nerve Cells, but it stimulates the administrator and tha Court has
blood to manufacture a greatly in- appointed Monday, the 2nd day of
creased supply of new nerve force. January, 1922, at 10 o'clock a. m.,
Get (a bottle of Nuxated Iron today, as the day for hearing objections,
if any there be, to thaapproval o'
anuyif within two weeks' time you said
final report and the discharge
do not feel that it has increased
yonr nerve force, and made you of said Administrator,
Witness
my hand pnd the seal
feel better and stronger in every
Court this 21st day
way, your money will be refunded. of said Probate 1821.
of November,
Sold by all druggists.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.

Get Nerve

F orce

from

Nuxated Iron

ha

Relieves Headache

information that

away headache. A clean, white ointment, made with oil of mustard,
Musterole ia a natural remedy with
so often
none of the evil after-cITcc-

:aused by "Internal medicine."
Get Musterole et your drug store.
35 65c, Jars & tubes; hospital sire, $3.
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD

PLASTER

ns

Gen-

nation-wid-

'

11

Journal want ads net results

COUNTY OF BERXAMLLO,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.

Albuquerque.
ORDER.
This matter coming on to be
heard upon the petition of more
than twenfy-flv- s
residents of East
situated within the
Albuquerque
Bernalillo
of
and state of
county
New Mexico, and it appearing to
the Board that the facts, matters
and things stated in said petition
are true, and that East Albuquer
que ia a platted townsite of an untown and addition
incorporated
thereof having a population of not
less than three hundred people situated Immediately east and adjoining .the east boundary line of the
city of Albuquerque and taking in
and embracing all the land and
territory included within the limits
of an extension of the north and
south boundary lines of said city of
Albuquerque east for a distance of
miles
about one and seven-tentmore or less and containing an area
of about UOO acres and the limits
thereof are plainly marked by posts
at the corners of said platted and
East Albuquerque,
unincorporated
as shown by the plat thereof attached to eald petition as part
thereof, and described as follows:
Beginning at the S, E. Cor. of
Sec. 22 T. 10 N. R. 8 E. N. M. P. M.
thence west along the south line of
See's 22 and 21 to the east line of
.

eral Amado Aguirre, secretary of
ur. Jlulrrt has absolut proof thai tu
communications and public works, berculoma can b heated' In all ollmaina
ReaulU
will be named minister of
by TUB INHALANT METHOD.
For further particular
are
CO..
i

BFTOltKTHE 1WAUD OP COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE

A little Musterole, rubbed on fore- In the Matter of the Petition of In
habitants and Residents ot East
head and temples, will usually drive

-

semi-offici-

,

GoiDEM Virginia
for life and sparkle

Is Predicted.

KevcrHiil

declarations
General Estrada'
are characterized by the newspapers as the forerunner to complete
reversal of the federal agrarian
policy to which much objection,
especially foreign, has been made..
Describing tho Idea of communal lands as dating back to the days
and
of the Spanish conquerors,
untenable now becauso the modern idea of individual effort must
bo rewarded, ho denies that returning the lands to tho towns and
taking them away from the present
owners i carrying out a revolutionary Idea.
Ho continues:
"Private ownership of landi
should he subject to rules imposed
by the necessity and requirements
of the masses, the original owners.
But I do not admit the advisability
of common ownership, and am fully convinced that tho system of
private ownership, conditional and
in accordance with the system established by our constitution, is the
only rational and Just method
capable of causing tho earth to
render the largest possiblo production.
"If President Obregon reposes
sufficient confidence in me to appoint mo secretary I think a system of transferring land to such
towns and the request for allot-monnd legal right to it should
be continued, but only on a purely
constitutional basis, without repeating the error of deceiving
by thinking that this alone
constitutes a solution ot the agrarian problems.
"Solution of the agrarian problem Is not and should not bo the
object of political propaganda, but
we must emphasize Uv fact that
such solution is not basod on tho
transfer of lands to the towns, but
on tho parcellinfTof large tracts
In

for spicy aroma

le

unap-plicab-

e.

addresa THB INHALANT METHOD
Suite 609 Union League Bldg., Key No.
32, Los Angeles, Calif.

the Albuquerque1 Grant; thence
north along the east line of said
grant to the soutH line ot Coal avenue; thence west along the south
line of Coal avenue to the east line
ot Mulberry street; thence north
along the east line of Mulberry
street to the north line of East
Marquette avenue; thence east
along the north line of East Marquette avenue to the east line of
the Albuquerque Grant; thence
north along said grant line to the
north line of Bee, 21; thence east
along the.north line of See's 21 and
22 to the N. E. Cor. of Seo. 22;
thence south along the east Una of
Seo. 22 to the place of beginning.
And it further appearing to the
Board that the said East Albuquerque contains streets and alleys, and
the business and residential district
thereof, and business and residential houses occupied and used by
the inhabitants and residents thereof, and the plant-- buildings and
campus of the University of the
State ot New Mexico, and the reservoir of the water works of the
city of AlbuqUerque&nd the COun-- (
try club house and golf links and
diver other houses, buildings, lm- -'
provements and property which
are subject to great and irreparable
damage by animals running at
large; and It further appearing to
the Board that It is the desire of
the inhabitants and resident of
said East Albuquerque that an order may be made and entered of
record by thla Board prohibiting
the running at large of such animals within the limits of said East
Albuquerque; and the Board being
fully advised In the premises, doth
grant said petition.
Wherefore, It is ordered by the
Board of County Commissioners of
the County of Bernlllllo, State of
New Mexico, that there1 shall be
and is hereby prohibited the running at large ot any cattle horses,
swine, sheep, goats, burros' and
other domestio animals within the
limits of East Albuquerque, the unincorporated town above, described
and as shown by the plat thereof
accompanying the said petition of
tho residents and Inhabitants of the
said Eastr Albuquerque and filed
herein.
And it is further ordered that
this order be published once each
week for four consecutive weeks in
the Albuquerque Morning Journal
,

--

and Albuquerque Herald, newspapers published In the city of Albu
querque, in the said County of Bernalillo, State f New Mexico, and
.that printed hand bill containing;
such order be posted by the clerk
of this Board In at least three
places in said East Albuquerque.
Done at a Special session of said
Board of County Commissioner of
the County of Bernalillo, State of
New Mexico, thi 4th flay of Oc- toDer.

(Seal)

A. G. SIMMS,
Chairman.

Attest:
FRED CROLLOTT,

Clerk,

5V

Only Eleven Days Until Christmas

indi-gestl-

ht

nt

Almost

Choked

last Night

Wood-wort-

The Newest Ideas Direct From New York
By Express Are Now Displayed v
Boxed in neat holly folder, c? fancy boxes

$1.50, S2.oo, $2.50,

i::r: and $4.00

Ask To Be Shown ,
FUR LINED AND AUTO GLOVES

INITIAL HANDKERCHIEFS
MUFFLERS AND HOSE
MAIL ORDERS DELIVERED

E. L,

FREE

Washburn & Co.

f'f

h

In-- fi

Boldmrr-wher-

r.

Holiday Neckwear

ka

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers'
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BENNY'S

romptly

OTB BOO

At 10 A. M.

THE HEW GEHERATIQN

Social Calendar

BEAUTY GHATS

s

By JANE PHELPS

By Edna Kent Forbes.
Tuesday.
Dinner of Business and Professional Women's club at Dorris tea
eral product
nothing roo-- at 6:15 p. m.
Every flay I have several re- that will actually nourish the roots
or
of
castor
hairs.
somothltiR
Ollvt
readers
the
for
from
oil,
quests
that will really make the eyelashes Oil, being vegetable products have LEADING WOMAN'S
A great many nourishing
therefore
properties,
Jong and thick.
ADVANCE IN JAPAN
young girls also want to make either of these can be considered
a tonic. Castor oil also possesses
MIIHIIIIIIHHUlllJtl"MWmp'H!HMya
the virtue of making the lashes
a very little bilj darker.
But hers is a formula which
contains three nourishing Ingredients: cocoa butter, lanollne, and
111?
swcot almond oil. The formula it
as follows:
1 dram
, Cocoa butter
!
,

AN EYELASH TOXIC.

I

i

1

AT

It contains

mmmMmi

mimmmm

iw:ill

liP

1

but as this Is a min-

recommended,

'

Parawax
lanollne

drams
. ......... Vi dram
Oil of sweet almonds, 4 drams
2 drops
Rosol oil
i..,. Ingredients
Tou can mix these
yourself by warming the oils and
waxes until they are blended, then
stirring them together as they
cool. It produces a thick cream
which should be. rubbed over tho
eyelids and Into the upper and
lower eyelashes. Like most beauty
treatments it is best to do It Just

1

4

before going to bed. It can be
used on the eyebrow If they are
too thin.
As for darkening the lashes, a
n
eyebrow pencil can be
used.
Daisy T.: Nature has decided the
coloring of your eyes and you can
not change it.
Alice W.: Orange is a shade for
the brunette. If you are a blonde
with light hair choose the colors
that match your eyes and all the
darker Bhades of that same color:
also all shades of brown as they
will enrich the coloring of the
brown hair and blend with It.
B. T. : Ask for an outline of English literature from the librarian
and choose from it such books as
Interest you the most.
E. H. S.: A good thing for constipation Is to take a pint of very
warm water each morning before
breakfast. This should have a
pinch of salt added to It as this
acts directly upon the Intestines,
while the same amount of water
without salt will flush the kidneys.

14

?m?J

j

dark-brow-

at lust to make long

Something

lashes!

them darker.

This Is very difficult since tho eyelashes would
have to be dyed, but there is a
Hplendid tonic which will make
thorn long If It Is faithfully used.
Vaseline has been frequently

FHCIEHT BOUSEKEEFiG
By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.
ANSWERED

LETTERS,

"I recently preserved some
plums, but did not have enounh
Jars, so put them Jn glasses with
parafflne paper over the tops. Now
all mildew. Is there any
..they .1are
' yway can boll them over again SO
C. S.:

they can be used?"
Answer: No, they can not be
done over again. Just put It down
to
and next time folk
low the
method more
We
have
all had our litclosely.
tle failures.
C. Kit "Kindly
tell me what
should be done to new hardwood
floorn?"
Answer: New hardwood floors
require several operations befors
the final finish is complete. In
such
woods as oak,
ash, chestnut and birch, the foundation for the final finish is obtained by "filling" with a good
sllex paste filler;
this simply
means applying somo substance to
fill up the pores of the wood S3
that the whole Is one complete,
smooth surface. A good sllex filler
cold-pac-

oil and turpentine mixed In equal
proportions, then applied to the
varnished floor, give the lustre
they like best; when this Is done,
wipe over the spot where the mixture was applied (almost at once
with a dry cloth, then rub with
still another dry cloth to polisju

UNUSUAL SLEEVES
TRW THIS GOWN

open-grain-

has
quarts

which Imbed
particles
themselves firmly In the wood. Any
staining desired, other than the
shade of tho filler itself, should ba
dqne before this filler Is put on
done witn a good oil stain.
But, personally, I do not like the
Idea of staining a new hardwood
floor. For, all wood floors tend
to darken in time, and for this reason I think the rather light appearance of a new floor should
endured with patience. If,
a period of time, the tone of
V the floor still appears too light. It
'Is easier to darken It slightly than
to remove a dark, mussy stain
V which you had put on at first and
then decided you didn't like. Dark
rugs may be relied on to give the
proper "darkest note" which Interior decorators declare a floor
should have.
Assuming that the fldor was
sandpapered before- - the sllex filler
was 'applied, It Is now necessary to
sandpaper it again, but this time
more lightly, about '24 hours after
applying the filler. Then apply a
coat of good floor varnish, wait 48
hours, sandpaper It once more,
lightly, and apply a second coat of
varnish.
Tou will now have a
durable finish which Is well worth
the trouble you have put Into it.
If your new hardwood floors are
however, as Is the
case with hard pine, you will require no filler before varnishing.
In this case, simply sandpaper
them, watt 48 hoursr- - sandpaper
them again lightly, and apply the
final coat of spar varnish.
The above suggestions I consider
the best to foBow for new floors.
If a waxed- - finish Is preferred,
however (It's a good deal more
trouble), apply a thin coat of shei
las over the filler on the open-- i
grained woods, followed by one or
"
two coats of wax on top of this.
' Some
housewives heat the can of
tnrar n
nan t n.llln
3
soften It before applying; it Is then
f easily
applied on a soft cloth, as
It Is practically In linuld form.
Borne women maintain that linseed

1

Walters

Mrs.

J

Is

a

widow,

about

41

or 4S.
She is most attractive.
Rumor has It that she Is to marry
the man with her Hudson Paker,
a prominent financier."
"Sho la 4 5, she doesn't look 30,"
'
Margaret said musingly.
"You told mo you were 40, and
yoirdo not look 25," Forrester returned quickly.
She
Margaret scarcely heard.
would tell Joan what Craig For-rethad told her of Mrs. Walters 45 or 4S, and a man wooing
her!
She was going to marry
him. Margaret stolo a look at the
woman. Sho was laughing gaily,
happily.
Margaret ITayden, for the first
time In her life perhaps, was so
Hhe
ballreferred to the
envious of another wnman she was
sight?"
room filled with dancers.
almost sickened.
It was some
"Very!" the emphasis was pro- time beforo she could acnln turn
nounced. But Craig Forrester was her attention to her effort, who
not looking at the whirling cou- wondered why she had so sudples, but Into the eyes of the lady denly become quiet.
at his side.
Margaret Haydon thoroughly
the evening. Forrester was BIRTH RATE IN U. S.
a good dancer, a cultivated man,
ADVANCED LAST YEAR
and was Interested in his companion. What she had told him on
Br Th Assorlrtrd rrfnO
the beach, her story of the unusual
rec.
12. The
Washington,
of her daughter beAmerican
birth rato advanced 1.4
cause her own youth had been so
cent
In
1920
as
per
compared with
cut and dried, so marked out for 1919,
the census bureau anher in every detail as to crush the nounced.
youth in her, had interested him per cent The birth rato was 23.
per 1,000 population last
Immensely. He sensed the loneliness behind it all, the devotion year ns compared with 22.3 per
In
cent
1919,
according to tho bugiven without reward. He under- reau's
figures. The rate Inst year,
stood the selfishness of youth and
vislnned the longing
Margaret however, was 1.8 per cent below
miiRt have felt when she found she the rate of 1916, which the bureau declared may be looked upon
had missed so much that was hers as
a more normal year.
by right
He also saw Joan's side. He
smiled a bit as he recalled how
plainly she had shown her dlsllk?
t
of him no, not of him, but of
anyone who absorbed her mother.
There had been nothing personal
In Joan's attitude.
He turned to the beaming woman at his side.
"Have you thought of sending
Joan away to school?" he asked,
apropos of nothing.
"She has decided to go to college."
"Indeed!"
"Yes, I leave all decisions to her.
She is her own mistress oa far as
It Is possible for so young a girl to l
be. She told me not long ago that
she had decided to go to college.
She Is a very good scholar, although I never have pushed her in
any way."
"One can readily see she is
clever."
s
"Indeed she Is!" .Margaret was
hot unlike other mothers In that
she loved to have her child praised.
"Far clever than one would think
so young a girl would be. She Is
Also
very intuitive, and original.
she is at times almost painfully
honest."

We had chlckln for supplr today
en account of having complriny,
being Mr. and Mrs. Hews, and mn
started to carve its dlffrent part?
off, saying, Now, Mrs. Hews, wat
part do you prefer? Mo thinking,
O, I hope she dont say the drum
stick,
Rcely, Its Immaterial to me, Im
Jest as satisfied with ono part as
another, a 2nd Jnint, if you dont
mind, and a toutch of tho brcst,
sed Mrs. Hews.
And you, Mr. Hews, wat part
can I help you to? Bed ma.
It doesent make tho slightest
dlffrcnts I assure ynu, I think 111
hnvo a drum stick for old timo
pake, sed Mr. Hews. Me thinking.
Heck, O well theros 2 drum sticks.
Wat will you have, Wlllyum
sed ma, and pop sod, O, enythlng.
I dont care, give mo the other
drumstick and some hrest.
Making me feel werse Insted of
better, and my sister Gladdls sed,
Knythlng will do for me, mother,
Im not partlcldcr, give me the
other 2nd Joint and a llttlp of the
bresti
Wlch ma did, saying Ferslnally
T dont care wat
part 1 eat myself.
Its a matter of Indifforents to me,
2
III take, the
wings and a morsle
of the brest.
Wlch by that time nothing was-eleft but tho" neck sticking UP
as If It thnwt It was as good as
enythlng elts, me looking at it sad
on account of knowing who was
going to get It, and ma sed, Now,
llenny, its your torn.
Its mutual to mo, 111 take the
neck, I sed.
Making everybody laugh like
everything and proving It was
funny, but not making the neck
talst eny better.

'

The first recorded life insurance
policy was Issued In London, in
O.
1583, on tho life of William
It
Oybbonn, for twelve months.
was underwritten by thirteen inditho
viduals,
premium being $50
per J 500.

i

These Phenomenal Bargains

GO ON SALE
For things you need every day For
Attend this sale The
of the Fire Sale Today when the store
opens at 10 you can't afford to miss it.
We've never had anything quite like it before You've never seen anything that
could approach it.
v
Gifts--

and $20.00
FINE FUR
$15.00

Pieces

!"T

MADE

PALM
CONTENTS

It---

K
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highest statesmen's
while, but It must be an also-raand carnage still must be in stylo,
until we rid the heart of man of
hatred. Jealousy and guile. If ho
can't have a battleship with which
to soak the measley foe, ho'll heave
a boulder from his hip and haply
lay a dozen low, or he will let the
arrows zip on deadly errands from
a bow. If he can't send out poison gas, or train big guns on yonder camp, he'll take a ragged pane
of glass, or brain the foeman with
a lamp; I hate to say It, but alas,
he's Just that sort of rattled
scamp! . So we must scrap unworthy hates as well as battleships and guns, throw them forever from our gates with broken
lances, tons on tons; and then for
us the Great Peace waits, to last
while there are stars and suns,
the

The value of bak
You

Calumet never fails. The last
as powerful
as the first. Calumet is perfectly
manufactured keeps perfectly
and is moderate in price.
You save when you buy It.
You save when you use lb
One trial will satisfy you of these
level teaspoonful is

and demonstrate beyond doubt
that "Calumet spells economy."
facts

.

a guarantee of money back if you ara not pleased
Your grocer sells it on

'Bayer-o-

Genuine

Asrin-rs- ay

Warning! 'Unless you Me the
name "Bayer" on package or on
tablets you are not getting genuine
by physicians
prescribed
lsplrln
for twenty-on- e
years and proved
Take Aspirin
cafe by millions.
only as told in the Bayer package
for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia,

"Bayer"

Rheumatism, Earache. Toothache,
Lumbago and tor Pain. All druggists sell Bayer Tablets of Aspirin
in handy tin boxes of 12, and In
bottles of 24 and 100. Aspirin is
the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcacidester
of
Sallcyllcacld,

,

patches
$4-9-

A.

D.

A.

MILK

An honest product, scientifically handled
Milk, Butter, Buttermilk, Ice Cream

MAIL ORDERS SPECIAL SERVICE

Albuquerque
Dairy Association
Co-Operat-

STRONG'S BOOK STORE
321

North Second

ive

Phone 351

$12'S

?m'l's

Sllk Klmonas at

f $4.95

Men's $12.50
Sweaters

$6.50 Chiffon
Velvet, 2 yds., for,

$4.95

$4.95

Men's $3.50 Silk

Women's $4.00 Kid

Stripped Madras
Shirts, 3 for,

Gloves, 2 pr. for.

M'Ji)
r

a-

$10 and $12.50

Umbrellas

-

$495
Children's $3.5) and
Drfsses-

-

3 iot-

-

m

S4.95

Women's $2.00 Silk
Stockings, 6 pr. for

$8 and $10 Silver,
Cigarette Cases

$4.95

$4.95

$3.00 All Wool 59- - Men's 15 Jewel Thin
in. Storm Serge
Model Watches
3 yds.

for

$4'95

$4.95
Men's Leather

SlSI

Extn.ic

5

$4.95

dients as have been approved officially by
the U. S. Food Authorities.

HIGHEST

Wrst

$15 and $18

and $15 Waists

Calumet contains only such ingre-

fVjlftyFSf
...

"Your Money Back If You Want It"

$4.95

Women's$10,$12.50

with results;

A pound can of Calumet contains full 16 oz. Some
baking powders come in 12 oz. cans instead of 16 oz,
cans. Be sure you get a pound when you want it,

n

$4.95

$4.95

yestg

-

a
Ai?h
Trimmed

s

$22.50

Hats,

$4.95

$4.95

...

$12 Packard

v--

Shoes

Women's $3 Union
Suits, 3 for

$4.95

$4.95

OBSERVE THIS

up

Pearls

Gold Rings

all you'll save when using
Calumet You save baking mate-ria- l

fir

-

$12.50 and $15.00

Ivory Sets

All Kinds of $12.50

But Baking Powder is not

w 'mum

an;

$10 Three Piece

$4.95

offered in Baking Powder it
has greater raising "ford' it
goes farther than many of the
other brands. You use only a
rounded or heaping teaspoonful
where many others call for two
teaspoonfuls or more.

n,

Alb

$4.95

$15 Dress Skirts

is the greatest value ever

1

.

$4.95

$4.95

hope the nations may decide to
Junk the implements of might, and
scrap the battleships that ride the
waters, spoiling for a fight; for
such an outcome we have cried
since this great confab loomed in
sight. The great world war hajs
done its worst, but still remain its
wounds and smarts; for peace we
hunger and we thirst, for long
calm years of UBeful arts; but it
we'd have It men must first scrap
"Mfc.r
WJ
evil n&ssions in their hearts. Oh,
we may sink our ships at sea, add
turn our swords to pruning hooks,
and mold our shotguns so they'll
By ELOISE.
Of course, at first glance you be acceptable as shepherds' crooks,If
man will find a snickersnee
but
may think there are no sleeves In
gadzooks!
this frock, but if you look carefully he Is bound toa scrap,
noble plan, well
you will see that there are some, Disarmament's
and some very attractive ones at
tnat. Tney are unusual enough to
make the simple frock distinctive.
They are the wide flowing variety
which are finding such favor every- r? xmwwmnmmum.
wnere, made of the nnest of silk
tulle with a deep border of heavy
black lace extending from elbow
to wrist.
The rest of the frock may be dis
missed with but a few words concerning the straight lines of the
front and back panel and the
draped cascades at the sides which
form an uneven hem. t

I

Brooches

Women's $1.50 and

By WALT MASON.

worth

$4.95

$4.95

RIPPUKG GHYMES
HERE'S HOPING.

,

and $25 Dresses

J

of the can or by the amount
you get for your money. You
must estimate it by the amount
of baking powder used in each
baking and the resultsy ou get.

TRUST

.

Women's $15, $20 $10, $12.50 and $15

can't judge it by the size

'

.

Genuine
of
Chest
Rogers
Silver

leavening strength.

er

THE TIME 10 THIS MORNING
THE PLACE, ROSEN WALD'S
THE PRICE, $4.95

ing powder is based on its

'

Bell-ring-

1

26-Pie- ce

mo

warning?"
Margaret did not
misunderstand, "alnot mean it so when

There was a small Casino connected with the hotel, and after
thev had tired of dancing thev
wandered down the moonlit path
and then on the Casino piazza..
Craig Forrester bowed to a
woman and her escort sitting near.
"Do you know Mrs. Walters?"

Congressman Nestor Montoya advises that the appointment of one
cadet and two alternates to West
Point is now due. Applications for
appointment must be made direct
to Mr. Montoya at Washington before December SO. Examination is
scheduled to begin on March 7.

1

fin

n

f

m

She was the
Margaret asked.
mother of the blonde boy.
"Yes, do you?"
"No. Tell me about her. Joan
met her son, a boy about 16, In
bathing. He has asked her to play
tennis."
"And she accepted without asking permission?" a quizzical smile
on his face.
''Yes, her Intuitions regarding
her young friends are usually to
be trusted."
"In this case she Is all right.

V

tbe

close-graine- d,

CHAPTER 87.
Margaret could not recall ever
being happier than when she went
slowly down the stairs after Joan's
compliment. It was silly In her to
be so pleased, she argued, yet she
was, and it showed In both her
face and manner when she greeted
Craig Forrester.
"Something has happened, Mrs.
Hayden, somothlng that pleases
you," Forrester remarked, as he
led her Into the ballroom.
Margaret was pleased at his Intuition, but embarrassed also. She
could hardly tell hlmthat a simpls
compliment from her daughter
had pleased her so that It was noticeable a compliment that down
In hor heart she knew was practically duo to her reference to tho
mother of that blonde boy, Ted
Walters, who for the moment had
intrigued Joan's fancy. Yet even
this knowledge couia not taKe
away the warm feeling around her
heart that Joan's words had given
her.
"Yes, I am pleased over something," she acknowledged after a
moment. "And"
she hesitated,
then added: "Isn't it a pretty

"Is that a
"Perhaps,"
HERE IS A CHANCE TO
pretend to
GET INTO WEST FOINT though I did
I snoke."

needle-lig- e

finely-powdere-

Mrs. M. II. Inouye,
Mrs. M. H. Inouye, dean and pro
fessor of domestic science of the
Woman's University of Japan and
chalrfhan of the Japanese Woman's
Peace association, is said to be
leading her sex In its march to
complete equality with the men of
her country.
At an international woman's
forum held recently by the Na
tional Woman's Party In Washing
ton, women of four countries ev- changed views as to the status of
women in their respective countries.
United States, Sweden. Japan and
iew Zealand were the countries
represented.
Speaking of Japan. Madame
Inouye said in part:
"liven in Japan the Influence of
women is very great though exert
ed indirectly through husband or
son.
"Some are offering as a solution
of the problem in the far east the
limitation of the birth rate in
Japan. This Is no better than encouraging a starving man to com
mit suicide. All the human race
aro beloved children of Ood, and all
have a common right to live."
Madame Inouye pointed out that
the women of Japan are rapidly or
gs nizlng to attain the objects they
wish.
Professor Inouve. ns she nrefcrs
to be called, is an ultra modernist,
but he is at the same time a lover
of the home.
She believes that
woman Is essentially a home builder
and so should slve her first thought
to that duty, but that It Is also her
dutv to take an active Interest in
public life, of social, political and
business nature.

THE BALL.

Rosenwald's
Fire Sale
STORE

OPENS, TOD AX AT

10 A. M.

"""
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Five Automobiles

End of the Second Period

The End of the Campaign

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

STANDINGS

DISTRICT NUMBER ONE
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes. . . MH, .
. .
. . . ..
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr..
..
Miss Dorothy Bowman
Miss Helen Gurule
v
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox.
.L... .
Mrs. Markett Jones.
11M
Miss Margaret Klein worth. L.Ia;.
...:u.;.
G. Albert Linder .
.m.;.
vici..
Mrs. R. M. Marx
n..
Miss Ada Philbrick.
.
.n
Mrs. G. D. Ramsey......;..
,.
Miss Louise Roark
, . . . n.Iv. . . .;.t. . . . . .
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger. .x. . . ..
.
Miss Mildred Tatum
..
M..
Mrs. H. J. Tompkins
V1
Miss Edna L. Williams.
......
. . . ,
James Ross, Jr.
Mrs. L. B. Sweney. ........
Miss Lillian Yrisarri
..,
V.K. . ... . ,:

1,561,100
1,479,150
1,107,900
1,279,500
1,323,100
47,000
1,339,600
166,800
1,331,600
1,412,200
1,306,400
182,100
882,300
30,100
1,511,300
1,487,800
1,456,000
161,000
277,000

DISTRICT NUMBER TWO
Mrs. Lawrence Abreu, Springer, N. M.., .
Neil P. Bolt, Wagon Mound, N. M.. . . ..... . . . .
Rene Divelbess, Holbrook, Ariz
wi. . . . .
F. C. Groman, East Las Vegas, N. M
M. . . .
'Miss Virgie Hidalgo, Gallup, N. M
.
. .
. .
J. F. Jamison, Raton, N. M
R. M. Kimbro, Flagstaff, Ariz.. .
, . .
... .
Mrs. C. Martinez, Gallup, N. M
Miss Sophie Martin, Gallup, N. M
UJ
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby, Santa Fe, N. M.. . .
...
L. J. Sandoval, Santa Fe, N. M
Mrs. Florence Saul, Dawson, N. M..
Mrs. Fern Swatzell, Gallup, N. M
Matt Radosevic, Gallup, N. M
Arthur H. Gallup, Chamita, N. M.. . . . .j.......
. . l!iS1

958,800
169,100
1,296,200
1,393,300
1,283,900
556,200
5,000
1,315,100
906,100
329,000
908,000
1,346,600
614,000
5,000
188,500

........

w ..j.

.....

i..

-

:

',

.....

,..,)..,

......

.in

....

1

..

.....

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN. VALUE $2,295.
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
STUDEBAKER TOURING
PURCHASED FROM AND-- ON DISPLAY AT

CAR

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

r3

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

mi

..j

imlt--

.....

...

'

'

DISTRICT NUMBER THREE
T. H. Bowland, Belen, N. M
It
Baby Ellen,' State Orphans Home. Portales...
Miss Fannie Frost, Snowf lake, Ariz.
Miss Lupita Garcia, St. Johns, Ariz.. . .
.
H. L. Hart, Carlsbad, N. M
.
Miss Geraldine Hodge, Vaughn, N. M
Gordon Herkenhoff, Socorro, N. M
Mrs. Florence Kronig, Belen, N. M
.
OE. Lovan, Clovis, N. M
:.
Rev. C. D. Poston, Clovis, N. M
Miss Margarett Radcliffe, Belen, N. M.. ....... .

.,.

1

1,478,600
182,300
182,400
1.324,800
5,000
10,000
1,368,900
195,400
1,500,900
38,200
1,235,600
5,000
..itJ
. 1,238,600
35,000
1,145,000

.l.....

......

Clarence Stoldt, Artesia, N. M

L. J. Stone, Clovis, N. M
J. A. Shaw, Mountalnair, N.

F. C. Burgess, Socorro N. M.

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER

LIGHT

First Prize District No.

0"

CHEVROLET TOURING

CAR,

K.

.

..;....

..............

'6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.

"4-9-

;.y

M

VALUE

$692

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.

i.

r

First Prize District No. 2

1

"4-90-

"

CHEVROLET TOURING

CAR. VALUE

$6921

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.

First Prize District No. 3

"4-9-

0"

CHEVROLET

TOURING

CAR,

VALUE

$692

: Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.

1Z
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JAMES F. CAMPBELL,

OPPOSITION TO

1

MODIFYING

OFFEREDTO THE

LOANS FROM

W.C.LU.BflARD

AGENCY BOARD

EMPLOYE OF SANTA FE
RAILROAD, DIES HERE

TIE

PAGKERDECREE

SINE

ELECTS--

YEAR

1922

OF

for government Such Action Would Lead to heart
C. M. Barber Chosen As IApplications
Site for Frances E. Willard loan
more than
relief totaling
was
Mr.
appointed
Campbell
llustrious Potentate; Repthe "Big Five" Dominat- road foreman of engines in FebruSchool to Be Voted on $750,000 were placed In the,ofhands
the
of the general committee
from the New
to Imperial
1(13,
resentatives
ary,
coming
Clovis
U
tne
Santa
when
Fe,
loan
agency
ing
country's
Today;
agricultural
Mexico division, at Raton. He had
meet
its
monthly
Named.
regular
Are
Holds
opened
Council
for many years previously been an
and Albuquerque Speak. ing here yesterday atteraoon,
Supply, Commission
engineer running out of that point,
is not known what proportion
It
Amnrlated
C. M. Barber was elected IllusThe
B.
Preu.)
and had done his firing on that
(ny
,, The directors of the Frances
will be finally
of the

Willard Memorial school held an
session and business
executive
nt- - lnst nicht at the Ellis' Club,
.
.. .w.n-fit wnicn lime lepieaeutuuvcB iiw"
.various ckies o the state presentfMJ
invitations and Inducementa lor the
benelit of the memorial gcnooi
I

i

i

.

linn ri

Sidney Weil made a proposition
He
ciLlzen of Albuquerque,
otflto,! Hint if the school WOUld
make a definite outline of its needs
and requirements, present this list
to the city, and decide upon this
city as the site of the scnooi, urai
Albuquerque people would furnish
The offer was
anything required.
,.ivt,i with much appreciation
nl interest. Mr. Well further
not
stated that if the school didwould
.ottio wp. that this city event,
in
aid
any
offer subsantial
Mrs. M. L. Fox also spoke for AlMrs-- . Edgar Hewitt spoke next,
for Santa Ke. Her offer included
of
a $5,000 bonus, with a promise
of
four scholarships, probably
me
Ci"""-- i
She outlined
each.
.
and eeonomioal vir
tues of the town, together with its
cultural facilities,
spoke for
Mrs. A. H. Austin
a
who hroimht the offer oi e
ri,.i
farm and $10,000 from
twenty-acr- e
spite of Its
that cltv. which, inexlntence
ana
nf
small size, is making a strong pull
for the school. Mrs. ausuu
and
v,t oil ,nmnns' organizations,
bodies were
all religious and social
in the movement. a
J
from Bclen
Representatives
not make any offers. It ison said
tne
will
speak
Hanna
that Judge
DOhalf of lieicn toaay.
iho hoard members, wltn
aii
the exception of Mrs. Solomon Uma
were present at the meeting. They
are as follows: Mrs. Anna Wlas
Mrs. Edgar Hewitt,
Rtrnmniilst.
'w Thnni TTnrwood. Mrs. D. A
Porterfield, Mrs. T. W. Seery and
Mrs. A. B. Austin.
The meeting adjourned until 0:SOnvincif thl morning, after an
This
nronrlate nraver and hymn. on
a
morning, the board will vote
suitable site for the Rchool. This
be
evening an informal dinner will the
eiven et the Y. M. C. A. for
board members.

as a

inpii

P-

CONTRACT IS LET FOR
HIGH SCHOOL PLANS
'

.

(Special CorwanonclMica to The Journal.)
Portales, N. M Don. 12. At a

eeent meeting of the Portales
school board the contract for the
plans for the new high school building here was let to W. B. Street,
architect, of Wichita, Kansas.
The secretary of the board. W.
B. Oldham, stated that the money
from the bond sales, will be
within a few days and that
the ground will be broken by
1, on which the new high
school building will be erected.
forth-comi-

Feu-rua-

City fogs are said to causa
land more loss in a year than

Engdoes

unemployment.

CALOMEL

GOOD

applications
Dec. 12. ModifiWashington
are
approved. Applications which here
cation of the packer consent deapproved by the committee
cree as proposed to allow the five
will be forwarded . to Washington
a at, i. A rtw fin- - big packers to handle unrelated
.U.... w
w
v.
wnuio
lines would Jead, In the opinion of
ally.
federal trade commission, to
The members of the committee the
domination of the country's food
are J. B. Herndon and A. G. Simms supply
by the five companies.
of Albuquerque; Lee Baldwin of
Views of the commission were
Socorro; D. T. Hosklns of Las presented by W, Y. Durant, its asVegas and E. A. Cahoon of Ro
sistant chief economist, today to
well.
board conthe
ducting hearings on the advisabilU.
HEAD
NEW B. Y. P.
ity of modifying the decree under which the five big packers
ASSUME
TO
ARRIVES
were ordered to divorce themselves
all activities
from
except the
STATE
IN
THIS
WORK
butchering; and handling of meat
products.
Rev. E. O. Stevens of Chicago, andMr.similar
Conant declared that the
Pa., who was recently elected by consent decree had failed of its
the state mission board of tha Bap- purpose to restore competition in
tist convention to the position of the handling of foodstuffs, as the
state secreary of the B. Y, P. U.,
were still permitted to
has accented the position and ar packers
deal in some lines, and he assertrived in Albuquerque last night to ed
would enable
modifications
assume his new duties.
"to attain their goal," of
Mr. Stevens will take charge of them
food placed
of
the
all
domination
hie new duties at once. He will on the American table.
leave within a day or two for AlThe
prior to the appeartec, where the first meeting will ance ofhearing
Mr. Durant was enlivened
be held.
by charges that star chamThe Rev. Joe A. Land of Alamo today
ber methods were
employed
gordo has also notified the board by the committee. being
The charges
of his acceptance of the position were made by Manning
Sires, atof state evangelist, and will begin
of New York, but after dethe new work on Thursday of this torney,
nial by Chairman Galloway and
week.
Halner, department ot
The Rev. J. I Ruphard has Judge B. T, representative
on the
been employed by the board for agriculture
were
withdrawn
committee,
by Mr.
for
in
the
work
campaign
special
the Baptist orphans home at For Sire as applied to the committee.
tales, He will also take charge of
his new duties on Thursday.
SENTENCE'S IMPOSED
ON TWO AT PHOENIX

'

Next Dose may Salivate, Shock
Liver or Attack Your
Bones
You know what calomel to. It's
mercury; quicksilver. Calomel Is
It crashes into sour
dangerous.
bile like dynamite, cramping and
jx.sickenlng you. Calomel attacks the
bones and should never be put Into
your system.
headachy,
' If you feel bilious,
constipated and all knocked out,
to
your druggist and get
just go
a bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for
a few cents which is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and if
it doesn't start your liver and
straighten you up better and
quicker than nasty calomel and
without making you elek, you Just
go back and get your money.
Don't take calomel!
It makes
you sick the next day; it loses you
Tone
Liver
Dodson's
work.
a day's
straightens you right up and you
No salts necessary.
feel great.
Give it to tha children because it
is perfectly harmless and can not
salivate.

FDoritvdl

Klao-Cho-
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SATURDAY MORNING EXTENSION COURSES

THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF HEW MEXICO
OPEN TO ADULTS ONLY
ENGLISH LITERATURE.

George S. Hubbell, A. B., A. M., Ph. D. (Princeton
University). Eight Lectures and Readings. 9 a. m. Saturdays at High School.
Introductory Lecture and Registration Saturday, Dec. 17, 1921.
MENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL TESTS. Benjamin F. Haught, A. B., A. M.,
(Columbia University), Ph, D., (George Peabody). Eight Lectures and Demonstrations. 9 a. m, Saturdays at High School. Registration, Introductory
Lecture and Demonstration, Saturday, Dec. 17, 1921.
HOME ECONOMICS FOR HOUSEWIVES at the splendidly equipped Sara
Mrs. Walter Simpson (Ypsilanti) in charge.
Raynolds Hall, State University.
Eight Lectures and Demonstrations. 9 a. m. on Saturdays at the University.
Registration, Introductory Lecture and Demonstration, Saturday, Dec. 17, 1921.
EDUCATIONAL

HYGIENE

AND PHYSICAL

TRAINING

OF CHILDREN.

Katharine McCormick, A. E., M. A. (Columbia University). Eight Lectures.
9 a. m. Saturdays at High School. Introductory Lecture, Saturday, Dec. 17.
1921.

NOTICE;

,

The Registration Fee for any one of these courses is Two Dollars,

not returnable.

It

is important that prospective students should attend the Introductory Lecture
of any course elected, on Saturday, Dec. 17, 1921, at 9 a. m. The lectures
following will be resumed on Saturday, Jan. 8, 1922.

'A Rich Opportunity for Adults to Enjoy Privileges of the State
(

University for

Self-Improveme-

Register Promptly

nt.

CHANCE TO SAVE MONEY
Beginning tomorrow, December 13, we will until further
notice, do FREE OF CHARGE each twenty-fift- h
item
that passes through our DRY CLEANING DEPARTMENT. It does not matter whether this item proves to be
a ten cent or a ten dollar job. Whatever it is, it will receive our best efforts and with absolutely no cost to the
sender.

mm

""

"' '

mmmrmmm
Phone

Dry Cleaning Department.

143

and 449.

Just in Time for
Christmas

w

An-co-

Chinese delegates declined to
disclose how near their offer
tha reparations commis
sion's valuation on the ground their
would naturally " oe suo-Jo'
to change."
nn i on Improvements.
.Tananese delegates have
Tb
agreed to furnish data on invproveTrinnta and the Iinanciat
of the road, and one of the many
..hooaa fn hn dismissed was aeciarea
to be whether earnings would be
deducted from what China would
pay if her offer were accepiea.
Th
Far Eastern committ ,
after agreeing to aorresolution pro
roreisn
viding withdrawal
on the tentative terms outlined two weeks aso. took up the
question of spheres of influence
and reopened the wireless settle
ment last week, to consiaer a proposal of France. Further discussion went over until Wednesday.

models, you can have your choice of

electric or spring motor without
extra charge.
Terms can be arranged.

ct

t

blemished by
freckles, pimples, dark Motdws,
Bleach
Black and White Beauty
and Black and White. Soap will r
--

.tin

l

We

DOWNEY STOPS LITTLETOV.
New Orleans, La.. Deo. 12Brvan Downev of 'leveland. O..
tonight stopped Happy Littleton of
New Orleans, in the fifth round
of a '.icdi led
bout. The
men are middleweight!. . Downey
weighed 157
pounds and Little
' ,
ton weighed 180 'i. .
.

..,,.

MkV

rtNtrtJC?
smw

...

. $83.00

V

$95.00
$150.00
$185.00
.$125.00

CO.

sssmnjsjsps

fHONE.

HSW.OOkO AVC.

409

V
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fixations.
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Special

On Sale December
1921
.Final return limit January 4, 1922
22-23-2-

pain and tortora of rhra
can be quickly relieved
by an application of Sloan's
Liniment. It brines warmth, ease and
comfort and lets you sleep soundly.
Always have a bottle handy and
apply when you feel the first twinge.
mtiumt rwvf.
it penetrates
It's solendid to take the
pain out of
fired, aching; muscles, sprains end
strains, stiff joints, and lame backs.
For forty years paia'a enemy. - Asaj
your neighbor.
At all druggists-3- 5c,
70c, $1.40.

'

THE

I

4,

sole. Special
$6.65
Girls' School Oxfords
.$3.45
!Men's Felt Slippers, high cut; brown or grey
....$1.35
Men's Brown or Black Calf Skin, Goodyear welt, rubber heels,
.
medium and English last
$4.25
We have many other values, which will appeal to you.
.

Fares wjll apply where one-wa- y
rate is $25.00 or less. The minimum excursion fare being $2.50
,

Here is your opportunity

tt

Liniments

Ladies' Felt Bed Room Slippers
.$1.65
Ladies Red Cross and Dorothy Dodd Shoes. Hiarh covered
'.
heel ; black or brown
$7.95
p
Ladies' Black Satin Beaded
Pump; junior Louis heel. .$6.85
Ladies' Brown Calf Skin Walking Oxfords, Goodyear welt
One-Stra-

Excursion Fares

DID PAIN DISTURB

th

LOOK OVER THIS LIST

Holiday
YOUR SLEEP?

OUR ANNUAL CHRISTMAS SHOE SALE n
OPENS TODAY
Offering you the biggest Shoe Buying Opportunity of
the year. This sale includes our entire stock which
consists of Red Cross, Dorothy Dodd, Packard and
Shoes. You know that CHAPLIN does not
put on a sale very often But when we say Sale we
mean it, and when we make a cut we make a big one.
Whit-man-Kie-

grasp it

-

--

Ho

$40.00
...... ,$9.M

STAR

.M

mi

AsDinwa 1. H. B. Marts,
Cameron and Charles Berndston,

........ .J29.

$55 table model is now.
$78 table model is now
$110 cabinet model Is now.
$160 cabinet model is now.
$175 cabinet model Is now
$225 cabinet Actuello la now
$326 Period Sheritan Is now
$225 cabinet machine is now.

m

'

RESIUOt

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

A Wonderful Beauty Aid

Uwcwrding M the ieUoM
and your akin will Je clear, aoft
and smooth. . ,
t
t
All druff ana aepanmeuv o
Black and
Bell and guarantee
acn,
Wh te Beauty
Soap,
package Black and
the cake. Write Dept. H,
youi
Plough, Memphis. Tenn., for
4 the Birthday and Dream
FUNERAL OF MRS. L. E.
Book, and leaflet which tella al
FLETCHER HELD HERE ahout Black and Wlite. toilet pre

dear

Tuy

The Bankers defeated the Indian
school basketball team last night
by a score of 37 to 29. The Bankers lost to the high school Wednesday night and will play them again
tomorrow.
Pegue starred In last night's
game for individual score, m king
6 field goals and 4 free ihrows.
Indiana
The lineup follows:
Mike Gibbons, the St. Paul batIf; Anallo, rf; Paytamo, s g;
tler, is hot on the trail of Johnny Mcstas,
Banke-e.
Parsnno,
g;
Ahamae,
Wilson for a match for the midI'egue, If; Gilbert rf; Btowell, g;
dleweight title.
Bryan, g; Harris, Cawanaugh, e.

w

ii

relief
Soap and

st

relied upon Gouraud's
Oriental Cream to keep
the skin and complex-to-n
in perfect condition
through the stress of
the season's activities.
Send 15 1. tot
4
Trial Klrm

Erhcnograplss Reduced

.

.SafcSemiM
fEaeh Can.u!e ftfiniA
'bears none
Hfmrtofermnlerf'ltii

for over 75 years has

DISCUSSION

Overcome it!

'ii

Mead, oriental guide.
The appointive officers are R. H.
Hanna, first ceremonial master; A.
Prager, second ceremonial master;
Ij. B. Putney, captain of the guard;
W. R. Walton, orator; A. C. St.
Morris, director, and A. I. Reid-llnouter guard.
of the ImRepresentatives
perial council to be held at San
Francisco next June are C. M. Barber, R. H. Hanna and James B.
and
Nlpp, all ot Albuquerque,
Dr. T. P. Martin, of Taos.
H. E. Walter was named as
chairman of tha special committee of seven to have charge of the
crippled children and ho.spltal affairs. The Bhrlrfe Is establishing
hospitals for crippled children In
all of the larger cities of North
Here crippled children
America.
of poor families are given the best
of care and treatment and, if possible, cured of their misfortune.
The local committee will receive
names of such children
and If
passed upon after investigation,
will send them to the nearest
Shrine hospital where they will be
treated and cared for. The crippled
children work Is one of the
leading charity efforts being put
forth by the Shrine of North
America.

OP

The funeral of Mrs. I E. Fletcher was held at Strong Brothers
Mnnrtnv afternoon at 2:30,
the Rev. H. A. Cooper officiating.
Interment was in Falrview ceme.
tery.
.
A veil gives only
Mrs. Fietcner was ior
of Albuquerque.
years a resident
The family located here in 104,
temporary
In
and Mr. Fletcher was employedwas
Resmol
the Santa Fe shops. Later he In
made general foreman here.
Ointment have&entle
mm ha was nromoted to the posi
tion of master mechanic at Raton.
In June, 191, he Became supercorrecthreproperties
intendent of the Santa Fe shops
that usually
at La Junta.
Mrs. Fletcher died In a hospital
awa skin troubles
at Pueblo, December t, following
an operation, in aaouion toa ii18- promptlycompletely
husband, she is survived by
t
daughter, yivian, ner
year-ol- d
and at little cost.'
father, motoer, inreaj
three brothers.
a
She was a mem ner or me wom
an's club, Maccabees na easternof
Star. The latter orgapizatlon,
which she had been in t officer, had
charge of the funeral,
Mm Florence MrK. a sister
He&linc'
and
from Coldwater.- - Kans., waa here
Soolhinq
to attend the funeral.
j
jfrJ
The pallbearers were cnariea r ..
Stucke, Dr. C. H. Conner, Harry

CATARRH
ef the
BLADDER

Ths regular monthly dinner meet-ln- g
of the local chapter of the
American legion has been postponed from December 36 to January 9. This wss deoided at the
legion meeting last night. Regular meeting will be held December
2
and the dinner meeting will
take place st the Y. W. C. A. All
legion members and their soldier
friends are urged to attend.
t the
Officers will be elected
January meeting and the policies
of the chapter for the coming year
will be outlined.
It was decided last night to send
out the now membership cards this
week and the cards should be
signed as soon as possible In order
that the members will not miss the
weekly.

RI

W

a. bad .
complexion

DINNER MEETING OF
AMERICAN LEGION IS
POSTPONED TO JAN. 9

Socief v -

INDIAN

Mr. and Mrs. Bcrthold Bpitz and
and Mrs. D. S. Rosenwald left
last night for El Paso, where they
will attend the funeral of Mrs.
Sam Schuts. Service will be held
at 10 o'clock this morning from
the synagogue there. Mrs. SchutJ!
is the mother of
Mrs. Bpltz and
Mrs. Rosenwald. She died In San
Jose, Calif., on Friday.

trious potentate at the annual
meeting of Ballut Abyad Temple,
A. A. O. N. M. S., last night. Other
elected officers are Bernard L.
Wiles, chief rabbanj Charles H.
Lembke, assistant rabban; F. A.
White, treasurer; tl. E. Walter,
recorder; Peter Cameron, high
priest and prophet, and R, F.

MORSE ARRIVES HOME.
12. Charles
Dec.
Washington,
W. Morse, of New Tork, recalled
vv Attornpv ffeneral
fmin i.vni
Daugherty, In connection with an
KIAD-CHQ- W
(Ur Tha AuuiliiIrA PrfM.)
Investigation or transactions wun
TWO BOXERS SrSPENDIT.
Sen12.
Dec.
the shipping board, arrived tonight
Phoenix, Arls.,
tences were Imposed on two per- aprnmnnnled Yiv his son Irwin and
Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 12. The
sons in the United States district his attorney, M. J. Lambert. He Wisconsin state athletic commiscourt here today. Gabriel Foncca refused to make a statement.
sion today suspended Thomas CarVALUE TAKEN
was fined $100, on each of two
ter ot El Paso, Texas, for 90 days
and Eddie r.oehme for 80 days becounts, one charging him with
PASSES DEFICIENCY RILIi.
the
having manufactured a still, and
WaoMninr!. Tit. 12. The sen cause of alleged violation ofshowthe other charging him with hav- ate
rules and poor
the first defic commission
FOR
passed
tonight
In
made
here
in
his
He
a
had
still
their
bout
ing
possession.
boxing
iency bill, carrying an appropria- ing
on December 2.
pleaded guilty to both, counts.
of $106,800,000, or approxiMartin Urena pleaded guilty to tion
more
dollars
three million
a charge of
had liquor in mately
DELTA R INBOW - DETROIT
than nnlnlnail In the hill nfl Dassed
Intention Is to Compensate his possession having
illegally and was by the house. The measure now JAZZ ORCHESTRA.
COLLEGE
100.
He
not
fined
pleaded
guilty goes to conference.
INN, TONIGHT.
Japan if She Agrees to to a charge of selling
liquor illegRestore to China Com allytheand was held to await action
by
grand jury.
Ramon Montez was arraigned on
plete Control of Road.
a charge of selling liquor illegally
and pleaded not guilty. A number
(By Tha Aoclnla Treat.)
Dec. 12 (by the of similar cases were dlsml.ned.
Washington,
Associated Press). Determination
of the value of the
rail HONOR FRATERNITY
way in Shantung with a view to
she
case
HOLDS INITIATION
compensating Japan in
agrees to restore to China complete
control of the Toad, was taken up
Initiation of four recently elected
by the delegates of the two nations members of the local
chapter of
of their
today at the resumption iease-noPhi,
Kappa Phi, national honorary
conversations on the
will be held this afterWithdrawal of foreign postofflces fraternity,
noon in the
building at
from China, by January l, l9Zd, the university,Chemistry
and will be followed
was authorized at another meeting by a banquet at the Country club.
The initiates were elected at a
by the Far Eastern committee.
These were the orlncrpal devel meeting of the chapter last Tuesof the day. The newly elected faculty
opment. of today's efforts Chinese
conference to solve the
members are Prof. C. E. Carey and
nroblem and were considered as Prof. H. L. Dougherty. Frank Ogg
final
settlement
a
nearer
and
bringing
Ralph Gould were elected
student members and Bishop Fred
acceptable to China.Offer.
Financial
erick B. Howden was named an
The Chinese were said to regard honorary member.
tilirhlv rlentfleant Japan's will
50
Phi Kappa Phi is a national hon- twenty-nin- e
with
IngneES to discuss the financial ary fraternity
rail
basis on which the
It was first organized In
to chapters.
Maine.
way might be restored. China de
dav made a financial offer, as
All Pathe Phonographs have been
rriheri bv a Chinese delegate
MAY IIOT.n PLEBISCITE.
a discussion
reduced 50 per cent here's a Real'
Doc. 12 (by the
"very liberal," onandvaluation
Chile,
Santiago,
of the Associated Press.)
then developed
Chile
Chance to get the model you've been
today
note
to Peru. Inviting
dispatched a
figuring on for just about half of
According to the valuation made it to participate in a plebiscite as
un provided for in the treaty of
n
what you intended to pay for it.
by the reparations commissionoavnn
der the Versailles ireaiy,
to determine the sovereignty
All the machines listed below come
would pay Germany 89,000,000 gold ot Tacna and Arlca.
in Fumed Oak, Golden Oak, Mahogmarks, a delesrate said. This figure
included adjacent railway mines
The next New Jersey legislature
any, American Walnut.
and
fields
ore
other
certain
and
will have two women members.
formed the basis for today's
Except in the cases of the table
Klao-Cho-

BUTTREACHEROUS

division.
He Is survived by his widow
and three children, who reside at
42S West Coal avenue.
Funeral arrangements had not
been made last night, except that
It had been decided to take the
body to Raton for Interment in the
family lot, where his father an!
mother are burled.
Strong Brothers will be In charg)
of the funeral.

TRIM THE
BY
SCHOOL
SCORE OF 37 TO 29

BANKERS

Mr.

FOR

OFFICERS

James P. Campbell, 68, road
foreman of engines on the Rio
Grand division of the Santa Fe
railroad, with headquarters here,
o'clock last evening at
died at
the Santa Fe hospital, after an illness of only one day. His ailment
was diagnosed as neuralgia ot the

LEAVE FOR EL PASO
TO ATTEND FUNERAL

'

GO!!

me five you details, actual rates, and get your reservations.

Phone 204

R. W. HOYT, Agent.
-

Albuquerque,
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
all that she can afford to glva under the present
military and naval conditions in the world. British
safety woiild be imperiled were Ireland entirely
AN INDEPENDENT
NEWSPAPER
If a program of world peaco can bo
separated.
Published By
JOURNAL PI BUSHING COMI'ANC
worked out the question of Irish freedom would
CARL C. MAGEE.
D. A. MACPH KKSON.
become much more simple.
President.
Herretarv
A majority of the Irish plenipotentiaries think
D. A. MACPHEHSON
Business Managei this settlement wise. It seems to us that their
CARL C. MAUEB
f
opinion, rather than that of a "society" In New
KEPKESENTATI VE3
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III Tork, less familiar with the facts and less capable
RALPH R. MULLIGAN. .48 B. 42d St.. New Vorh of dealing with them if available, should determine
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at tbe postofflce the Irish parliament's course.
of Albuquerque, N. M.. under act of Congress of
These Friends of Irish Freedom In New Tork
March 17. 1879.
have avowed very frankly that they wish for trouble
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by carrier or by mall, one month, ISo; between the United States and Great Britain. The
Journal is without 'sympathy with this viewpoint,
yearly, In advance, $9.00.
"The Morning Journal baa a higher circulation
Ireland lias been abused. She has capable and
la
accorded to any other paper In New
rating than
statesmen.
They are handling the matter
patrlotlo
Mexico." The
American
Newspaper
Directory.
The only paper In New Mexico laaued every day As a friendly nation, why not keep our hands oft
in the year.
and allow them to handle it? This signifies no lack
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
of sympathy for Ireland.
The Associated Press it exclusively entitled to
the use, for
of all news credited to
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
NEW STYLES FOR OLD
the local hews published herein.
TUESDAY
It's a marvelous effect that clothes havs had on
December 13, 1921
politics in the world since the beginning of govern
ments and on civilization. The cut and the color
A SCPPLEMEXT, NOT A SUBSTITUTE.
of the garb men wear stamp the age, the era, the
Our friend, Judge B. S. Rodey, takes the Journal speech. The star of empire has nToved westward,
to task for what he regards as a belittling of the the reasons and causations being demonstrable from
direct primary, the initiative, the referendum and sociological and economlo grounds.
In some cases the general clothing styles hare
the recall, in a recent editorial in which we said
an alert and conscientious citizenry was more need- gone with the star. America was a noted skip'
stop a few Americans have retained their devotion
ed than additional governmental machinery.
to
the court clothing of the Old World, but mainly
The Journal stands its ground.
we
However,
followed its owa
were not arguing against these expedients.
We business and official garb has
were appealing merely for a rejuvenated public ideas in this new country. It doesn't matter that
come over from Paris
d
conscience and a deep and
solicitude the women's clothes styles
American attire followed the
In this connection.
for the public
western type
The Journal is in favor of a direct primary law. sunset. In Japan and in China the
mode.
the
now
is
of
becoming
rapidly
clothing
We do not share the apprehension of those who
The same skip-sto- p
progress of styles In diplo
profess to believe that its use will be dangerous in
noticed In the
We trust the people. The expense macy and strategy is to be clearly
New Mexico.
out of the conference or.
are
that
hints
dropping
a
so
a
is
but
of primary
are the expenses
drawback,
has adopted
of all elections a drawback to a republican form of disarmament at Washington. America
of diplomacy and the AmeriHowever, this expense hardly invites the American style
government.
Old
us to return to a monarchical form of government can patterns of strategy. They shock the
trait prominent in
where election are unknown.
If a primary will World. There Is the imitative
the style of diplomacy that Is as far west as Amerhelp the people make the government more responwill come.
sive and representative, it should be adopted. The ica not quite yet. But it
East is East and WeBt is West, and Uncle Sam
present system certainly lends itself to thwarting
has not progressed far enough for tho adoption of
the will of the people.
It
Orient of western styles of government.
the
hisno
our
The direct primary in
way changes
shall meet.
twain
here
the
In
and
middle
Is
the
toric form of government.
It merely aids the people in doing what they wish to do in selecting their
representatives.
The initiative, tho referendum and the reenll require more thought. The tendency of these devices
is to shear our system of government of its republiTHE MOTOR SLEIGH.
can character and to make It a democracy. Judge
Old Father Time a moment left
Ho beRodey has no objection to this tendency.
His battered door ajar
lieves In a democracy Instead of a republic and reAnd through it I beheld a glimpse
gards the introduction of tho republican iform of
Of winters not so far.
government as an unavoidable evil.
And, oh! enchanting sight I saw
A highway heaped with snow
It believes
The Journal believes in a republic.
d
motor sleighs
Where
that a democracy is too volatile for a nation made
Were speeding to and fro.
th-i
up of people gathered from all tho countries of
No wheels of heavy limousine
world and still in process of amalgamation.
It is
Or fordster light were stuck
better to bear our ills for a time because the maIn
frozen drifts while motorists
correction
than
of
their
government delays
chinery
Bewailed their loss of luck.
in
of
we
act upon impulse arid
the heat
s
that
passioi)
But swift
through the snow
Their merry burdens bore
in an attompt to correct them instantly.
By Howard B. Garls
Time
alas!
old
Father
And
then,
We are not wholly hostile to the inlatlve, th.
door.
tho
and
Got
shut
up
referendum and the recall. We are opposed to their
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Minna Irving in New York Herald.
Newspaper Syndicate.
being made easy of use. They may be made so
handy a weapon for the dissatisfied that constant
UXCLE WIOC.II.Y AND THE
turmoil results.
SCOLDING JAY.
They may be made so difficult
that they are useless and their enactment superOutside the hollow stump bunfluous. Between these points it may be possible to
ALL ALONG THE LINE.
galow of Undo Wigglly sounded
find a happy medium, neither too easy nor too
No doubt the millionaires also believe that they loud cries of:
Atchison
difficult of use, where they can be fitted into our are oppressed by the
"Hay! Hay! Ray! Ray! Ny!
scheme of government so as to put a moderate re- Globe.
Nay! Nay!"
straint upon unresponsive officials.
"My goodness!" exclaimed UnITS HOT KNOI.GH. ANYWAY.
The poiljt of the previous editorial was, in effect
Wiggily, almost Jumping out
u cle
"n.irtftpil nlr In In hi. nsprl In dirigibles.
Now,
he was
that none of these instrumentalities could prove an we couId have air Jn congress . Washington Post. of the easy chair in which
reading the Cabbage Leaf Gazette
effective substitute for an alert, militant and cor.
paper. "Is that you, Nurse Jane?"
If the time and energy spent
scientous electorate.
THATS THE BOUT 'TWILL BE.
"Indeed it isn't!" said the musk-rat- e
One sort of an open door In China would mean
In attempting to find some sort of machinery which
lady housekeeper. "I wouldn't
make such a noise, It's one of
will prove a substitute for an ignorant or indiffer- moro Japs going in than Chinamen coming out.
x
thoae rackety bluejay birds. They
ent public were devoted to arousing the people to The Shoe Retailer.
stay around in the woods all winthe duty and privilego of citizenship, moro would
A SUGGESTION TO MR. FORD.
ter, seeing what they can pick up
be accomplished toward good government.
Now that Ford has settled disarmament by of- and hide, always jelling at the top
There he goes
With the people awake and militant, public fering to buy the navies of the world as Junk, may-b- o of their voices.
he will solve the Far Eastern tangle by leasing again!"
e
opinion will Initiate necessary laws. No represen-attiv- China from
And from a tree outside a Blue
Japan. Dallas News.
will ignore the earnest clamoring of his conJay shrilly cried:
stituency. The frown of an angry public Is quit')
"Hay! Hay! Hay!"
sufficient as a referendum. The recall of popular
"I'll 'hay' you! I'll 'straw' you,
out
the
favor will straighten
that's what I'll do!" laughed the
average representative.
muskrat lady, as she caught up
It is popular Indifference which makes officials
BATTJJNG WITH NATURE.
her broom:
brave enough to Ignore the general welfare.
"You aren't Koing to hurt the
The moderate use of these three agencies as a
Financial
Blue Jay, are you?" asked Uncle
America.)
(From the Dally
of
In
reduction
extraoruse
headed
for
Federal
toward
to
taxpayers
public opinion,
Wigglly.
supplement
n
the
"No, I'm not exactly going to
budget will find no sympathy for
dinary emergencies, may be wise. But when men various
Inmove
United
States
to
seaports
answered Miss Fuzzy
projects
conclude that these can be a successful substitute land here and there. Nature placed these ports on hurt him,"
"I Just want to scare him
Wuzzy.
for an intelligent and awakened public opinion, the the coast. Any change In their location can give away, because ho makes so much
us at best only a poor substitute maintained at great noise he gives me a headache."
result is disastrous.
Our money thus spent will buy a battle
'I'll ask him to go somewhere
If the advocates of these Isms will get busy and expense.
with nature who seeks to restore her supremacy.
where no one lives, to sound
aid In awakening publlo opinion the people will Man la accomplishing treat results In utilizing such else,
his call," spoke the bunny.
clean house without any additional machinery to forces, nothing In opposing them. Let's limit en- Out of the bungalow hopped
Uncle Wlggily and he spoke to the
help them. Yet some reasonable form of these in- - ginecring armament thus misapplied,
Among similar proposals is the-- plan to dredge Blue Jay bird. Said the bunny:
struments might prove helpful.
"Your loud cries make Nurse
the Hudson river for a length of 115 miles, giving
channel for ocean carriers. The purpose Jane's head ache. Please go away."
a
sought was to bring Pacific coast lumber here via
"Hay! Hay! Hay! Ray! Ray!
W1IAT IS A DOUGHBOY?
Panama and shorten the rail haul to various points Ray!" scolded the bird, ruffling
in New York and New England, A commission of his blue feathers, for his voice did
The civilian public has army engineers has decided against the project, sound as though he was scolding,
What Is a doughboy?
been choerfully applying the term to every soldier, which would cost three and a half million dollars. though perhaps he did not mean
Both New York and New England are well supplied to. And away he flew.
regardless of the branch of the service in which with seaports, and
"There," said Uncle Wigglly,
running ocean steamships 115
been
has
It
As
for
its derivation,
he Is engaged.
miles up the Hudson river at slow speed and at pilot coming back Into the bungalow.
content with the old explanation that the dough- charges Is far more expensive than operating barges "You see he went when I spoke
at present. The river also insists on refilling its a few kind words to him, Nurse
boy is the flower of the army, and let it go at that. as
after it has been dredged. Even the short Jane. Kind words are more than
But now comes the Infantry Journal asserting that channel
lower stretch Is a source of constant expense to the broomstick blows, a gentle voice
"While it has become the fashion to call any uni- government.
than Jazzing horns."
Another project even more uneconomic Is that of
formed Tom, Dick or Harry a doughboy," it Is
"I don't know what you mean,"
St.
vessels
Lawrence
said the muskrat lady, as she let
the
up
time to realize that the term may be properly ap- bringing seagoing
The
difficulBritish
to
the
broom go to sleep In a corner.
Chicago.
through
territory
plied only to an Infantryman,
ties of navigation there are far greater than In the "But, anyhow, I'm glad the scold
On the question of derivation the Officers' Man- Hudson by reason of Its length
a
nearly thousand ing Jay is gone. I don't see what
ual gives three explanations; the most accepted is miles from sea to lake obstruction and an Arctic use they are In this world."
ice.
climate
channel
closes
with
that
the
"Oh, everything: has a use," said
to
clean
used
that In olden times, when Infantrymen
asked to spend money on Uncle Wigglly. "The thing to do
America should not
their white trimmings with pipe clay. If caught In improving a waterway be
is
Is
to find It. And now I am going
that
chiefly foreign. If
the rain the whiting would run, forming a kind anything can be spared for waterways It is needed over to see Mr. Bushytall, the
of dough. One thing is certain: Dough Is an an- to give greater use of our own rivers, not for sea- squirrel gentleman."
Off through the woods hopped
ships but for those built 'at far less cost for
cient and honorable word In the vocabularies of going
inland water traffic. The army engineers' verdict the bunny gentleman, and soon he
fighting men. Granting that Its application is to on the St. Lawrence will be awaited with Interest. reached the nest house where lived
Infantrymen, does anybody know exactly what 13
meant by another expression In common use these
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1121 by George
days: A buck private.?
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Chicago, Dec. 12. Unexpected
heavy deliveries on December contracts did much today to weaken
wheat. Prices closed unsettled
c
to lo net lower, with Mav $1.13
to $1.13 and July $1.02. Corn
lost
to
and oats
o to
e. In provisions the outcome varied from unchanged figures to 15o decline.
Bears sentiment In wheat was
manifest at the outset, the effect
of large deliveries here being emphasized by liberal receipts at Kansas City. At first, too, the outlook
was for an Increase In the United
States vlsiblS supply. Selling, however, was checked by the fact that
foreign exchange was on the upgrade, and because dry weather in
the southwest was again becoming
a subject of comment. Subsequently, announcement of a visible supply decrease instead of the Increase
looked for led to a rally, inasmuch
as for the first time the total was
less than the amount a year ago.
But the upturn In values was short
lived, confidence by the bulls being further undermined by cotton
market weakness due to the gov-

cc c0

VERSE OF TODAY;

rubber-runnere-

the father of Johnnie and BilUs
Bushytall, the squirrel boys.
"Oh, Uncle Wigglly, I'm so glal
to see you," chattered Mr. Bushy-tai- l.
"There is so much trouble
tills morning that I "
Suddenly, from a tree overhead,
a harsh voice cried:
"Hay! Hay! Zoop! ZoopI Be5zayl

Bedtim e Stories
For Little Ones

Be-za-

"Goodness! What's that?" asked
Mr. Bushytall.
"One of those scolding Jay
blrd3," answered Undo Wigglly.
"I Just asked one to fly from my
bungalow, and I supposo he flew

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

here."

"Bay!. Nay! Say! Hay! Day!
Kay! Pay! Chay! Zay!" screeched
the liluo feathered bird.
terrible!" cried Mr.
"This
"We can't talk while
Bushytall.

i

rheumatism crutch

at him and
and drive him away!" '
"Let me speak kindly to him
first," said the bunny. "Oh, Mr.

Jay--

"

"Hay! Hay! Let me speak!
screeched tho blue- - feathered bird.
"Are these the kind of nuts you
need?" he asked, and from a tree
there clattered down hickory nuts,
chestnuts and walnuts, hundreds
of them.
"Whern did you find them?"
asked Mr. Bushytall, much surprised.
"In this hollow tree," answered
the Jay. "gome friends and I hid
them there this summer. Just for
fun, to have something to do, as
we don't eat nuts.
This hollow
treo is Just packed full and you
and Uncle Wigglly may have them
all. Hur-ray- !
"
"Hur-ra- y
it is!" cried Mr. Bushy-tai- l,
when he had scrambled up
the hollow tree and looked Inside
to find it full of nuts. "You are
very kind, Mr. Jay, to give us thess
nuts. Now the extra squirrels will
not go hungry. Everything is all

$1.02.
Corn

$9.10.
$7.87.

THE MARKETS

poor .squirrel gentlertvm

noise sounds, and I have some
thing important to tell you. Uncle
Wigglly. Go on away!" he cried
to the Blue Jay.
"No! NolVay! Nayl Nay! Hay!
Hay! Hay!" yelled the noisy bird.
"I'm not going awayl I'm going to
scold everybody!" And he did at
least it sounded so,
"Oh, my head! My tall! My
paws!" sighed the poor squirrel
gentleman. "Well, I'll do the best
I can to tell you the trouble, Uncle
What has happened Is
Wigglly.
this: From the North Woods a lot
of poor squirrel families have
come down here to live m our forest. There were no nuts in the
North Woods this year or only a
few and the squirrels all came

here."
"Well, I'm sure they are welcome," spoke the bunny,
"That's the worst of It!" said
Mr. Bushytall.
"We squirrels and
chipmunks have only enough nuts
stored away for our own use. We
did not count on company, and
with so many extra to feed we
shall all go hungry. What to do
I don't know. I wish "
Hur-ray"Hay! Hay! Hur-rasounded from the tree overhead.
"That scolding Jay again!" chat
tered the squirrel.
"Shake your
,

!"

(By The Atanrlnted Press.)
.New Tork, Dec. 12. Todays

business on the stock exchange was
oversnaaowed by the buoyancy of
foreign exchange. Strength of International credits was
associated with events at primarily
the arms
conrorence.
Sterling rose almost 10 cents to
$4.23, Its maximum In more than
iwo years. Advances of 35 to 60
points were registered by other allied remittances and neutrals, not
ably Dutch and Spanish, were al
most oo points higher.
German marks were carried for
ward despite announcement of
rurtner disastrous bank failures In
some former financial strongholds
of that country.
Marks at .0062
were almost 100 per cent above Oc,
tober's low record,
Latin American exchanges also
were materially better, notably bills
on Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay.
Stocks were hesitant at the out
set, mixed or irregular at midday
and steady to firm towards the
close, when pressure against rails
and most of the representative Industrials, and specialties relaxed
Sales, (75,000 shares.
Money tendencies were firmer,

Trade Mark Registered U. & Patent Office)

"

northern,

southern,

New York. Dee. 12. Cotton fuClfMAri hnrAlv MtpflflV
Ttenam- ber, $17.40; January, $17.18; March
May, iij.uo; July. sis. 56.
LIBERTY BONDS.

tures

ii.i;

New York. Dee. 12. Liberty
bonds closed:
$95.30; first 4s,
$97.06 bid: second 4s, $96.50; first
$97.32; second
$96.86;
chlrd
$97.70; fourth
$97.28; Victory
$100.00; Vic$100.00.
tory

8s.

is, 4s,

4s,

4s,

3s,

4s,

New York, Deo. 12. Foreign exchange buoyant. Great Britain de
mand,
4.23; cables, 4.24.
France demand,
8.S1; cables,
8.82. Italy demand, 4.77; cables,
4.78.." Belgium demand, 7.96
; cables, 7.97. Germany demand,
.81.
Holland
cables,
demand, 36.40;
cables, 86.46. Norway demand,
15.00. Sweden demand, 24.60. Denmark demand, 19.10. Switzerland
19.48.
demand,
Spain demand
14.75. Greece demand, 4.22. Ar- gentlne demand, 33.12. Brazil de
mand, 18.25, Montreal. .92

42c.

LIVESTOCK MARKETS,

British empire.

Ireland has struggled for some hundreds of
years against the repressions of England, due largely
to the
situation In Ireland. Now she
Is offered the status under which Canada has been
It looks like a
happy, secure and , prosperous.
tremendous step forward for Ireland. Its rejection
means that the whole muddle is back where it began, except that England has succeeded In dividing
the publlo sentiment of the world on the Irish
question In case the controversy goes on. Half of
the friends of Ireland, who heretofore have loaded
her moral support, will feel that the settlement
should be accepted. It has been the publlo sentiment of the world and not the armed forces of Ireland which have coerced England Into the present
liberal proposal. Without that moral sentiment in
tbe world the Irish cause will be lost.
Most people will feel that England has offered
ip
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Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. Dec. 12. Cattle
Receipts, 17,000; opening sales,
beef steers, 25c to S5c lower; many
bid fully 60o lower; one load 1,056
pound Christmas yearlings, $12.75;
other early steer sales. $5.00 ifl) 8. 00; i.
fsho stock steady to 25c lower; bulk"
cows, $3.60 4.25; odd lots, $5.00;
heifers early, $4.00 7.00; calves
and bulls steady; best vealers, $7.0ft
no demand for
WS.uv;
canners practically
and Inferior calves; stock- ers and reeders steady to 15c higher; early feeder sales. $5.00 (3 6.35:
stoekers. $4.50 6.25.
8.000: mostly
Hogs Receipts,
15c to 25o lower than Saturday;
fairly active; few light lights to
yard traders, $6.90; practical top.
$6.85; choice light hogs to ship- pers, $6.85; bulk of sales, $6.60i
6.80; packer top on 190 to 225- pound hogs, $6.85; bulk good pack
ing.sows, $5.E05.85j pigs steadyl
best, $7.10.
Sheep Receipts, 4,000; klllm
classes fully steady; few light ewes.
ft.ov; native lamDs, xjlu.zo.

'
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Dec. 12. Cattle Re
ceipts, 27,000; beef steers and she
stock dull; bidding unevenly lower;
few early sales weak to 25o lower;
bulk beef steers, $6.758.25; bulls
steady to 15c higher; bolognas
veal calves
largely $3.403.75;
strong; stoekers and feeders steady.
Hoes Receipts, 60,000: 25o to
35c

higher than Saturday's aver

170-pou-

feeder lambs largely

$9.60: one load with short fat end
to shipper, $10.25.
" '

(By Th

Aatoclated Press.)

12. A
Denver,
Colo., Dee,
warm wave almost without precedent, according to the weather
forecaster, Is sweeping this section
of the west. All records for warm
December days were shattered this
y
morning In Denver when the
recorded 60 degrees above zero.
There is no relief In sight, accord
Ing to F. W. Brist, district forecaster. The warm wave began Sunday in the Canadian northwest, after a series of low barometric pressure areas along the Canadian
border and has spread over most
of the United States, Brist said.
(
mer-sur-

.60;

s; 5;
firm;

Time loans
90 days.

60.

days,

5

six months,
5;
505.
Prime mercantile

64:

6

6(95.

paper,

.
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NEW YORK METALS.
CHICAGO PRODUCE.

distribution

Potatoes
Chicago, Dee. 12.
steady; receipts, 83 cars: total
United States shipments, 625 cars:
Wisconsin sacked and bulk round
white, $1.651.76 cwt.; Michigan
do, $1.?51.80; Minnesota sacked
round white, $1.601.70; Idaho

McCall, Riley & Co.
Member ConitolidatH
Stock

20

Exchange 0 Mew York

Broad St.,

New York

By Gene Byrne
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Denver Livestock.
Denver, Dec. 12. Cattia T!a- ceipts, 4,200; steady to stron?; bref
steers. $.r. 00(96.25; cows and heifers, $3.60 5.50; calves, $6.50 &
9.60; bulls. $2,0013.00: stockors
and feeders, $4.506.50.
nogs Itecelpts. 1.300: steadv.
15c lower; bulk, $6.00(3)6.75.
Sheep Receipts. 7.600: steadv:
Iambs, $9.009.75; ewes. $3.00
4.25; feeder lambs, $7.758.4i0.

fX rATW&B. SOUGHT
A StCOND HMD UTOM0BlLU.

V

'

Taking Desperate Chances.
It is true that many contract severe colds and recover from them
without taking any precaution or
treatment, and a knowledge of this
fact leads others to take their
chances instead of giving their
colds the needed attention. It
should be borne in mind that every
cpld weakens the lungs, lowers the
vitality, makes the system less able
to withstand each succeeding attack and paves the way for the
more serious diseases. Can you afford to take such desperate chances
NEW YORK MONEY.
when Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, famous for Its cures of bad
New York. Dec. 12. Call money colds
may be had for a trifle?
nrm; nign,
low, 5; ruling rate,
8; closing bid, 8
last loan,

THE IRISH SITUATION.

COMPOS ITVOrA
WRlTC
Of NOT MOSTHM

-

CITY PRODUCE.

t

Perhaps the Friends of Irish Freedom are right.
In 'their convention in New York, which adjourned
Sunday, thoy adopted resolutions demanding the
complete political divorce of Ireland from the

$19. 00

$17.50'

RECORDS FOR WARM
WEATHER SHATTERED

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.

that

Matthew Adams

65e.
88 o.

NEW YORK COTTON.

four-billio-

Wd I'sighed ita

KANSAS

come-bac- k

May, 53
May, 37

c; July,
Oats
c; July.
Pork Jan., $15.00.
Lard Jan., $8.70; May,
Ribs Jan.. $7.65; May,

Hur-ray!-

cle Wigglly and Curly's candy.

"Oh. my

2

age; butchers off most; shippers
buying liberally: big packers holdi
ing back; top, $7.50 for light lights?
average, up to $7.85:
bulk hogs averaging 190 pounds
ernment report.
Corn and oats were lower as a and up. $6.75 7.15; pigs mostly
result mainl" of big receipts of 25c lower; bulk desirable, $7,400!
corn here. Besides, export demand 7.60.
for corn was less active than has Sheep
Receipts, 88,000; fat
been the rule of late.
lambs, 25o to 60c lower; sheep and
Setbacks In the value of hogs yearlings, 25c lower; feeders, 25o
tended to weaken provisions.
higher; fat lambs to packers, large
Close:
year
ly $11.00; choice
Wheat
May, $1.1$W; July, lings, $9.75; ewe top early, $5.60;'

right!"
"Zay! Zay! Zay!" screamed the
Jay as ho flew away, and then
Uncle Wigglly knew he wasn't
scolding after all. That was Just
the bird's way of talking. So the
hungry squirrels were fed with the
nuts the Jays had stored in the
tree for fun, and all was well.
And If the egg turner ddesn't
bat the popcorn ball over the gas
stove and make the looking glass
laugh, I'll tell you next about Un-

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

No. 2

Kansas City. Dec. 12. Butter,
creamery, 1c higher, 44c; packing,
lc lower, 20c.
Eggs, firsts, le lower, 49c; seconds, unchanged, 35c.
Poultry, firm: hens, 15cffl22o;
springs, 18c21c; turkeys, 40c

(4,

...... 278V.
...... 10S',4
11

Copper

Lead, steady; spot, $4.70 4.80.
Zinc, quiet; East St. Louis delivery spot. $4.90 4.95.
Antimonv spot. $4.504.55.
Forelern bar silver, 66 c; Mexi
can aonars. 50 c.

M'i

"!.'"4,

Kennecott Copper
ixiuisvllle & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
,
Missouri Paclfio
Montana Power
New York Central
Northern Paclfio
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper
Reading
Rep. Iron & Bteel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Paciflo
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
Texas Co
Tobacco Products
Union Paciflo
United States Steel
Utah Copper

20.50;

18.60.

zo Ji
2fcyt
2fi'.i
C4'4

........ ui

12.

Tin strong;
snot and nearby,
futures, $33.50.
1 northern, $19.50
No.
Iron, easv;

20.00; No.

121
31

7

Erie
Great Northern pfd.
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd.

Doc.

$33.50;

44

Canadian Pacific

York.

firm; electrolytic upot and nearby,
la "4 esc 14c; futures, 14c.

1

wide-sprea-

twin-eixe-

sacked russets, $1. 902.10 cwt.;
Idaho sacked rurals, ,$1.751.80
cwt.
Poultry, alive, higher; fowls, 14,0
22c; springs. 21 He; turkeys, 37c;
roosters, 15c.

although call loans held at 5 per
cent until Just before the close,
Hi per cent then being demanded.
A 6 per cent rate was maintained
for 30 and 60 day bills, as against
last week's fractional concessions.
Bond trading was less active and
again irregular as a result of fur
ther realizing sales. Liberty and
most other domestic Issues,
were
msposea to ease. The foreign group
was featured by the sireneth nf
Japanese 4s. City of Toklo 5s and
United Kingdoms of 1929. Total
sales, par value. 118.750,000.
Closing bids:
2
American Beet Sugar
American Can
Jttu.
American smelling
Kerg. . 65
American Sumatra Tobacco. . 30
American . & X
.,,119
American Zinc
12'1
4 9
Anaconda Copper
Atchison
,
90 14
35 i
Baltimore fc onio
Bethlehem' Steel "B"
58
18 iA
Butter and Superior

WHEN DOCTORS DISAGREE

Albuquerque Corning Journal

13, 1921.
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December 13, 1921.
BRINGING UP FATHER.
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a
hotel, nicely furnished; 22 outulde rooms; hot
and coUV running- water In
each room; steam heated. Thisi
hotel la In pood location and
Is doing a fine business, but
owner Is leaving town and
will sell at a bargain for cash.
m

.

GOOD FRAMR HOUSE
Located close In, In the Highlands; has 6 rooms and glassed
sleeping porch; is arranged so
can be used for two families.
This will make a very corn
fortable homo, or can be used
as a home and income

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
I'lione 907--

FOES

SALE

ci

'

P

full-size-

k

i

pnir

r.
I.

...

MAKE US AN OFFER
brick
double
On a
dwelling with two baths. Five-rooand bath on each Bide, furnished, separate entrance, only
five blocks fron fepostoffice.,
OWNER VElii ANXIOUS
TO BELL, so call
ACKERSOX & GRIFFITH,

m

120 S.

Realtors.
Phone
Fourth.

414.

.

tOME

poetry-

"A BARGAIN"

-

New four room frame, large front
and back porch, full lot, garage.
Chicken house. Furnished complete, including sewing machine,
victrola, etc. Only $2,350 Terms.
McDONAtD & WORSHAM.
Real Estate, Insurance.
108 8. Third.
Phono 006--

REALTY
Realtors.
210

Consider the

FOK KJ.NT
Bouth

Ill

Four-roo-

Dwellings

By Georfee McManui
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DIEKMANN HEALTY

Rooms
rooms,

889--

furnished house.

Phone

$1,300

BUYS

ItOOMINu

This Is a good one eight
rooms
and
three deeping
and
back
front
porches,
porches screened: lot 100x142
feet; gns, Ridewnlks,
fences,
large variety of berries, fruit,
etc. Best garden soil, dltcH
water. Now .1u.st think of all
this at $G,400, and yonr own

terms.
Int'U rrATuns

.1921

ii

II

To flusbandsf
Every Mother

lonra for- "Home for
self and Children." She has been a
good wife and a rood Mother and
you owe It to her to satisfy this
yearning. Tou can if you will but
only make the start. Delay Is dangerous and time Is fleeting--. Make
her happy this gladsome Christmas
by presenting her with a contract to
one of our choice
lote.
You
will both be hippler for the glvi;ij.
cash starts you "Homeward."
W.
705

C.

THAXTON

Mountain

Road

I

6evie.

SOLD

YOUR OWN TERMS

Imc-

-

FOIl RKXT
Several dandy furnished houses
and three nice unfurnished!
houses..

-

3. A. HAMMOND,
821 Enst Silver.
Phone 1022 U

rhone

Four-roo-

Lots in the Anderson Addition.
Easy payments.

FRANKLIN
-

PROM

For

for 'catalog.
J. T. OCG A
Albuquerquo,

CO.

N. M.

'

SALEFurniture

FtjSALEPoultrgga

WANTEDRoomt

'

fr;

a cotipjot
REALTORS,

......

Second nnd Gold Avenue.
Phone - - 40
A ItK.lI,

rhone

G57

with Board

Rent-Roo-

llOAmTTrsPweolt.

Two new
houses, 5
minutes from shops, lVa acres
alfalfa $3,800; $100 cash, $00
a month.
New
frama house,
good lot $800; $100 cash and
$25 a month.
frame housf',
New
with Bleeping porch, furnished
$600 cas,
$1,500;
Highlands
and $30 a month.
Fine corner lot with
frame shack $600; $100 cash
and $20 a month.
modern
adol
house, plastered insido and ou.
$1,230; $250 cash and $25 a
month.
Three-rooframe
house,
close in J1.C50; $50 cash and
$20 a month.
Two adobe houses on ont'
lot near shops $1,400;
$10u
cash and $25 a month.
Three - room adobe house,
near shops $1,100; $300 cash
and $30 a month.
Three - room adobe houso,
$800; $50 cash anu
Highlands
Also
$20. a month.
adobe $1,100; same terms.

LEVEREITT 1AFF

& CO,

Realtors

Third and Gold.

TREES
FOR SALE

IX CASE
Ton Never Heard of
UNIVERSITY
HEIGHTS
We Just mention
in passing
we
are
that
general agents,
and there is many a happy
home up there today.
Oct your lot now only ten dollars down and ten dollars per
month.
A beautiful Christmas present.
Wo Arc At Your Service.

Surpriso her with a new home
we have
them terms
to suit.

410

m

SHADK TREES ANlJ ORNAMENTALS
ALBU.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order In Now. Write

Christmas Present

That

J..D. Keleher, Realtor,
211 W. Gold.

$8,500,00
on Anst

Worth of lots
Silver, near
HIGHLAND
PARK the past month.
A few choice
lots left .it
$000 and up on easy terms.

Will handle this cosy, small
home In the north lowlands.
Partly furnished and we can
give Immediate possession. Rent
payments will buy it. Better
get settled for the winter.

Edith.
124 South Edith,
FOB BENT Five room modern, fur FOR RENT LlRht
housekeeping rooms.
41B South High.
house.
nished
WE HAVE
SIS South Third.
FOR SALE Miscellaneous
FOR SALE Ranches
three-rooFurnished
four FOR RENT Front room
FOn RENT
house,
cottage for $1,-50- 0.
furnish id tor TRY IiuKOV'S MJL1C jTii&'r 1NT0VN.' A new
alfaita."
e
ranch,
FOR HAJ.K Forty-acrrooms and bath.
Santa Fe.
and "another three$
414 Weat Gold.
Terms;
2413-11housekeeping.
Phone
four mil' a from city. Inquire 400 West FOR RENT
rour-rooroom cottaKO for $1,60. Terms.
a old.
FOR RENT Aroom furnished; alsj FOR HAI.E Muckintf bird and cage.
house, at 128 North Fourth. Dr.
Want a rent house? We have a
garage, 21. 1007 North Second.
South Sixth.
I'OK SALE Country home, stucco house.
four-room
and a five-rooFOR RENT if oneVo" furnished rooms, FOR SALE
house,
even rooms, steam heated, electric
Guaranteed
rugs
Navajo
Two-rooIn
KENT
FOB,
Ap
two-rooCottage
highlands.
onren-acr- e
608
'
steam heat.
a
also
and a four-rooCentral.
208 South Arno.
Weat
ranch; In alfalfa and
light,;
A.
room
26,
ply
Armljo building, phone FOR .RENT Front
orchard. Address Postofflce box 177, or
furstoam
heated
all
four
flat,
beil room, strictly FOR SALE l.udi
suit and fur.
coal
H07-R- 4
phone
clean, close In. 208 North Sixth.
nished.
Phone 1810-BENT Five-roohouse, unfurhouse and FOIt
FOR BALE My aeven-rooNice front room and sleepJ. Ii. PHILLIPS, Real Estate.
DOANE'S mlik gallon lots; nu delivery
nished, with range. Apply ill North FOR RENT close
forty-thre- e
acres land, situated on the Walnut.
m
In.
110 S. Third,
115 South Edith.
ing porch;
Phono 354-1301 North First.
the main road In Bernalillo, New Mexico.
FURNISHED
rooms, hot water heat; no FOR SALE
Fresh corn-fe- d
halves
modern bungapork;
Address Bonafacla Montoya. Santa Fe, FOB BENT Five-roo- n
sick; no children. 414 West Silver.
low with glassed-iand quarters. Phone lNitli-sleeping porch, 314
.
(Nw Mexico. Four-acr- e
Bouth Blxth.
FOR RENT ISvo nicely furnished rooms FOR SALE Cement blorks, cheap.
FOR SALE Mouses
4FOII BALE
ranch, two mile
for
Two-roo315 West McKlnhousekeeping.
South Walter, phone 2314-furnished house
from postofflce. on main ditch; .lubie FOR KENT
iKimt.
ler.
SALE
Full
Uy uwntr, four-rooSIS
with
Edi'.h.
South
"ols,
t
sleeping porch.
houses,
DENVER POST delivered at iour door,
house, garage, chicken
Fruit
Jnquiro 1015 "Wt-s-t
FOR RENT Furnished loom with priviblooded chkkene and turkeys; .jn fur- phone 1151-J- .
6ic per month. Phone laty-M- .
2416-Jr- s
brick
of
Five-rooterms.
Phone
lege
buustj,
FOB RENT
parlor; garage available. Phone NAVAJO RUOS Positively at cost.
niture;
modern bouse,
1401-1(Nuitti LvJnlt. ihoii
furnished, 804 Bouth Walter. Inquire 1714-North Mulherry, phone 1730-WANTED Position
(114 East Santa Fo.
BALK Good fiva-ruoFOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping FOR SALU Wittier
i'"utt
tiouse, gar-ug- e
two
Uog house,
room, close In; steam heat. J17 gou.h
and email grocery, call at 218
C5: five-rooVvANTBL) Work
house, fur
710 West
waitress, maid r FOIt BENT
pairs new feather pillows.
South Bcventh.
nished, 114 Princeton. Inquire 128 Vassar Third.
Phone 111-J- .
IlKhP housework.
Lead.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; also can FOR SALE Edison inuuhiue and forty-fiv- e i'ult SAL.K Uy owner, new modern eix-- i DO general huuee cleaning and floor or phone Z138-room
near Kobinaon park, $ViU
ary birds for sale. 218 South Walter,
FOB BENT Several cottages, furnished.
Plum,! cafch. $ house,
waning. J. W. Lowe, phone 1430-K- .
records; good as new.
pnone I687-P cr month.
Ph one
40 and (45, on car line. In125, (.15,
2404-JReal Estate Exchange.
WANTED
Washing and Ironing by the quire 1218 South
Edith.
FOR RENT One nice large room for FOR SALE Indian twin
b'uu bAiai uit TK A UK Modern four7
after 6:30 p. m.
day. Call 1204-79.
409 V. Copper
Phone
lnotorcyt ,o,
room
Five-roo017
for
house,nouseKeeping,
FOR
BENT
employed.
gara-ifurnished,
house,
eleeplnj porch,
lady
W. P. Johnstun, at Oodson's putus),
WAKtED Washing and Ironing to take
full size lutiv bargain. 1636
Cenelectrio lights, city water, pianola, eta.; west Hiiver,
East
400 North Fourth.
105 Bust Coal, phone 1505-home:
tra 1.
tun
FOR RENT Sleeping rooma for senile
month. 142.1 North Virginia.
phonoWANTED To prune your fruit trees; FOR RENT
men employed, 18.00 up; no sick. SIS FOR SALE Cheap, new Edison
moA-er- n
Three, four brO five-roofirst-clas- s
and records. Leaving town. Call Full BALE Xiy owner, four-roograph
Phone
work guaranteed.
W A NTED Miscellaneous
liMiver.
vesi
bricK houie; two porchee,
apartments and houses; some furnh
at 1222 East street.
Bikes, 142J-furnished or unturniahed; good!pamire;
ed; steam heat. W. II. MoMlltlm, lit FOR RENT Southeast front room, fur
tinrs.
WANTED
Cuula
man- Sutj South Kdith.
New
SALE
Oibsou
Beautiful
Foil
WANTED Nursing; by Rood, reliable, West Gold,
nace heated, new house, close In: no
L'409-Rdolin (flat model), leather cas;, cheap.
practical nurse; charges reasonable. FOB BJ3NT Unfurnished
Foil SALEJ By owner. 718 Weat Coal, FOR corking and serving dinners and
four rooms. sick, an south Arno.
Call 605 North Second,
Phone 1370-Z
frame stucco, 4 rooms and
bath, vbasement and two porches, at FOR RENT Large furnished front room, FOR SALE
fihone 1580-Saddle,
gasoline large porches, newly decorated, bath,
WANTED WORK on farm or ranch, 1201 Enst Copper. Inquire at 210 North
man preferred; no sick. Phone 1S86-vacant. S parties,
articles. 61S West Terms
OVES 1'OLIHHED an
board. Cedar, phone 2378-not too heavy; will worlc
set dp.
tank; other ranch
1S03-if
desired,
fhone
oui boum Tnird Bt.
Atlantic.
Phone 141'0-Phone 604-Bedding Co., phone 171.
FOR SALE A four-rouFOR RENT Three-roofurnished house, FOR RENT Room and slassed-l- n sleeD
furnished cot- bul-to- r
SALE
and
FOR
Milinetona
churn
MIDDLE-AGEHAULING
ot
all
kinds
done,
201
60
on
Joe Coro- lady wishes the manR.
and
font
South
near
R.
bath, at
lot
tuge
shops.
sleeping porch
lng porth, gentleman only. 2:4 South
W. P. John$20.
worker, No.
nil, phone 1R20-agement of refined wldower'a home. Edith; will be vacant December 13. In- - waiter. Phone
2272-Only $700 for quick sale. J. A Ham-mon72ft South' Arno.
ston,
Address Box 11, care Journal.
.
152i-R224
Silver.
East
South
84
Phone
EXfEUTS trunk and furniture crating.
Edith,
qulre
OR RENT Furnished rooms for light
FOR BALE Used tracLors,
and b
Call for Joe. Phones 307 or 39; prices
GRADUATE nurse will do housework an! FOR
n
FOR SALE Account leaving city, fur- rensiNT Unfurnished
nouseueeping; water and 1 slits fur
with gang plows. Hardware Depart
v.hlo.
care for Invalid In return for room J.nd
of five rooms with large lot, at nlshed. 710 West Lead.
or unfurnished
house
nished
modment J. Korhei St Co,
41ft West Atlantlo avenue; very handy to
ern
sleeping porch. Phone 2305-UOODSON
& CO. Cleaning paper and
ar
screened
house;
porches, nicely
FOR
RENT
rooms
and
Housekeeping;
WB AUDIT. CUECK, OPEN. CLOSE and railroad .employes.
J UST RECEIVED a lainu consignment ranged for two families. West Central,
City Realty Co.. 207
clr.anlng kalsomlne; all work guaranno
two
for
persons;
porch,
sleeping
.
67.
B34-2'0i-3near
teed.
West
Gold,
books.
Phone
15c
of
Phone
WILLIAMS
the
ft
Hubert
phone
ZANO,
owner,
plnons,
pound.
park.
keep
cmiarrn. no South Walnut. ,
1114 West Central.
room I Meltnl building. Phone 701 W.
FOR BALE By owner, five room and WANTED
Medium elm trunk, good
IMPERIAL ROOM8 Mca. clean rooms
HELP
WANTED
Adand Pasteurized milk. Theie
condition; must be reasonable.
WANTED Work of any kind; house
large front porch, modern bungalow,
rates by day or week.
Over Pastime C'LAHIKIEL)
In good residence
Is only one place to obtain it Albusection; east front, dress Trunk, caro Journal.
cleaning, kalsomlnlng. odd lobs of car
Male.
'Theater. 211 y. West Central.
in very best condition; SCAVENGER
and
lawn
201 East
trees,
351.
Association.
Phone
I1AUL-INquerque
penter work, Phone 604-VAND
Dairy
OENEHAL
WANTED Man to fire furnace,
Ap- - FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
Lewis.
porch and two
Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith.
buttermilk and cot- town,
i'h'-nitss-w- .
ply Albuquerque Sanatorium.
airy rooms; board across street, 114 FOR bALjfi Fresh
723 East Iron, phone 2399-1WELL educated young man desires em EMPLOYMENT
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
North
18SS-Maple,
phone
We
OFFI'JB
all
FOR BALE By owner, in the Fourth WANTED
fursh
1H15-lota.
To rent Santa Cinus costume,
ployment here; not health seeker;
phone
Bwayne's
Dairy,
kinds of help. Try our servli.
110
modern bungalow, gar.
ward,
clerical, nil or garage work preferred, Pruth
ni.w no ft west uold, seven
for University Xmas program, Dec. 17.
jh
Beautiful new J. P. befbutg age,
roome ana Bath; good repair, 840. Star FOR SALE
Third, phone 854-has
and
best
resi
light
very
Phone 1485-E.
heat;
D.
or
player-pianJr., care Journal.
Horgan,
mahogany case; ras!i
dential district In city; priced right; UNION
VUBSB wants position, nursing and keep' WANTED Young man as office asslstanttFurnt"',e Co,, phone
LATHERS
done
easy payments. Particulars phone 1V4-J- .
athlng
easy terms; not priced over ' phone
rooms
by mercantile house; typist preferred. a,i.(fi!N HUiJUis 8itepins
suo FOR HALE Chrckeii
lng house for Invalid or healthseeker; promptly by J. E. Thlohoff it Sons,
sandwiches, Plg'n shown by appointment
Phone 1104
only.
two years' experience In hospital, Ad- Answer, stating .age, experience and salhousekeeping apartments, by the day.
87G-North
Eleventh,
2040-In
cream
phone
the
Whistle
ice
beat
candles,
ary expected. Address Box 25, care
weekor month. 802H West Central.
flrcss N. c., enre journal.
We deliver
WELDINO
AND CUTTINU
free. College Inn,
of metals;
city.
GOOD HOME IN SANTA KK
FOR RENT Two
WANTED Experienced office man denice unfurnished phone 241.
also welders' supplies and. carblile for
FIVE-rooadobe house, modern, p:p' ssle.
MEN
rooms
seventeen
sires position;
with bath and. large sleeping FOR SALE
years experiN. M. Sleel Co.. Inc.. phone 1947-nineteen
dollars
less
per
electrio
Alfalfa,
heart
ff
furnace,
institution wants porch. 81$ West Mountain Road, rhone
lights,
ence; wants to locate permanently; not NATIONAL financial
ton; also beardless barley one
Secondhand
Santa Fe; wonderful bargain A tak?n at WANTED
furniture
and
veterans
of Spanish-America- n
and aoz-a healthseeker. Phone 1578-M- .
trunks. We buy everything In houseper hundred. Phone 240&-Ronce; caBh proposition; splendid value.
world's war for state and city managers
FOR
Well
RENT
E. Diets.
furnished Iront room.
Mrs. Frank, 802 Hillside avenue, Santo hold goods.
Max's Bargain Store, 816
all parta of country. Must be familiar
WANTED Houses
steam heated, hot and cold water, also FOR
South First.
Phone 858.
with banking or Insurance or similar, as
SALE
pups, two re, New Mexico.
Toy poodle
modern
WANTED Four-roohouse; position Involves handling large sums of garage; no sick, en west coal phone
months old, thoroughbreds: delivered BY OWNER,
modern house In MAX BARGAIN STOKE, at 310 South
unleei price It right don't wait your money for others. Returns to representa- 1102-Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireFirst, will pay the highest prices for
any time, anywhere. I E. M. Brown.
with ability dis- WOODWORT11
time; state price, location and terms. tives commensurate
Newly
furnished, nice. Barton, N. M.
place, large screened
clothing,' shoes and
porches, three your second-hanNo investment
.Address Mr. Kupel, enre Journal.
clean rooms and housekeeping apart- FOR SALE Excelsior
played.
required, but
bed rooms with extra large furniture.
Phone 858.
light,
airy
ex
In
motorcycle,
on
east
lot
with
fronts'
WANTED Albuquerque residence; four state managera must have $1,000 for per- ments, by day, week or month. 812
closets,
large
cellent condition, just been completely
KUU CLEANERS
to seven rooms; will exchange room- sonal expenses. Write or call The Vete- South TWrd.
overhauled and renalred.
Can at Blfi lawn, trees, ete.; everything in excellent MATTRESSES
renovated. 13.60 and up.
411
California FOR RENT Two furnlahed
terms if desired. Fhone
ing house close In, lands, suitable f r rans Trust Syndicate,
condition;
for "South Walter.
injms
furniture
repaired and packed, Ervin
Colorado.
Denver,
J.
197J-building,
vacant
live stock ranch,
property, $1,000
light housekeeping, connecting bnth, hot BEND a genuine NAVAJj RUG i r "GER- Co.,
Bedding
phone 471.
water and lights; very roaaonabli.
It. E. note, several other properties,
Femnle
Call
MANTOWN
PILLOW TOP h. me for
BETTER.
DOKAK FINISHING It Is
owner, 815 South Third.
AUTOMOBILES
WANTED Experienced collar girl, Ei' arternoons. 71)3 North Third,
Cen1005
at
East
Christmas; bargains
better. Return postage paid on mall
FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms tral, phone 141
celslnr Laundry.
BA1.10
Ford truck, enclosed body, orders, Tho Barnum Studio, 219 (a West
FOR RENT Ranches
for light housekeeping.
with large MCI3 HOME'MADB CAKES mada to Foil
Oirl for general work. Apply
420.
WANTED
Phone
cenrral,
Aiouquerque, N. M.
sleeping porch, electrio lights and. gas;
rtmch; two
FOR KENT A seven-acr- e
403 West Lead.
order; leave your order now for fruit FOR BALK Good Ford truck. Inquire WE HAVE more calls for rental prop
no children.
410 East Central.
miles from the Barelas bridge. Phone WANTED A woman for
cakes for Christmas.
Mrs. Maekey, iH'tf
cook'
710
we can supply.
We want
North
than
Thirteenth.
erty
general
1830-FOR RENT Beautifully furnished front East Silver, phone 1286-80S Weat Copper.
lng.
Radiator Repairing. O. k! your house to rent. J. L.- Phillips,854--Real
bed room, In private home, bath ad- BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albu EXPERT
FOR BENT OR SALE Eighty-acr- e
110
Bouth
Estate,
Third,
21
housework.
for general
phone
Sheet Metal Works,
North Third.
joining, furnace heat; employed gentleranch, four-roohouse, seven miles WANTED82S Clrl
querque Dairy Ajwclatlon butter; If FOR BALE
North Thirteenth.
WILL GIVE PIANO storage and excel
Apply
A- -l
man; no sick, tot Weat Marquette, your
Smith lorm-a-truceast of town; fireplace, water and tele'
grocer can not supply you, call at
lent care In private home; family of
1480-J- .
for general housework. Phone 1634-607
Bouth
condition.
Second.
Ph.
1
phone. Call at 1105 East Central, phone WANTED Girl
tne dairy,
North Second.
Can give thoroughly
two adults.
765-Apply at 519 North Second.
5
FOR RENT Well furnished room, sepa- PLATER
SALE
Bulck touring car; only
satisfactory local references. Address S.
piano for a Xmas girt, with FOR
first-clas- s
rate entrance, next to bath and toilet;
WANTED Maid for general housework.
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co., J. B., care Journal.
for
sale
records,
Liberty
cheap;
Rooms
RENT
thirty
Office
FOR
can be arranged for housekeeping; em- bonds taken: terms to
Apply mornings, 823 West Copper.
responsible party. city.
WANTKD
Careful Kodak finishing.
$12 and up. .Pnone 1018-person preferred.
214
West WANTED Woman for general house ployed
or 1222 West Central.
FOR SALE Some extra good used cars;
FOR RENT Office space.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisafter
65 West 816 Norta Arno, phone 1TS6-J- ,
Gold, phone 442-work; must be gord cook.
easy terms, Mcintosh Auto Co, 101 faction guaranteed.
BPOTB Heel and arch cushions
Send your finishing
SOFT
m.
p.
to a reliable, established firm,
Full BENT Attractive office, steam Lead.
llanna
prevent fallen insteps; cures all foot WestjCentraL
furnished. WANTED Second girl to aaslst In care
f 1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos, FOR SALE Ford touring car and 410 A Hanna. Master Photographers.
troubles,
heat, light and water
FOR
Mrs. a. j. Lewinson, son
of Infant.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
WrlRht building, opposite postofflce.
gauge Stephens shotgun.
Apply 117 RAZOR BLADES Send or bring your
elKht-rooFOR
SALE
Luna boulevard.
Furniture of in
FOR SALE Fine nnnlas. hv tiio box South Third.
FOR BENT Three very desirable office
dull blades for resharpenlng; dauhie- home; everything. Call at 401 Bouth
FOR SALE Truck, newly overhauled. edge, 16c; single edge, 25o per dozen;
rooms light, heat and water; will rent WANTED A cook In a family of four; Broadway.
JonLthnns, Roman Beauties. Arkr-rmaMrs. D.
to
Oanos.
Wine
party.
good
wagee
Ben
B.
for
right
Kapjrt
Davis,
Atlantic.
or
West
cash.
A.
Mllner,
as
(15
Black,
a
whole.
have
cheap
your razor honed and set Sy ex
separately
FOR SALE Very beautiful 8x12 rug, Shone 1U28-Weinman, 70S West Copper.
or call Wm. Dolde. 705 Phone 1420-13
West Central, phone 1)23.
perts; work guaranteed. Kobza Bro:hers
at
WANTED Woman to do washing and Seereasonable; an excellent Xmas present. Bouth Broadway.
Kuppe s Drug stnre
FOR SALE OR TRADE For cows, light
FOR SALE Real Estate
Blx Bulck touring csr; good condition. ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
Ironing every other week. Call at 21S store.Mr, B. Townsend at J. C Penny Co.
CLEANING
do not phone.
West
Marble:
GOOD
of
roofs.
kinds
Address
gal
for all
II per
Q. L., care Journal.
CO. Windows
cleaned and
floors
FOR BALE Kino 60 root, lot on East
buf-fe- t,
FOR
Bnuth FOR SALE
110
SALE
Ion.
dresser,
The
Masano
stove,
Heating
Co.,
r.rdeis
to
toko
houses
ladlea
offices
and
WANTED
Hamstores,
In
Young
excelscrubbed;
Oldsmobllo
six,
Silver at reduced price. J. A.
kitchen cabinet, library table, san- Wnldut. phone 1834-- J.
rntes and honest
Try a built up
reasonable
for beautiful
or
medallions; go id pav.
cleaned;
lent
cash
a
condition;
mond. 824 Enst Silver.
bargain;
itary cot, two rockers, book case. 411 roof, will last as long as the building.
work.
Call mornings, 505 North Seconl.
Postofflce box 101. A. Granone;
terms. 1304 West Central, phone 1481-cor1 will soli
West Marble.
LOT FOB, SALE
your calls American Giocery, phone
FOR BALE Cheap, Emerson-Brandlnsee Mcintosh auto company for leave
ner lot, only three blocks from city WANTED Stenographer by mercantile FOR SALE
do'll
251.
enameled
white
horse
ham
twelve
tractor,
Large
power
house. Answer, stating age, experience
used tires, all sizes, used parts; Maxhall. Price 1650. O. R. E.. care Journal.
eteam cooker, draw bar, twenty on pulley; three Emer- well,
buggy, electrio lamp,
and salary expected. Address Box 11,
Jitudebaker, Reo and Chalmers cara
805 North
will 008 West
pictures and flat Irons.
son bottom plows, fourteen-lnch- ;
care Journsl.
Central.
LOST AND FOUND
712
Twelfth.
In exchange.
car
E.
Adair,
take
J,
month
Room
and
BOARD
$10
RN
En
WE BUY POULTRY AND RABBITS of
WANTED USED CARS
LOST
FOR SALE Two library tables, two West Fruit
Eyeglasses with chain; may
tree.
while
all kinds.. Phone S52-school;
CASH for used csrs of any
catalogue
$02 South
PAY
attending
WE
fn case bearing nam of Henson phone
arm
two
leather
tables,
dressing
006
South
heavy
Business
1,
College,
Mackay
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct Broadway.
2273-W- ;
reward.
chairs, one kitchen table, and several odd
Los Angeles.
600 South Second.
Main,
Oarage,
8. C.
FOR
puro-breSALE Entire stock
set with
chairs. 405 West Central.
Diamond lavalllere,
FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City I HAVE
LOST
K. L Reds, breeding Dens r singles:
Girl for housework, 10 a. m. FOR SALE Oil and
13,100 equity in modern bunganearla and two keys on string:, between WANTED
El'ectrlo Railway, below par. Dr. R.
stJVuS
coal
halt
Mrs.
also
a
fine
of
bronze
m.:
on;
lot
8:80
s.
'urkera,
To
low, partly furnished. Fourth ward,
Sunday afternoons
New Mexico Candy Kitchen and 618 Souchchild's bed. dressers, wardrobe, chins U Hurt. N. T. Armtlo building.
will exchange tor high-grad- e
auto and H. B. Catkins, phone S41I-Jwages: only two In family; easy cabinets,
single of
case:
Arnn; rewara; return to bib aouin Amu. good
dressing
largest
396.
1321
TIJeras.
Enst
little
box
work.
cash, Postofflce
RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
Apply
used furniture in elty. 82 Bouth Fl.st.
n
8. C. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks.
WANTEP -- Ladles all over Nraj Mexuo
F. O. B. track, check with FOR SALE Ford light truck, 1160; one-toFOR SALE Davenport bed and matti'em. FOR SALE
6
gooa
for
cockerels,
1300. worm drive;
orders
to
Ford
my
meaamoni;
pullets, hens and pens for breed
take
truck,
100
extra
pecans,
good
g
it
order,
pounds
vTNmTslderTn paTntlngTppeTnng-lnIU
new,
135:
like
three
tables,
413 West Atlantlo. pnone 14SJ-me
and
ing.
for
1660,
Bulck
Write
library
parucuiara.
100 pounds good quality drv light Bulck, 1580;
narrj to 111.60; eight dressera.
of kalsomlnlng, call 284, or call at pay.
110 to 126; 20o pound;
Gold.
Second,
110
505 North
West
1400.
e
Rea,
Dodge
car,
BABY
16o
touring
twenty-fivCHICKS HATCHING EGGS
pounds
A
pound;
Powers, New Mexico.
207 East Central, for Hanson
txl2 rug, IS: 11x14 rug, $25: recking pecans,
y
Par- FOR SALE Usca
our
White Leghorns.
quality dry -pecans, 20o pound.oatnes-vlllfirst-clas- a
ford Sedan and Tour- FROM
painters and paperhahgers;
chairs, II to 14.60; Iron bed. 18 to 112.60; good
120
W.
Chicks
per 100: eggs 113 per lou.
cel
Female.
Mnle
no
Mitchell,
too
post
prepaid.
J,
and
lob
Roadster:
Brothers
we guarantee all our work;
Dodge
ing;
Dodge
springs. 1 to 14.60; new all cotton matR.
I. Reds that are real Reds.
Chicks
Texas.
Max
too
Brothers
also
small.
renewed
car;
to
over
114.(0;
o"
$7
7.76;
tress,
17,
women,
nesirire
touring
YOUNO
men,
big
dining table.
I2i per 100; eggs, 114 per 100. Hutch oft
AUTO TOP and seat well end
Studebaker; each
$130 monthly. dining chairs, 1 to 13.26; commodes, II USE
nvernment sositlons.
Monday and Thursday. Parcel post
Co., Auto
J. Korber
MATTRESS RENOVATING write for free list positions for 1922. R. to 12.60; stand tables, $1.76 to 13.75; dressing. Effecto Auto onEnamel, Vals-pa- r, Hupmoblla truck.
prepaid. Mesllla Valley Hatchery, Mrs.
automobiles. Dept., phone 783.
Valspar Enamels
porch swings. 12.60: habv bed and mat
H. V. Bnndy. Las Cruces, N.
JTa TlTESSltE.NOV A tTms, Mi" and up Terry, , (former Civil Bervloe examiner),
28 Continental Bldg.. Washington, V. C. tress, 17.60; baby
$1.60 to 17.60; Plymouth .Cottage Paint,. Homestead
furSatRug cleaning, - furniture repairing, Bed-dinCement.
nnd
16; Singer machine, 110; Floor Paint, Roof Paint
cot,
sanitary
471.
Ervl
PERSONAL
niture packing. Phoue
kitchen cabinet, like new, $30; oil heat- isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher LeathCARPENTERING
YOUNO LADY willing to take an apartCompany.
ers, 13.60 to 6; oil cook stoves, $10; er Co., 40l West Central, phone 1057-BARBER For private homes. Ph. 1421-ment with one or two other young DO
PETTIFORD TUB ODD JOB MAN, coal heaters, $7 to 114; coal range, 120;
TOUWANT to learn conversati mil
Address
A . kind of work
ladies; references exchanged.
Fhone UlS-- J
hard coal burner, $16; pictures, mirrors,
Individual Instruction. See
Spanish--?
A. B., ears Journal.
Mrs, Laura M. Iloyt
medicine cabinet, toy .wagons,
clocks,
WANTED
Odd Jobs carpentering, paint
FURNITURE FOR SALE
native
llliuml'crluln'a Tablets.
teacher, 415 North Blxth.
chairs,
rocklm?
Irish
kldlst
YOUNG
man wishes either, room, or
mall,
kars,
M&e-Phone
roof
and
BEAUTIFUL
and
furniture
ing
repairing.
Chammahogany
"I have frequently used
and many other articles. 221 Bouth
board 8nd room, in nrlvate family; SCIENTIFIC character "analysis, and
two brass beds, ror sale at a bargain;
YOU are thinking of building, phone
helpful advice regarding employment.
be reasonable; not sick. Adberlain's Tablets, during the past IF19S9-home for sale also; leaving city at once. price must
C. E. Devena.
D. P.. 807 Stanford,
plane furnished free; ail wor
A. O., care Journal.
dress
three years, and have found them guaranteed.
Mrs. liargolls, 103 North Fifth.
Heights addition.
TYPEWRITERS
re
splendid foramheadaches and bilious
alterations, repairing; la-CHIMNEY SWEEP
PAINTING
attackB. I
only too pleased, at BUILDING,
jobs or small: work by contract or by ffPSWfifti?fiB All makes overhauled
and repaired, Ribbons tot every mac.
any time, to speak a word In praise the day: careful mechanics and reasonWE SPECIALIZE In cleaning chimneys wirar&yTon ldtsr pa.iitli.tf, pUoue
ana furnaces. Call "Chlmuey Sweep,"
1M7-of them," writes Mrs. Luura M. able prices: work guaranteed; estimates chine,
Albuquerque Typwrlter Ex.
kll
estimates furnialiod
1J2 South Fount,
Journal Want Ada bring result!, T. M. C. A, ;
free. Call 1765-chance, phone 10 J,
work cuftrante$Ml; no Bob too Unco,
Hoyt, Ilockport, N, Y, -

f

AND

nocsn

i

FRUIT
New threo-roocottage, 16x22,
witn sleeping porch ixl4. On
corner lot; $100 cash, balance
i20 per month. Call 10:00 to
12:001520 South Elm.

R;

BOAKDIXG

Five-roo-

CO.

fire-plac-

c

HOMEY nOME.
FOR SALE JIOSLES
brick sleeping porchJB.BOO
heat
n
built-ies,
room
modern,
dining
brick, sleeping porch,
near postofflce a barand
kitchen
to
dato
features; garage,
except furnace,
right up
gain.
located on University
Heights. lawn, shade, a fine location.
furnished, large
Priced to sell, $4,200. Terms.
Price only $3,750, good terms.
lot
$4,250
P. GILL, Ron! Kstatxj.
J.
Two
fine
West Fruit, ..$675
lots.
R. MeCIXGITAX, REALTOR,
723-Phone
113
S.
Second.
1204 W. Cold. Phono 412-J- .
W. IT. MeMILLIOV,
x
Real Estate, Loans, Insurance,
208 West Gold.
Notary Public.

CUT OUT RENT

bun-Ealo- w

r
T,Xa"

Location

best

Furnished

THINK

Why not have a home of your
own consisting of four rooms
ind glassed in sleeping porch,
built-i- n
features, oak floors,
furnace heat and large basement T This place la priced to
sell quickly. Call.
A. Ii. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors,
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
Phono 158.
223 W. Gold Ave.

r.

OH B0YI
Why not this brand new
of four rooms, glassed-i- n
Bleeping; porch, two screen
porchos for that Christmas
home? It hns h;ml wood floors
built-i- n
throughout,
china closet, kitchen
sidewalk, alfalfa ali
around tho house in aeaaon,
sharto trees, fine neighborhood. It's a dandy. Price only
$3,850; terms.

a

.

-r'

0

J2'13

e'

i
i

--

sp
III

streets In
Fourth ward, pavement In and
fully paid; trees, lawn, garage;
six rooms, two fireplaces, dandy
furnace; oak floors throughout.
This property must be sold at
once. Make a reasonable offer.
We also have several good lots
in University Heights, l'rlces
very reasonable.

FOR KENT

iii

Parent

-

FOR RENT
FOR RENT

n

HOME

SHELLEY

On one of the

S

-

;

New pressed brick, five large
rooms, plenty of big closets, linen
closet, bath, heat.
laundry In
basement, extra roomy front and
back porches with concrete floors
great, big garags. Frontage of
71 feet on one of the best streets
in the Fourth ward.

rhone

x

S,

Jd Jig

A HOMEY

J.

u

International Newt Berrlc.

by the

U.

iWjK

"

45D--

i
i
i
I

riT) . diL.
HAVE WRITTEN

'

674.

CENTRAL AVENUE HOME
3f five rooms, two porches, fire
features. Complace, built-i- n
pletely furnished, even to dishes and kitchen utensils. Gard
lot. Make this
age,
your Christmas gift to HER.
Priced at $5,500. with reasonable terms.
ROLLIX E. GT7THRIDGE.
riiono 10U3. , 814 W. Gold.

.

f

TENTH TIHE TvE
FALLEN - I LL BE.

room

rhone

ii

i

frame cottage, lie oping
$2,100
furnished, corner
porch, completely
SUDDEN SEHVIOE.
lot; highlands, one block from Cen- - The Red Arrow (all over the West) rentrnl avenue; tcrme.
service en Kodak finishing
ders
sudden
on
East
One
homes
of
the
finest
$8,000
Work
people who demand quality.
Silver avenue; seven roome and bath; to
:n before 11 a. m. mailed same lay.
extra fine sleeping porch; full base- Work
.
next
In
m.
Boon
mailed
I
before
p
ment ; hot water heat, laundry, fine
electrical equipment, good garage "vith day. Address work to
V
THIS
BED
ARROW,
servant's quarters.
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
A. FLEISCHER, Realllor
(We want
representative In TO'JH
territory.)
Insurance in all its branches. Loans,
Surety Bonds.
Ill South Fourth Street, Next to P. O.
3

nni
UViii

3

ten-roo- m

D, T. KINGSBURY,

1321

Registered

ji

for a few dayi

FOR RENT
furSome very desirable
nished and unfurnished houses
and apartments in all part of
the city.
Tell us what you want we
may have it.

-

!!

IIOTEIi
We have Hated

.

Opyrifrht.

ErsTKuiKhtTToO
South Itrna'lway.
NICELY
furnished ruott, with buarJ;
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
KOOM AND HOARD with sleeping mreh,
nrl.iilnlnfr hath.
1036 Kast Central.

SNAP;
modern brick, with glsssed
slcoplng porch, larso front screened
por.h, also one
off the kitchen,
latest built In features, hardwood
floors and flnlHh throughout, large
lot, j'lai.
uui.imi
cuy
in
Fourth ward; 1:1,450 CHsh limits,
will hen.
tile, balance of 12.000 at 8 per cent.
For rent, modern apartment, three
rooms and batlr, close
in on Bouth
Arno street.
A. O. STARES,
.110 West Gold Avenue.
Tlione 1(18.

PROFESSIONAL
tlt.

CARDS

CAN ACCOMMODATE
iaa laUy cunval-escen- t.
Apjily t'asa da Oro, (13 West
A t l
1 4.
Colli.
1'OU
KENT
ttuom ana board, with JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
board. 410 rio ms 15, 17 and
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
19, Cromwell Building,
Ennr (Vntrnl.
rnone u&j-j- .
KENT
Lsra-furnished room with
rilVKI.'IA
table board; rates for two people. 217
AMHI'B(,KIM.
South Fourth.
8. I.. Ill IllON,
Dlsraxes iif toe Stomaeh.
J A .. KSO.VH KANCIl ictat location tor
Bulto.
Harriett Building.
Jew reservations
now
healthseetters;
nvallnble. phnns 2S3S-Hit. tt. V.
I.IKKU,
EOH itENT
Eya, Knr, Noso and Throat.
i
Canvas sleeping porch,
Barnett Uulbllng.
with hoard for gentleman convalescent,
Phone 111.
$50 per month.
Office lloura
1207 East Central.
I to II
m., and J to 5 p. m.
I? 11 KENT
Room ana sleeping porch.
"
IH. MAItfJAItiiTTArtriTirrtrilT,
vlth board for convalescentr;
Rentle-me- n
Office .Irani LMg., Itoom 10. Phone 171.
only; prlvata horns. Phone 5I4S-Residence 1153 K:ist Central
ilOMB MOAUD1NO HOUSE Nice, wTrm
Phone B71.
sleeping rooms; good horns cooking.
004 Bouth Third; shortwalk from station.
ping
W.
M. SHERIDAN,
FOR ItENT Nice, rooms"" with-slee-

full

l.

a

MTdT

porches, with board, for convalescents.
M.s. Reed, 51J South Broadway, phone
FOR

RENT

Furnaced-heate-

d

with private entrance
sleeping porch, for two.
FOR ItENT Nice
suitable for one
in steeping porch,
A rent Home.
718
J

t

-

M.

bed ijom
to both; lorse
1207 Butt

ally front bedroom,
or two; also Kliissed- with excellent board.
South Walter. Phone

rrnctlco l imited to

OKMTtl

.

1'ltINAKY

DISEASK9

AND IISEASl:j OF THE SKIN
l uxxerm.in
In Connection.
uihonitory
ljfllC."?P"nlL-lil',-

g'

t'honu

una,

CH1XOPRACTOR3

eTfTc ill SiaNp
IB and

S

'T-

'

uinj-av

hiropmrtor.
Armijo liulldlmr.

MIHAMONTEH-ON-THE-MES-

A

L
for tubercular B'Oli llK.N'T Three-rooapartment, jll-va- to
convalescents; graduate nurse fn atImth.
Phone 137S-tendance; ratee by the week or month.
Three-rooKOlt HU.N'T
furnished eiari-- m
Cell 2400-Jei' '
'a'l
South Fourth-- .
RESERVATIONS may now bo had at St.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates. Port KENT New small, mortem furnished apartment, steanv heat, hot water.
117.50 to 23 per week; Includes private
room with sleeping porch, connected to Inqulro apartment 7, 1215 West Roma.
bath and toilet; medical care, medicines, Von HUNT Model ii three-roofuralsh-e- d
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
np:irtmcnt with bath, clusa Is.
' Call
service; no extras. All rooms have steam 505North Second.
heat, hot and cold running water. Rev. I'OH IlK.N'f Two furnished rooms, for
W. H. Eii;'-- ",
(Superintendent. Phone
liBht honsekeeplng; adults; no dick.
491.

SANATORIUM-HOTE-

72t

Kouth

Keronr).

BUSINESS CHANCES

FOIt ItENT Thtee furnished housekeeping rooms, with sleeping parch, elves
FOR SALE
Uuruge, best location in In. 41 D West Mnrquetto.
town. l'hone 878.
KENT Three furnished housekeepfoil
FOR SALE Hmall grocery and five-rooing rooms; also two rooms and sleeping
10D4 Forrester.
tiweiiiiiK.
i.an ai J oouiit eievenm. porch.
FOIt SALE A butcher shop, everything FOR ItENT Troom with bath,
Central!
1106
at
Call
East
complete.
107
for llitht housekeeping.
South First.
phone 705-Inquire Savoy Hotel.
FOR SALE One of the nest buslners FOIt KENT Two rcoms and sleeping
properties in Albuquerque. SIS Siuih
porch, unfurnished: private entrance;
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
no small. idillUreii,
208 .North Walnut.
FOR RENT Three-roomodern apartFOR SALE
confectionary
ment, pnrtly furnished, $27.50, wator
goods; good and light paid. Inquire 1301 West alar-bl- e.
shop, handling high-grad- e
location; low rent. Address Bhop, care
Journal.
FOIt RENT Modern
furnished
ROOMING
HOUSE Rooms all filled;
apartment, with
porch;
central location; profitable investment. no sick; no children, e'05sleeping
South Broad-wa- y.
at
$23
Inquire
Everybody's Candy Shop,
South Third.
FOR RENT New rtirnlshed ap.L.mont.
WOULD LIKE TO EXCHANGE
SOME
half block from Central avenus car
CAPITAL PLUS EXPKRIENCQ
lino. Call 1315 E.ist
Woodlawn
FOR interest In business of proven worth. Apnrtments, or phone Central,
1575-Address "Ar. billon," Postofflce Box FOR RENT
Furnibned
three
rooms,
.14:
private bath and sleeping porch; heat,
I'UH BALE At a bargain, five second- water
and light furnished.
1006
Apply
hand pool table and one billiard table. West Central.
In first-clas- e
condition; a! no one twelve FOR RENT
comApartments furnished
foot ncta fountain, A- -l condition. In
plete for light housekeeping, Including
nulre at 120 West Silver.
heat and gas. 31 North Seventh.
lights,
FOR HALEEsUblished retail business Crane Apartments, phone 314.
In Albuquerque; paying now, and poslargo rooms and
sibilities for large profits. Price $6,000. FOR RENT Throe
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining;
Owner has good reason for selling'. Adcompletely furnished for housekeeping,
dress A. B.. Mornlnff Journal.
lfl West Coal.
gas and coal ranee
tablltheJ
BUSINESS FOR SALE Old
mrciintr business, located on railroad.
DRESSMAKING
Will sell for value of Improve nents ..Inn.
in
Good reason for selling. If Interest
BOB, Impprlnl Rnom
good it zed proposition, addrsa ;ostffic
box 539 AIbu!?uerou
; children'
W'ANTKD
tew
of
In? uppclalty. Mrs. Hiker, phone 1130-YOU.VQ man with moderate amount
capital desires to make business con- UKMS'l ITCHINO, plpannff. Wllliami' Mll- nection. Only reputable, subntantlal bus1'
nJ!I' -l- !1 s"nth R roadway, ph. 777-Bank references reiness considered.
KING, also men's shirts, really
quired. Communications will be mutually UilKS.SMA
ilmo; reasonable. 30Q West Iron, phone
confidential. Address Business, care Jour 1 174
.
nal.
I'LEATINU, accupllon, sitle and box;
FOR
mall orders. N. Crane, 215 Nnrt'a
; CranftApnrtments.
Spventh
phone 314,
does
FOR8ALE-Buck- s,
and Irylng
UPODAfi b tl R SPMAKINO Toun
rnbhlts. 71(1 West Lead.
ladiffl'
a
dresses
specialty; reasonable.
FOR SALE Belgian does with young. Miss
303 4 West Central, phone
807 North Eleventh.
6D4-FOR SALE Horse, wagon, harness. Jersey cow and calf. 1301 North First.
FOR SALE-'-Ver- y
cheap, three good wvk
Protectant tmrne and moth
horses. Bhufflebarger Traneier earn, WANTED
er's care for useful school girl, netr
114 John.
school.
Address L. M., care Jour
high
FOR SALE Half TocklnDeg mlllt goat: nal.
will be fresh In Marclt. Apply loli4
North Fifth.
FOR BALE OR TRADE For cows, light
TIME CARDS
Rlx Bulck touring car: good condition.
'
Address O. I, care Journal.
FOR HALS Two horses, two colts. 100
chickens and good collie dog, cheap.
Mr. Lawrence. 1204 North Eleventh.
FOR SALE care load good work horses,
some good marea, all young; some are
not broke, at Grande Wagon yard, 810
WESTilOU.N.'J
Dally.
FOR SALE Span of real wgrk mules Train.
Arrive.
Depart.
neiK"i"B .""J,
JK... imu,
No, 1 The Scout..,. 7:i) pm I: JO ptn
heavy set harness, at a bargain. Bells No. I Calif. Limited. !o:30 am 11:04 urn
l.l very riaoie.
No. 7 Fargo Fst. 10:50 am lltid ana
CATTLEMEN
Can pasture COO head of No.
The Navajo. .12:35 am 1:00 am
SOUTHBOUND.
cattle, plenty ot grass and water: all
under fence; price reasonable. Address No. 29 El Paso Exp
10:10 pm
R. P., care Journal.
No. 97 El Paso Kip
11:10 am.
EASTHOUND.
FOR SALE Flue bred rabbits; all yjuna
stock; new hutches: will sell reason No. I The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
able: must leave city. Call mornings, No. 4 Calif. Limited. t.OO pm 1:40 Pro
No. 8 S. F. KiiSht.. 7:25 pm 1:10 pm
rear 211 West Marquette.
No. 10 The Scout.... 7 :20 am 7:10 am

ALIJstock

MONEY

TO LOAN

FROM SOUTH.

No. 18 From El Paso 0:10 pro
watches, dia- No. SO From El rase 7:00 am
monds, guns and everything valuable
No. 30 connects at Telen with No. 11
Mr. D. Marcus, 11$ South First.
for Clovla, Pecos Valie". Xanar City and
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches Q
Coast
and gold Jewelry: liberal reliable, con
No. 29 connect, at neloa with Mix 11
fidential Oottlleh Jewe ry Co.. 106 N. lit from Clevis and points east and south
CONFIDENTIAL loans no jewelry, dia
monds watches, Liberty bonne, pianos.
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman's
117 South First.
Bonded t the state.
MONEY

to

LOAN

On

II
Page Ten.
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Lunch Biscuits

OF CITY SCHOOL

We want to sell you today because they are so nice
Just in from the factory.
Kippered Codfish.
Kippered Salmon.
Smoked Salmon.
Now have a limited amount, Albuquerque Dairy
Company's Butter, lb. 55c.

f 15

Coal and South Walter

Marble Avenue

Phone

LET'S GO

School
John
Superintendent
Milne was Instructed by the school
board at Its meeting last night to
make a full revised survey nnd
statement of the city school build
Ing requirements in order that the
board may proceed to have plans
made and bids let for the construction of all necessary buildings and
A survey of the addiadditions.
tional requirements needed In the
city to accommodate the school
children was made a ehort time
ago. but the board wants a resur
vey made In order to learn if the
former estimate will prove large
enough to accommodate the re
ouirements next year.
Additions are needed In most of
the schools, as the total attendance
has reached 8,334 which Is far In
excess of the number which the
buildings were designed to accom
modate.
The high school enroll
ment Is 771 and the building was
built to accommodate not more
than r00. An addition at the high
school Is necessary unless It Is de
cided to drop the lower grade
from the building and put them
some where else.
It was decided by the board to
secure Dr. E. L. Hewitt, of Santa
Fe, to deliver a number of lectures to the Albuquerque teachers
during the month of January.
The superintendent was Instructed to carry out the vaccination
suggestion of the state board of
health and to see to It that all
children were vaccinated against
smallpox. The greater part of the
children have been vaccinated, but
It Is expected that a close check of
the records will reveal a number
of cases where the' vaccination did
not get results and revacclnation Is
necessary.

ROBERT JONES

876

fflf llfll
FREDERICK

PAULINE

"THE LURE OF JAD
The Story of a Woman Transformed.
Directed by COLIN CAMPBELL

and

"FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day
"MUTT and JEFF" Cartoons
REGULAR

Tomorrow

ADMISSION

TOM

MIX in

LOCAL ITEMS

PRICES

"TRAILIN

INDIAN

CoVbono 4 and 5.
The Hornets defeated the Happies In a fast game of basketba:l
BEADED BAGS
yesterday afternoon by a score, of
MOCCASINS, CURIOS,
22 to 14.
PILLOW TOPS,
Triple I.lnk Rebeknh Lodge No.
10 will meet this evening at 1. O. O.
RUGS,
BASKETS,
V. hall at 7:30 o'clock.
NAVAJO JEWELRY
Ada Philbrkk Phone 241S-JKnights of Columbus will meet
at !:3u o'clock this evening In
At Reduced Prices
Strons's undertaking rooms to recite prayers for the repose of thu
died
soul of Ernest Huhn, who
Monday.
There Is an undelivered telegram
at the Postal Telegraph for l'a.il
Copeland.
The Loyal Order of Moose will
Music and Jewelry Store
hold a smoker this evening at
Moose hall.
Phone 917-- J
j 117 6. First St.
Miss Catherine Hill, of the Vogue
a
from
returned
buying
shop, has
trip to New York and Chicago.644-P.
Dr.
Osteopath.
Murray,
'
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Gibson have
returned from a two weeks' viwit
in San Diego and Los Angeles, Calif.
Mrs. Narclsco
Tat'oya hus returned from San Antonio, N. M.,
where she went to visit Mr. and
Mrs. David Baca.
C. G. Gunderson, of Bernalillo,
who was operated
upon at the
Presbyterian sanatorium recently.
Is reported to be recovering rapidly.
J. Wyckliffo Miller, of the San
Tsidro Indian Trading company,
was in the city yesterday on business.
Frank Herrora and Bony Gallardl,
Factory wood, full truck load,
Cordova and
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company. who will box Benny
at
Jim Flynn In the double-headPhone 91.
H. F. Koblnson, chief of the In- the Crystal Friday evening, arrived
dian Irrigation service, will return last night and In order not to dis
this evening from Espanola, N. M.,
the fans who had gathered
where he went on official business. appoint
at Moose hall to look them over,
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Camp-fiel- d started training before they went
left last night for Alamogordo, to supper.
where they will spend the holidays
Both boys look like class about.a
with Mr. and Mrs. J. Benson New- foot deep
and fans are already
ell.
that Benny Cordova
prophesying
John V. Conway, state superin- will have much harder match with
tendent of education, was In the city Herrera than he would have had
for several hours yesterday.
with Mike Baca, who canceled his
Mrs. Nellie Margolis, formerly of contract on account of sickness.
this city, but residing in lxs An- Herrera shadow boxed two rounds
geles, Calif., the past few months, and then took Kid Annya on for the
is In the city. She expects to make same number. Judging from tnese
Los Angeles her permanent resi- two rounds, he Is the fastest boxer
dence in a short time.
that has been In Albuquerque this
Mr. and Mrs.
George Oakley, year. He expects to step Into the
El
now
ot
this
of
city,
formerly
ring Friday night weighing
Paso, are visitors here.
which is the weight Benny expects
Mrs. B. E. Jones and Miss Pau- to make.
line Jones, both from Albuquerque,
In Bony Gallardl, the fighting
have been guests at the Hotel Clark Italian, Jim Flynn will have the
of Los Angeles the past week.
hardest battle of his career. GallThe following Albuquerque resi- ardl put on the gloves with Eddy
to
Los
a
Angeles Lewis for two rounds and gave
dents enjoyed
trip
recently, stopping, while there, at Lewis the first real boxing he has
the Hotel Rosslyn: Miss Cora A. had since he arrived In AlbuquerTavlor, Mrs. C. F. Barth, I. Earth que. The Italian Is fast; seems to
and Mr. and Mrs. P.. W. Hoyt.
have a wicked nunch and didn't ap
pear to bother much about Lewis'
love taps.
CHRISTMAS TREES ARE
Herrera has not fought since
CUT IN CEDRO CANYON Armistice dav when he laid away
Kid Stewart, the Quaker City pride
in the eighth round. After his
Over 65 persons approached the bout
with Bennv he will go to Col
forest ranger at the Cedro canyon orado
Springs for a match with
on Sunday with their permits to
Stopper.
cut Christmas trees In the plot Johnny
Trainlnir Quarters have been es
designated by the forest service. tahllshed at the Moose hall and all
The permits were Issued by the of the boxers will give public worksupervisor of the Manbano forest outs each evening starting about 7
and authorized the cutting of from o
.one to 25 trees. All requests for clock.
the
permits should be made at
Manzano supervisor's office In the SECRETARY FALL NOT
federal building rather than at the
TO STOP HERE FOR A
district headquarters on Central
avenue.
DRAINAGE DISCUSSION

;onl Siiiid'v

STATE

Hiram Hcrkenhoff will play
Leo Murphy. P. F. McCanna will
meet Hoy Strome, Antonio Otero
will meet Arthur Pracor and Roy
McDonald will plav Dr. Gillette
Cornish In the third flight of the
Country club golf tournament for
the Stato National bank trophy
next Sunday morning.
The results of the second flight

played on Sunday morning follow:
Otero won from G. Gloml, one up
In 20 holes: P. F. McCanna won
from H. Guild, seven up and six o
go; McDonald won from Koleher,
four up and three to go; Hcrkenhoff won from Allen, rIx up an
five to go; Dr. Cornish, Jr., won
from Joe McCanna, four up and
three to go; Strome won from B.
T. Hanger, two upj Prager won
from Fred White by default and
Murphy won from Naranjo, one
up.
1

STARTTRAINING

HE

DEATHS

AND

fpilISE
J&LAUM
in

;

h

charge.

A SCREEN POEM
HEARTS
BY

fel

CATHERINE

'

AND

REGULAR

where. Henry
Phone 939.

Transfer

Co.

WILLY-MILL- Y
J. A. Skinner

205 South First Street

to

1

MlnWl

DETROIT
COLLEGE

BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
H9H South First, rbont 121--

n .Ml

.i

Jji

mm

5,G00 Lbs. COAL

FREE

Phone 35

158

J.

W.

158

BRASFIELD

Watch, clock and Jewelry repaired.
Swiss and
American,
English
makes.

First

Phone

917-- J

Phone

Call

3 7

1

NOTICE

DR. FREDERICK A. HATCH will deliver the following
at Albuquerque In Shrine Room at Masonic Temple:
Wednesday, Dec. 14(h,.8:0O p. m. For Men and Boys over
the ages of 19 years. Subject, "AMERICANIZATION."
Thursday, Dec. 15th, 2:30 p. m. For Mothers and Married
Women. Subject, "AMERICANIZATION AND SEX EDUCATION IN THE HOME."
Thursday, Dee. 15th, 8:00 p. m. For Master Masons Only.
Subject, "WHENCE CAME YOU?"
Friday, Dec. 16th, 8:00 p. m. For School Boys. Subject,
"MEANING OF SEX AND THE RESPONSIBILITY
OF
BOYS TO GIRLS IN LANGUAGE, SOCIAL RELATIONS
AND AS PROTECTORS."
No Fee for Admission. Como and Hear This Noted Iecturer.

n

CURIOS
if h

nnnft

in

Moccasins. Baskets.
Jewelry, Gems, Laws.

WRIGHT'S

Open and Closed Cars.

Opposite

FOGG,

The Jeweler

Jewelry
Just out of the high rent district.
Opposite
Phone

003--

J.

Postofflce.
122 8. Fourth

FOR SALE OR RENT.
Six brand new
houses,
corner Ninth and Coal. WiU
sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. H. Strong or L.
C. Bennett.
PHONES 75 or 145.

Trading Post,
Indian Building
Postofflce.

ELMS HOTEL
North First.
300

GALLUP

Call "6

7

With bath $2.60 single and
double $3.00.

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

$2.00 double.

LUMBER
Let Onr

,

.

for Christmas Gifts

Phone 01,

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Becbr

Friday Evening,

Albuquerque'
to Santa Fe.
Leaves Albuquerque,, 7:46
Arrlvese in Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:00
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives in Albuquerque 7:10

Phone

IS

8:15 Sharp
Reserved Seats at Matson's Wednesday, Dec. 14
Admission 50c and 75c

am
am
pm
pm

600

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Clear
910

Concert by

I

Room
Gold.

Monday Evening, Dec. 26
National Guard Armory,
Albuquerque
Tickets on sale at
New Mexico Phonograph Co.,
402 West Central: and by mem
bers of the Apollo Club, under
whose auspices this concert is
being given.
ADMISSION $2.00
SCHOOL CHILDREN 75c

Singer

West

Store,

Central

ALL

FOR SALE BY OWNER
These homes are all Las Vegat
Press Brick and built by owner.
--

-

A Comedy in Three Acts

,

STAGE

Hahn Coal Co.

Ernestine

"Peg-O'-Hly-SSea- rt"

1114 West Central

Least Expensive
Burns Longer
Produces More Heat

m

5

Junior Class Play

Robt.r1acpherson

Egg Coal

NICEST CEDAR KINDLING
Stove and Fireplace Wood
Real Gallop , Lump Coal

PHONES

and BUILDING MATERIALS OF QUALITY
Tracks Bring Comfort to Yonr Home.

Nice Roasted Pinon Nuts

,

Cerrillos

SALE

FOR

4

es

COAL

THE VERY BEST FOR KITCHEN RANGE
SUPERIOR. SERVICE EVERY ORDER GUARANTEED
Unloading from Cars All Week,

8"

AND WATCH US MOVE
(Moving Is our business). Expert piano movers. We satisfy
particular people.,
BROWN'S TRANSFER
AND
STORAGE

Lec-tur-

Finest rooms in the state-st- eam
heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.60 single;

.

s

GUYS TRANSFER

HI

17

Of Dancing
518J4 West Central
Will Reopen Wednesday, December 16. Private Lessons by

appointment.
FRED HERMAN, Instructor.

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
Phone 421.
423 North first

Prompt Day and Night Service

2nd nnd Lead

Taxi & Daggage

Let Us Send a Man
To replace

Cent Taxi

25

TRANSFER

Phone 371

CJTT KLFCTBIO BHOK SHOF
tlS Booth Second.
Phone M7--

RAINROW
JAZZ ORCHESTRA.
INN, TONIGHT.

BjjyiW, spjiyi

We will give it away to our customers the day before Christmas.
You may have your choice of
either Black Diamond Gallup, Swastika, Sugarite,
Brilliant or Commercial Lump 4he best coals sold
in Albuquerque. Save your numbered Delivery
Tickets and See Our Window at 115 South Second
Street for further information.

.

Denzuea School

Call and Delivery.

FREE

PRICES

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone 'BRJESEJSEl'
802. Fannie S. Soitz. 323 !l JOHNSON COAL CO.
Coal and Wood.
North Tenth.
Gallup Lump $11.50 a Ton
51)00 NORTH FIRST STREET
We deliver any size any
Phone 388--

:im.i..i.4M.i

Fro

"

PRICES

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY

to

PKITA

EVERTS"

R,

A VANITY COMEDY

m

Tom A. Petty died last
South Edith
night at his 41home on His
wife was
street, aged
years.
with him when death came, 'ine
body was taken to Strong Brothers'
mortuary. Funeral announcement
will be made later.

(

ATTRACTION

REGULAR

"IT'S YOUR MOV E"

aged f5 years, died yesterday morn
GOING GOING
ing at his residence at Nortn
Fourth street He Is survived by At $1,600.00. a four-rooframe
three children and Mrs. Chaves. In the Highlands. Best kind of
are
Funeral arrangements
pendi terms. You will never have anIng. Crollott Is in charge.
other chance like this. We have
some dandy furnished homes to
MYERS The remains of Wll rent today.
Ham E. Myers were shipped last
J. L. PHILLIPS, Real Estate.
night to his former home In Peters- 110 S. Third.
Phone 354-burg. Ind. Mrs. Myers and son aceast
while the
companied the body
sister went on to Los Angeles,
In
10
were
Brothers
25 Per Cent
charge.
Strong
on
Reduction
serv
E
Funeral
Any Article In Our
AR CHIP QUE
ices for Bldal Archlbeque, an ex- - Store EVERY ARTICLE FULLY

PETTY

f'W

"CURRENT

CAST

ALL-STA- R

COL-LIE-

117 S.
Chavea,

b.

MADE COURAGEOUS
UNSELFISH LOVE

ADDED

CALVERT

Over 1,000 actors were required for the big spectacular scenes which have been
staged as only TOM TERRISS can stage thsm. The list of players in the principal
roles contain such names as CRANE WILBUR, FELIX KREMBS, WILLIAM
JR., HENRY HALLAM, and BEN LYON.
ADDED ATTRACTION!

GUY'S

Genovevo

H

A

will have charge.

CHAVES

MOTHER-FAIT-

.

The film version of DAVID BELASCO'S famous play is better than the stage pro- :
..
.I .
I
Li
TU.
JUUbllVU,
1 HC TriM
VITA TCDDKC
VI HardJ WOrK 111 matting
InlS
J UIIUU BpCUlI BIA 11IU11LI19
of
picture
stirring drama and love interest. It was made in the South on authentic
locations, and the result is a page of history vividly retold in big spectacular scenes
and interesting manner. Enacted by

--

MARTINEZ
The funeral of
Mrs. Beatrls Martinez, who died
will be held this
Sunday morning,
morning at 8 o'clock from the fam
residence.
lly
High requiem mass
will be said at the Sacred Heart
church. Burial will be at Santa
Barbara cemetery. Crollott will
have charge.

OF

YOUR TEARS WILL PAY TRIBUTE TO ITS MESSAGE
YOUR HEART WILL SIGH TO ITS ROMANCE
YOUR BRAIN VILL RESPOND TO ITS PROBLEMS
A GREAT DRAMA OF A GREAT FAITH!

.

CONTREAS
The funeral of
C. II. CONNER, M. D. I. O.
Pedro
Contreras, who Jled Sunday
t
We-hat his residence at Parjarlto,
Osteopathic Specialist.
will be held this afternoon from Stern Rldg. Tel.' 701 J. 233-W- .
the family residence. Burial will
U at Parjarito cemetery. Crollott
CHRISTMAS TREES

-

GREATER,
thanLOYE
ctirttled
ttibia
Qf.rct

'

We Deliver Your Order for 10c. Why Pay More?
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE

Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

PRODUCTION

GUARANTEED
service man. whose remains were
brought here from Pueblo. Colo
WATCH SHOP,
WISEMAN'S
at
the
were held yesterday mornlnj
215 South Second Street,
church of Santa Barbara. Inter
ment was In Santa Barbara cemeUNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Secretary of Interior Albert Fall tery.
Strong Brothers were In
will not be able to accept the In charge.
DOINGS
Hot Chicken
Tamales
vitation of the chamber of com
Get
mcrco to ston In Albuquerque on
Tuesday and Saturday
DONNS Funeral services for
your erder In early.
Many of the residents of the his way to Washington from Call Charles Allen Donns will be held
ALBUQUERQUE CRISP
Heights remarked Monday morn- fomla to discuss local drainage at 2: SO o'clock this afternoon at
POTATO CHIP COMPANY.
ing of how fortunate they were problems at the meeting to be held
Brothers' chapel, Rev. Wll- 1538-- J
to have their homes above the soon when the local delegates to Strong
Phono - lard A.
officiating, interment
smoke and hazy atmosphere of the the League of the Southwest con will be Guy
in Falrvlew cemetery. Fel
ference at Riverside will report.
city.
low employes of Swift & Co., will
Mr. J. L. Marcers, a hanker of
In his wire to the chamber, Sec- act a pall bearers.
last
week
pur- retary Fall stated that he had riven
Pontlac, Mich.,
chased two choice lots on the corn- Rio Grande drainage considerable
HOHN Ernest D. Hohn died at Established 1883
er of Coal and Stanford, with a consideration and that at some his home on West Marble avenue
view of building a home In spring. time he hoped to be able to dis- yesterday, aged 28 yearsi His wife
The county road superintendent cuss the question here. He stated was here with him. Funeral servhas Silver and Yale avenue through that he hoped to be able to send ices will be held at the ImmacuDirector Davis here for that pur- late Conception church Wednesday
the Heights as smooth as a
pose as soon as possible.
morning at o'clock. Rev. Father
Interment
Mandalari
officiating.
RELIABLE
will be In Calvary cemetery. Strong
MATCHMAKERS & JEWELER!
In
are
Brothers
charge.
205 W. CENTRAL AVE,.
Silver Leaf Lard, 10-l- b
;
$1.56
pail
Anderson
Edward
ANDERSON
- Knurr
Silver Leaf Lard,
81c
pail
died at a local hospital yesterday,
Chocolate Cream Coffee, 1 lb
In
was
39c
home
60
His
year
aged
Btvrr. W. Va. The body was taken
Chocolate Cream Coffee, 3 lbs
$1.15
Brothers' mortuary pendto
Strong
11c
Angelus Marshmallows, small pkg
ing instructions from relatives.

holidays.

IRTHE ATRE
J.EAIUCER READ JR.

FUNERALS

VARDAMAN Charles L. Varda-ma- n
died Monday morning at a
local hospita'
Mr. Vardamnn was
employed as a railroad mail clerk
out of Albuquerque fo- - the past
year and a half. He Is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Mildred Vardamnn
and his mother and father.
The
body was taken to the homo of his
In
las
Ariz.,
Phoenix,
parents
night. Blakemore & Son were In

13) 1921.

mYfm.Otm

,

FOR
BANK TROPHY

IN TOURNAMENT

,

36c
Angelus Marshmallows, large pkg
27c
Cranberries, quart
Do your Christmas grocery shopping early. Our
stocks are complete with everything needed for the

Wr

EIGHT GOLFERS LEFT

RflTHMAH'S

u

iii!

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

School Board Plans to Make
Necessary Building Ad
ditions; Dr. E. L. Hew
ett to Give Lectures.

CRESCENT GROCERY

't

LYRIC 1'H BATE

NEEDS ORDERED

and fresh.

Phone.

Mnj"'

S ED SURVEY

Soda Crackers and Milk

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

December

modern.

Ninth

A Real Treat In Store for Yon Tnesdny, December 13th
'
Noted Chautauqua Lecturer,

and

modern on ' North
Maple, half block from Central.

DR. H. R.

!

one block from
modern,
from Central.

two

Will Speak
blocks

Can Make Good Terms.

If you are intending
821

MASOKS-ATTEfJ- TfCfi!

.

MILLS,

In Masonic Temple on

"The Battlefields of the Republic"

a

i

'

to buy
investigate these first.
West Silver. Phone 1949--

The

At

7:30

p. m.

All Masons

and Their Families .Invited.

3

